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1 UNITED STATES OF A.MEEICA,

2 NUCLEAR RECULATORY COMMSSION

3 ---------x-------

4

4 In the ma tter of: a<

s

5 METBOPOLITAN EDISCN COMPANY s Docket No. 50-289
* * (3estart)

6 (Three Mile Island Unit 1) 4

*
,, __________ _____

,

8
25 North Court Street,

9 Fa rfisb urg , Pennsylvania

10 Tuesday, December 2, 1980

31 Eviden tiary hearing in the above-entitled

12 ma tter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:10 a.m.

13 BEFORE:

(~)/ 14 IVAN W. SMITH, Esq., Chairman,
\~ Atomic Fafety and Licensin g Roard

15
DR. WALTER H. JORDAN, Member

16
DR. LINDA W. LITTLE, 1:em be r

17
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18
MS. DORIS MORAN,

19 Clerk to the Board
,

20 APPEARANCES:
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22
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Washington, D. C.
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3 505 Executive House,
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4 WILLIAH DORNSIFE,
Nuclear Engineer

5
* On behalf of the Pegulatory Staffs

6
JAMES TOURTELLOTTE, Esq.

7 JAMES H. CUTCHIN, IV, Esq.i

,
Offica of Executive Legal Directo r,

8 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D. C.,

9
Petitioners for leave to intervene g.go,_gg:
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1 E F 0CEED IN G?

2 CHAI3 MAN S5ITH: Mr. Tourtellotte, I would lik e to

3 make an announcement. 'Je have with us this morning Mr.

4 Ernest Hill, who is a nuclear engineer with the

5 Lawrence-Livermore Sational Laboratory. Mr. Hill has been a
e

6 member of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel since

7 the early '70s, as I understand it, and he is here perhaps.

8 for the first time in an NRC adjuaicative hearing, under a

9 new provision of our rules of practice, 10 CFR 2.722, which

10 was published in the Federal Register,.45 Fed. Reg. 62027,

11 approximately August or September of this year. Section

12 6.722(b) is the section we are relying upon. That permits a

13 presiding officer, the Board in this case, at its
*

i

() 14 discretion, to call upon a member of the Atomic Safety and

15 Licensing Board panel before the hearing to seek advice on

16 complex matters.

17 In particular, in this case, Mr. Hill has been

18 advising Or. Jordan or will be advising Dr. Jordan as to
:

| .
-

19 questions to be asked witnesses to satisfy the Board's
,

20 in te rest in certain subject matters.

There is no special significsnce about Mr. Hill's
21-

i 22 presence this morning, 3r. Sholly. It just happened to be

23 he came here at this tims to consult with Dr. Jordan, and

24 there is nothing about your Contention that in itself

25 requires his presence.

,
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(} 1 The new rule has two sections to it. The first

2 section permits a ra ther vid e ra nge of consultation with

3 other panel members. The second section, Subsection (b), is

4 the one that we are employing. Mr. Hill's participation

5 vill be limited to ad vising the ?oard as to questions that
,

6 sight be asked of witnesses. *4e do not seek any

e 7 recommendations from Mr. Hill en the resolution of issues,

8 on findings of fact, or any of the factual issues to be

9 resolved in this proceeding. It is merely to suggest to Dr.

10 Jordan how he might de'elop the record f or his purposes at

11 this time.

* 12 Nr. Tourtellotte.

13 MR. TOURIELLOTTE: A couple of preliminary

() 14 m'a tt e r s . One; the SER on management did issue and was sent

15 ou t last week. Tomorrow we vill have members of the staff

16 here. As I recall, we agreed upon December 3 at 9:00

17 o ' clock . We vill have members of the staff here to go

33 through that S FR with interested parties and the Board and
,

|

19 give a broad brush explanation of what is in the SER, and I,

20 recall thct at the end of that m ee tin g , the Board was going

21 to establish some time, perhaps the follo wing week, when we.

22 would get together and have an informal discovery session as

23 ve did in the emergency planning.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I believe that we have already

25 established thst by Board order. I will check it during the

O
i
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{} 1 next recess, but I am fairly certain that we have already

2 done that.
!

3 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: That may well be. It is sort

4 of fuzzy in my mind as to whether we did or whether we j

5 didn't. At any rate, that will be coming up tomorrow.
e

6 And the other thing I wanted to mention was the

7 pieces of testimony which ' indicated would no t be filed on,

8 time yesterday dealt with three areas of Class 9 accidents,

9 inadadequate core cooling, and control room design. The

to staff actually did file some papers yesterday, and the

11 parers include responsive testimony we believe to UCS 13 on

12 Class 9' accidents.

13 '41th respect to inadequate cora cooling and

() 14 control room dssign, there is also testimony or pieces of

15 paper, maybe, ! quess, partial testimony or a status report,

16 if you will, of the other two items.

17 So, those, we had hopad we would have copies for

18 you thic morning, but they are on their way up and will not

jg be here until afternoon. So in addition to serving them
,

20 through the mail, we will provide both the Poard and the

21 parties present with copies of what we did 2ile yesterday.-

CHAIRMAN 3MITH: M r. Sholly , before we proceed in
22

23 taking evidence, -auld you give a report on the substance of
our telephone conversation yesterday with respect to --24

25 vell, first, Mr. Sholly called to forewarn us as to which

O
V
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1 documents would be needed so we would have them ready in the()
2 cross examination of the witnesses, and he also reported his

3 conversations with Dr. Johnsrud of ECNP, so could you -- do

4 you have any additional information? Could you give us an

5 up to date report on that, M r. Sholly?
,

6 dB. SEOLLYs I discussed it with Mr. Baxter and

o 7 Mr. Cutchin this morning and told them essentially what I

8 told you yesterday. If you want, I can repeat it.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHS You have nothing new?

10 Essentially you stated that Dr. Johnarud is not well and ,

11 does not know when she is going to be able to appear at the

#12 hearing.

13 MR. SHOLLYa ! pl?n on calling her at lunch today

("w)
,

14 and checking up and seeing what the status is.(
15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And you are prepared to proceed

16 as lead Interve''r on the computer Contention.

17 M2. SHOLLY: That is correct.

18 CHAIRFAN SMITH: *4 hat is the remaining Contention

19 that you have in common?.

20 MR. SHOLLY: The in-plant instrumentation ranges.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITHS That is still unsettled?.

MR. SFOLLYa Yes. I hope to resolve that at lunch.22

CHAIBMAN SMITH: Okay.23

24 MR. CUICHIN : Mr. Chairman, while we are

i
25 discussing this subject, we have, I understand, a status

=
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1 report on Dr. Johnsrud's health, but I have heard nothing

2 with respect to Dr. Kepf ord 's a vailability o r

3 non-availability.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I do not think it is "r. Sho11y's

5 responsibility.
e

6 MR. CUTCHIN : I realize that, sir, but I wonder if

7 We tre going to have the schedule turn on the availability'

o

8 of one or the other. and we might ask tr . Sh elly , if we are

9 checking on that, to find out the status of the other

to participant for ECNP as well.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You migh t re c a ll, Mr. Cutchin,

12 when the Board issued its memorandum and order with respect

; 13 to dismissing some of ECNP 's Contentions I believe it was

! I~) 14 this year, we noted that ECNP had not only Dr. Johnsrud'but
,

\_/
i

! 15 Dr. Kepford, Dr. Lockstead, and the gentlema n that lives

16 over in the vicinity of Peachbottom who is a technicall?

17 trained person, plus other people.

18 Th e Boar d is not in a position to rule whether Dr.

19 Johnsrud.'s health will Offect the schedule. There is no use
.

20 moving on things we don 't have to. We have plenty to rule

21 on, but we are aware that there are problems there, and we-

21 will be sensitive to the problems.

| 23 "R. CUTCHIN: Thank you, sir.

24 CHAIR?.AN SMITH: Anything further preliminarily

25 before we begin vith the witnesses?

O
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(~T 1 MR. RG3EET ADLER: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I have a
(_/

2 matter that is preliminary to Sholly 6A. I wanted to

3 inquire of the NRC staff whether any progress had been made

4 in the area of obtaining testimony from Mr. Easdekas. There

5 appears to be some connection between his concerns and ICS.
e

6 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, would you like me to

7 address that again?
,

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Yes, you can respond.

9 MR. CUTCHIN: Perhaps Mr. Adler does not

10 recollect, or ! don't even remember whether he was here when

11 I handed out the papers that Mr. Basdekas had made available

12 a n d which va served on the parties and participants. The

13 staff has no intention to offer Mr. Basdekas as a witness,

(v) 14 snd my understanding of the way it was left was that the
-

15 Bo ard would decide if it wanted to call Mr. Basdekas, and

16 rCS, through Ms. 'Jeiss, had asked if there cere any

17 objections to UCS ' interviswing or meeting with Mr.

18 Basdekas, and the staff had no objection, nor do I remember

| 19 did the Licensee, but I have heard nothing further since
.

l

20 those last ronversations.

21 CHAIRNAN SMITH: Right. The Board had indicated-

|
' 22 it was going to defer its decision on whether we should

23 bring -- whether and to what extent we should brino out Mr .

24 Basdekas' point of view until after UCS had an o5 'ortunity

25 to interview him and make recommendations.

O
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} 1 However, I wsnt to make it clear that as far as

2 the Board is concerned, you certainly too should have access

3 to "r. Pasdekas and determine in advance if you wish what

4 your interest may be in his information.

5 MR. ROBERT ADLER: Okay. My main purpose in
,

6 raising it this morning was that there seems to be a

7 relationship to ICS and there may be some perceived
.

i 8 deficiency in the testimony as a result of that.

9 DR. JORDAN: I think you are quite correct in your

10 observa tion .' covever, I believe there is a Contention that

11 comes up later concerning the interaction of the safety

12 systems with the non-safety systems which is really directly

13 pointed toward Or. Basdekas' concerns.

() 14 So I think if we are going to have him here, that
,

15 time would probably be the best time.

16 MR. EAXTER: I would note, Dr. Jordan, that is not

17 very far away. That could be late this week or early next

18 week .

gg CHAIRMAN SMITHS Anything further?
,

20 (No response.)

21 ~4hereupon,-

22 T. GASY BROUGHTON,

23 was recalled as a witness by counsel for licensee

24 Metropolitan Edison, and having been previously duly sworn

25 by the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:

O
ALDEF. son REPORTING OoWPANY,INC,
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1 and Whereupon,

2 GERALD J. SADAUSXAS and LUTHER L. JOYNEP,

3 called as witnesses by counsel for Licensee Petropolitan

4 Edison, having been first. duly sworn by the Chairman, were

5 examined and testified as follows:
.

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

7 BY ME BAXTEB3
,

8 0 Gentlesen, going from left to right, would each of

9 you state your name, position and place of employment?

10 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) My name is Jerry Sadanskas.

11 I as supervising instrumentation engineer for General Public

12 Utilities Corpora tion .

13 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) 7. Gary Broughton. I am the
,

() 14 control safety analysis manager for General Public Utilities.

15 A (WITNESS JOYN ER ) My name is Luther Joyner. I am

16 a principal engineer with Babcock and Wilcox in Lynchburg.
.

17 0 I note my advice to you earlier may not be

18 necessary as a result of the adjustments that have been nade

19 over the last weekend., ,
I

20 DR. JORDANS Mainly, speak clearly.

21 3Y M9. BAXTERs (Resuming)
.

22 0 I would like to call your e.ttention to a document

23 bearing the caption of this proceeding, dated September 15,

24 1980 entitled Licensee's Testimony of T. Gary Brouchton,

25 Gerald J. Sadauskas and Luther L. Joyner in response to

O
ALCERSON REPoRUNG COMPANY,INC,
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1 Sholly Contantion No. 6A (Integrated Control Syrtem.).
}

2 Does the material associated with your name,

3 including the attarhed statement of qualifications,

4 represent testimony prepared by you or under your direct

5 supervision for presentation at this hearing, Mr. Sadauskas?

6 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Yes, it does.

7 Q Mr. Broughton?
,

8 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) Yes.
,

9 0 Er. Joyner?

10 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Yes, it does.

11 0 Do you have any changes or corrections to make to

12 your testimony)

13 3r. Ssdauskas?
p.q ,

A (WITNESS S ADAUSK AS) No , I do not.
( )') 14
m

15 0 Mr. Sroughton?

16 A (WITFESS 3BOUGHTON) No.

17 0 3r. Joyner?

18 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I have a minor chance on my

19 statement of qualifications.
.

20 Q Okay, would you point that out, please?

21 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Yes. Under the experience
.

22 portion , second paragraph, it states I was a supervisory

23 engineer, instrumentation and controls unit, m a ritin e

24 reactors. The dates should be 1972 to '76.

And in the next paracraph, program manager,25

O
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1 product development section, the dates should be 1975 to '77.

2 That is the only correction required.
,

;

3 Q Is the testimony, Mr. Sadauskas, that you offered

4 true and correct to the bast of your knowledge and belief ?

5 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Yes, it is.
'

.

6 0 Mr. Eroughton?

| 7 A (WITNESS BBOUGHTON) Yes.
,

8 0 Mr. Joyner, as amended, is your testimony true and

9 accurate to the best of your knowledge?

10 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Ye:t.

11 MR. SAITERs Mr. Chairman, I move the receipt into

12 evidence of the testimony and ask that it be physically
,

13 incorporated into the transcript as if read.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Seeing no objections, we will

15 receive the testimony.

I (The written direct testimony of T. Gary16

17 Broughton, Gerald J. Sadauskas and Luther L. Joyner follovss)

18

19.

20

21.

22

23

24 +

25

0 -
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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SHOLLY CONTENTION NO. 6(a)
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(INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM)
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OUTLINEO
The purposes and objectives of this testimony are to

respond to Sholly Contention 6(a), which asserts that prior to

continued operation of TMI-1, a failure modes and effects
~

analysis (FMEA) of the Integrated control System (ICS) should
be completed. The testimony shows that an ICS FMEA has been

e

performed. The function and operation of the ICS are also

described and the results of the ICS FMEA and complementary

evaluations of field data from B&W operating plants are,

addressed.
1

|

,
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INTRODUCTION

This testimony, by Mr. T. Gary Broughton, Control and

Safety Analysis Manager, GPU; Mr. Gerlad J. Sadauskas, Group

Leader, Instrumentation Engineering, GPU; and Dr. Luther L.

Joyner, Principal Engineer, Power Systems and Controls Unit,,

Babcock & Wilcox Company, is addressed to the following

contention:,

SHCLLY CONTENTION NO. 6(a)

It is contended that the short-term actions
identified in the Commission's Order and Notice
of Hearing dated 9 August 1979 are insufficient
to provide the requisite reasonable assurance of
operation without endangering public health and
safety because they do not include the following
items:

O a. Completion of a failure mode and
effects analysis (FMEA) of the
Integrated Control System.

RESPONSE TO SHOLLY CONTENTION NO. 6(a) .

BY WITNESS JOYNER:
.

Sholly Contention 6(a) states that a failure modes and
~

effects analysis (FMEA) of the Integrated Control System (ICS)

should be completed prior to continued operation of TMI-1.

Such an analysis has been performed.

The B&W ICS provides a coordinated response from the

reactor / steam generator / turbine system during power operation

0 -1-
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see Figure 1. This results in a design which can readily
O respond to changes in demand for generated power and can

accommodate various pertubations and maintain the unit in a

stable power condition. During load changes or system upsets

during power operation, the ICS applies signals to the major
'

control variables (feedwater flow, steam pressure, reactor

power and reactor coolant temperature) to achieve optimum,

*

overall plant response withcut challenge to the safety systems.

The system is designed to provide automatic control during

power operation, and to accept step load changes up to 10% and

ramp load changes up to 5% rated power per minute. When load

demand changes, the controls automatically adjust steam flow to

the turbine and feedwater flow to the steam generators to

maintain a constant steam pressure at the turbine throttle.

Simultaneously, the system positions groups of regulatings-

control rod assemblies to adjust reactor power and maintain a

constant average coolant temperature over a load range of 15 to

100 percent power.

While the ICS was not involved in initiating the TMI-24

*
accident and subsequently functioned as designed, a detailed

FMEA has been performed for the ICS - see Reference 1. The ICS
' ~ FMEA determined the expected ef fects upon the B&W nuclear steam

system from single failures of ICS inputs, outputs and internal

modules. The analysis was complemented, as shown in Reference
1

1, with an evaluation of field data from all B&W operating
*

plants, and a computer simulation to confirm the effects of

-2-
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various ICS failures on associated equipment.

The overall conclusion of the FMEA was the reactor core
remains protected throughout any of the ICS failures studied.

For those postulated ICS failures that could cause reactor

trip, the safety systems operate independently of the ICS
.

malfunction.

The overall conclusion from the operating experience
.

evaluation was that ICS hardware performance has not led to a

significant number of reactor trips. The ICS has prevented

more reactor trips than it has caused and thus its net effect

has been a reduction in the number of challenges to the Reactor

Protection System.

BY WITNESSES b?OUGHTON AND SADAUSKAS:

The B&W ICS FMEA was reviewed by GPU and found to be

cyplicable to the TMI-l ICS. The TMI-l safety systems which

would be actuatea following ICS failures would operate indepen-

dently of the ICS malfunction. The FMEA did not identify any

changes required at TMI-l to ensure the public health and
'

safety. Implementation of the FMEA recommendations, which will

result in improved reliability, improved control system
.

performance and reduced consequences of malfunctions, is

addressed in the TMI-l Restart Report (Supplement 1, Part 3,

Question 12).

O -2-
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BY WITNESSES BRCUGHTON, SADAUSKAS AND JOYNER:

O
In summary with regard to Sholly Contention 6(a), an ICS

FMEA has been completed.

Reference
'

i 1. Report BAW-1564, " Integrated Control System (ICS)

Reliability Analysis," August, 1979.

|
1
4

i

;

O'
I
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O
FIGURE 1

INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM
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T. GARY BROUGHTON

O
Business Address: GPU Service Corporation

100 Interpace Parkway
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Education: B.A., Mathematics, Dar tmouth College,
1966.

,

Excerience: Control and Safety Analysis Manager,
GPU Service Corporation, 1978 to,
present. Responsible for nuclear
safety analysis and integrated
thermal, hydraalic and control system
analysis of nuclear and fossil plants.
Supervised on-site technical support
groups at Three Mile Island, Unit 2
during the post-accident period.

Safety and Licensing Engineer; Safety
and Licensing Manager, GPU Service
Corporation, 1976 to 1978. Performed
and supervised nuclear licensing,
environmental licensing and safety

C.1 analysis for Oyster Creek, Three Mile
Island and Forked River plants.
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1 MR. BAXTER: The panel is available for cross

2 examination.

3 CHAIR"AN SMITH: "r. Sholly.
|

4 DR. JORDAN: Mr. Sholly, if you do not mind, I

5 think I would suggest that it would expedite matters if Mr.
.

6 Joyner would tell us well, describe very briefly the--

7 integrated control system, and then following that, I think
.

8 it would be very helpful if he would describe in some detail

9 the nature of the document BAW-1564 I presume you were

10 involved in the preparation of that document.

11 WITNFSS JOYNER: Yes, sir.
i

12 DR . JORD AN : I notice your testimony goes into it

13 very little. I believe there will be many questions

[v\ 14 concerning that document, and I think it would be helpful to

15 the Board particularly if you would go through it brie fl y .

16 As I say, first tell us what the ICS system does and then.

!

how you went about making an analysis of the failurc17 wh at --

,

18 modes and effects analysis of the integrated control system,

19 what you included in the analysis, and wha t was not included
,

!, 20 in the analysis, because I am sure that will be coming up

| 21 later..

22 Vould you mind going ahead?

WITNESS JOYNERs All right, sir.23

24 I think to explain the ICS, it is best if you turn
,

25 to my testimony, Figure 1. Fiqure 1 is a simplified

O
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1 functional block diagram description of the integrated

2 control system. The integrated control system is a

3 well-defined piece of equipment that is sold with the B&W

4 product. It hac a well-defi' function and is well

5 understood by us.
.

the bicek diagram description6 The description --

7 that you have shows the major functional blocks of the ICS,
,

8 and I think the thing to do perhaps is start at the bottom

e and work up, and if you -- if I do not do a good job, please

10 stop me, sir.

11 The turbine control box on the bottom lef t

12 represents those control f unctions that manipulate or the

13 atmospheric and condenser dump valves and the turbine

!! ) 14 throttle valve, so that box represents those control loops
%/

15 that open and close those final control instruments,

18 atmospheric dump valves, condenser dump valves, and the

17 turbine throttle valves.

18 If you look at the diagram we have behind us, you

gg can see -- if I can get up, I would point th em o u t to you.
,

20 DR . J3RDAN: Yes, explain that to me,

21 particularly, what is the atmospheric dump valves and th e'

,

22 other valves that you mentioned?
,

23 WITNESS JOYNER: This is the atmospheric relief

> 24 valve. It is located on the steam line, and its function is

25 to relieve steam pressure if necessary.'

[')hx.
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1 DR. JORDAN. To the atmosphere?

2 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct, sir.

'

3 And these are the turbine bypass valves. They are

! 4 also located on the steam line, and you bypass the turbine

'

5 when required, dumping steam to the condenser, the desirable
!

*

! 6 mode of cooling.

7 The other steam pressure controller is -- it would
,

8 be -- is the turbine throttle valves which are lo ca ted right

9 here and not shown in this diagram.

10 Now, the ICS provides signals to the turbine

; 11 control package. Each turbine comes with an electrical

12 hydraulic control package that is used to open and control
;

13 -- close the turbine throttle valves. The ICS sends the.
,

[g)) 14 signals to this control system which says basically open or

15 close the turbine throttle valves.
4

16 Now, the functions that it uses to determine when

17 opening or closing of the valves are required, are

18 determined by the way we opera te the plant. Steam pressure
(

19 is controlled constar.t at approximately 900 pounds over the
,

20 entire load range.

21 DR. JOBDAN: Steam pressure at the steam generator?
.

WITNESS JCYNER: That is the turbine throttle22

j 23 valv e, sir. At low loads, that is the same as the steam

24 generator pressure. At higher loads you have some drop in

i 25 the line.

(
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1 DR. JCRDAN: So it is the pressure after the valve.

2 WITNESS JOYNER: It is just before the valves.

3 DR. JORDAN: Just before the valves.

4 WITNESS JCYNERs Yes. The sensor is located here,
,

1

5 in the steam line (In dica tin g ) .
.

6 MR. BAXTEP: Excuse me , Mr. Chairman.

7 I think for the record I would like to observe
,

8 that in addition to the figure in his own testimony, Dr.

9 Joyner has been referring to a blown up schematic of TMI

10 Unit 1. That diagram appears in reduced form attached to

11 Licensee 's supplemen tal testimony of Robert W. Keaton,

12 Joseph J. Calit and Michael J. Ross in response to Board

13 Question No. 6, and dated November 25, 1980, and this
. -
^

l) 14 testimony will be offered and included in the record at a
% /~ .

15 future date.

je WITNESS JOYNER: So those three types of valves

17 control steawm pressure constant over the load ranges.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Eaxter, would it be h elpf ul,

19 even though it is going to be added as a part of the written
,

20 testimony, would it be helpful to make it an exhibit ?

21 I think it would.
.

22 MR. BAXTER: That would be fine. We don 't have

23 the copies right now.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Just for shorthand24

25 identificatio , I expect we will be 'Ising this.

O
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1 (Pause)

2 MR. BAXTER: I would ask, then, that it be marked

3 for identification as -- diagram foldout labeled " Simplified

4 Schematic of TMI Unit 1," as licensee's Exhibit No. 17.

5 We will provide th e Reporter with the requisite
,

6 copies at the next break.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.
.

8 (The document referred to was

9 marked licensee Exhi.*.is No. 17

10 for identification.)

11 DR. JORDAN: The pressure that you control is not

12 th e pressure at the turbine itself, neither is it the

13 pressure at the steam generator, is that richt?
,

[NJ 14 WITNESS JOYNER: It is the pressure just upstream
yr

15 of the turbine throttle valves, and we maintain --

16 DR. JORDATs Upstream of the turbine throttle

17 valves?

18 WITNESS J )YNER: That is correct.
.

'

DR. JORDA:: Why is the pressure upstream from thegg,

20 turbine throttle valve the same as the steam generator?

21 WITNESS JOYNER: It is at the low loads..

22 DR. JORDAN: So it is essentially the steam

23 gene ra tor pressure, minus the line drops.

24 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct, sir, very small

25 drop at low loads.

O
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(~) 1 DB. JOBDAN: Go ahead.
k.)

2 WITNESS JCYNEF: That is the f unction of the

3 turbine control block. It is fairly straightferward,

4 control loop using proportional plus integral control loops

5 and pulsers whien are standard sodules used in control
.

6 systems.

7 Steam generator control box, which is in the lower
,

8 center of figure 1, is used to control the flow of water to

g the steam generators. If you look on the diagram, you will

10 see that you have now I think, which mimics this one, you

it will see for each steam generator a pair of feedwater valves

12 and two f eed pumps. I will poin t *those out to you here.

13 DR. JORDASs All richt, do that.
. . _

i ) 14 WITNESS JOYNES: This is the startup feedwater
an

15 level control valve and the main valve in parallel. The

16 startup valve is sired to handle up to 15 p?rcent flow. The

17 main valve then controls flow above 15 percent, from 15 to

18 100 percert.

There are two main feedwater pumps located heregg,

20 (Indica ting ) . These are parallel and ;rovide flow through

21 these valves to steam generator B. Not shown for simplicity
=

22 is a similar line which comes off end provides flow to steam

23 generator A. It also has a main and a startup feedwater

24 control valve.
DR. JORDAN: Yes. Are you controlling on steam

25

O
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1 generator level?

2 WITNESS JOYNER: We control level from zero to 15

3 percant flow at the low level limit. Above 15 percent flow

4 ve control the rate of feedwater flow to the generators.
,

\,

5 DR. JORDAN: Does that mean that the steam l
*

l

6 generator then sometimes run with a high level of water and !

7 at other times runs with a very low level of water in it?
.

8 WITNESS JOYNER: From zuro to 15 percent the water

g level measurement is about 30 inches of water in the

10 generator. As you progress up in power, that goes up to

11 about 150 to 170 inches at 100 percent flow. Now, that is

12 somewhat plan t specific, but those are reasonable numbers

13 f or this type genera tor, this size.

'[v) 14 DR. JORDANS Only about 15 percent thnt th e

15 integrated control system comes in?

16 WITNESS JOYNER: No, sir, it controls the level

17 from 0 to 15 percent at a constant value. Above 15 percent

18 ~~

| 19 DR. JORDAN 4 Constant value of what? ,

.

WITNESS JOINER: Thirty inches of water, sir.20 ,

i

. 21 DR. JORDAN: So during that regima, it is level

22 control. It lets in the flow of steam --

WITNESS JOYNER: Flow of feedwater, sir.
23

24 DR. JORDAN 4 Flow of f eedwa ter is controlled , and'

25 it is controlled by supplying feedwater until the pressure

O
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1 is adequa te, or what is --

2 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, I think that will become

3 clear as we progess on.

4 DS. JCRDAN: All right, fine. I will wait.

S WITNESS JOYNER: Let's just talk about the steam
e

6 generator contro.1 loop. Its job is to manipulate the

7 startup and main feodwater valves and the feed pumps so as
,

8 to give the required amount of flow to the generators. Now,

9 that is the function of th a t block.

10 If we move on over to the right, we see a block

11 called reactor control. Its function is to control the
i

12 action of the regulating rod groups in the reactor core. It

13 issues a sional to the control rod drive system that causes

[) insertion or withdrawal of rods from the core. It is14
9/

15 constant speed, pull or insert, and can hold the .ods at

16 that point.

17 So coming out of the reactor control block is one

18 signal that either inserts or withdraws rods.

19 Those three blocks, basicallf, constitute the
.

20 heart of the control system in that they manipulate the

. 21 steam valves, the feedwater pumps and valves, and the

22 control rod signal.

23 If we move on up, we get to the integrated master

24 control. Now, its f unction is to coordinate or integrate

25 the operation of these three lower systems. You will see

O
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} 1 existing tha t box, going downward, a solid line. Ihat line

2 represents signa.ls that are being sent out to each component

3 to determine what it should deliver. In the case of the

4 steam geners tor con trol, f or exam ple, th e signal leaving th e

5 integrated master is a deoand for total feedwater flow to
e

'

6 th e generators . For instance, at IMI 1, if we wanted 500

7 megawatts electric output from the plant, that signal would
.

8 be on the order of 13 million to 14 million pounds feedwater

g flow power hour. That determina tion is made in the

10 integrated master control. It also simultaneously sends out

33 a signal to the reactor controller that would require

12 approximately 75 percent neutron flux. These numbers are

13 approximate, and if I had my calculator, I could tell you
...

[') 34 what they would be. The signal going out to.the turbine
Q

15 controller is a demand f or megawatts electric.

16 Now, just above the integrated master is the unit

17 load demand control. Its basic function is to interface-

18 witn the opera tor and to make sure that the control system

19 does not allow the plant to cperate outside of our desired
,

20 envelope . For example, the opera tor inputs to the unit load

21 demand control system his megawatt electric requirements,
.

22 600 megawatts, for example, comes into the unit load demand.

DR. JORDAN '4ha t is that?23

~4ITNESS JOYNER: That signal is input to the unit24

25 load demand system. In the system, then, we make surek that

%.J
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'

1 the plant is capable of delive ring the megavitts that are

2 required. For example, if we are operating with three

3 reactor coolant pumps, we have a limit on operation of the

4 plant, a control limit at 75 percent power.

5 In the unit load demand, there are status sienals
e

6 which tell us that we only have three reactor coolant

7 pumps. It then limits the power -- pcwer requests provided
,

8 to the integrated master to 75 percent of the 100 percent

g load.

10 There are other limits in there, for example, main

11 f eedvs.ter pum p sta tus . We only have one of the parallel

12 main feedwa'.er pumps on TMI 1, I believe we limit to like 58

13 percent powei- because that is the maximum capacity of one
9

f,
'

14 feed pump.
,

15 There is a limit on asymmetric rod position which

16 I believe that limit is about 65 percent.

17 In a nutshell, that is the ICS, sir. It consists4

18 of not so many outputs, as you can see -- as you night

j 19 expect , relatively few in number, although six or eight --

,

20 well, more than tnat , four feedwater valves, two feed pumps,

21 atmospheric conlenser, relief valve, turbine throttle valve,
,

j 22 and a signal co the control rod drive system.

23 JR. JORDANS Okay.

24 WIINESS JOYNEBs I would be happy to co into any

25 other depth you would like, sir.

,

4
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1 3?. JORDANL Ihat is fine, unless some of the
(' g

'

2 other parties or anyone else has a question.

3 All right.

4 WITNESS JOYNER: You had two or three questions.

5 We began the discussion --
.

6 DR. JORDAN: Yes. *his is just the start.

7 First I asked you to describe the integrated
.

a control system, but now I guess we are ready to get to the

9 topic of the day, namelf, the report, BAW-1564, which is a

10 BEW document entitled " Integrated Control System Feliability

11 Analysis."

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: ?.r. Sholly, do you plan to offer

13 that document into evidence?
. . .

MR .. ~SHCLLY The B EW report?~

(Y}.
14

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

16 MR. Sr0LLY: I was going to just refer to it.

17 CRAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

18 DR . JORDAN: All right.

19 MR. SHOLLY: I assumed the Licensee would offer it.
'

t
CHAIRMAN SMITH: If somebody is going toi do it,

' 20
|

! 21 now is the time. If it is going to be marked for
,

#

id en tifica tion , this vould be a good time to do it. If not,
22

23 fine. I was just inquiring.

(Board conferring.)24

CHAIBNAN SMITH: Well, you are free to do it.
25

O
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1 Is there any confusion about that?

4
2 MR. SHolLY: I did not ce=e prepared with the

3 requisite number of copies to do so.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHa All richt.

5 DR. JORDAN: ne can go ahead.
e

6 So your testimony does not tell what you did

7 really in making this failure modes and eff ects analysis , so
.

8 I would like for you to tell what BEW did, how they attacked

9 the probles, and how they a rrived at the conclusion that the

10 integrated control system has adequate reliability and would

11 not lead to an upset on the safety systems, if indeed that

12 is the conclusion of the report.

13 Does that make it clear what I would like to hear?
.

'

(dti ' WITNESS JCYNER: I will start with a general14

15 description of the reliabili ty analysis th at you referred to.

16 I assume you have an analysis there, sir.
.

17 DR. JORDAN: Yes.

18 WITNESS JOYNER: The analysis that you have is'

39 basically a two part study. The first pa rt, Chapter 4 --

.

20 Section 4 is a failure nodes and effects analysis of the

21 in tegrated control system.
s

22 DR. JORDAN: One question first. !ias this in

23 response to the Commission order, long tets Order No. 1?

24 WITNESS JOYNER: I do not believe so, sir. This

25 was an agreement between S EW the operating plant owners, and

O
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1 the Commission. Ihe documentation that I have is dated
0s

2 April 27, I believe, where we described to Mr. Denton what

3 we were going to 13.

4 58. BAXTER: Dr. Jordan, all of th e BEW operating

5 licensees were ordered by the Commission to sutait such an
.

6 analysis.

7 DR. JORDAN: Yes, but this is also part of the
.

8 Order. !

9 MR. BAXTER4 It is part of the Order in this

10 docket as yell.

33 DR. JORDAN Part of the Order for what?

12 MR. BAITER: In this docket as well. .

13 DR. JORDAN: Now, I guess I want to hear from the

14 Licensee.
%)

15 Is this document the sole response to the Order

Order, Long Term ! tem ?? Is that correct?16 Item, --

37 MR. BAXTER: That is correct. It includes more

18 than that.

39 DR. JORDANS It L'es include more?
.

20 MR. SAITER: It is the response to that Order Item.

21 DR. JORDAN: All right.
,

22 Okay, go ahead, please, Dr. Joyner.

WITNESS JOYNER: I am not sure I kno i where I23

24 was. It is a two-part report. Section 4 is a failure modes

25 and ef fects analysis done along the lines of -- specified in

0- \h
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() 1 IEEE 352, which was the guiding document. Section 5 is a

2 field performance survey which we did to complement the

3 study, and the tvc of them together constitute the

4 reliability study.

. 5 DR. JORDANS All right. I think I understand the

6 field performance survey moderately well, but I do need help

7 in understanding the failure modes and effects analysis.*

8 WITNESS JOYNER: All right, sir.

9 In tha study, if you will -- let me get my copy

'10 out here. If you refer to page 4 -24, this is a listing --

11 (Eoard conferring)

12 WITNESS JOYNER: This is a listing of all the

| 13 inputs and outputs to one particular ICS.
,

pv '

q,r 14 DR. JORDAN: Where is that?

15 WITNESS JOYNER. Page 4-24

16 DR. JORDAN: All right.

17 WITNESS JOYNER: If you start at the very top of

18 page 4-24, we list the inputs to the ICS. If you go over on
!

19 that table one, two -- I guess three columns, you will see' .

|
|

20 sn I/O column. And if in that column we have an I, it

21 implies it is in ICS input. If we have an 0, which you will'

22 see if you read down some slightly, it implies it is an

23 output from the ICS.

i
! 24 DR. JORDAN: I see.

25 WITNESS J0YNER What we did in the f ailure modes

i
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,m
( ) 1 analysis was to assume the failure of each of those inputs
ws

2 and outputs, and then determine tha effects upon the NSS.

3 If they fail --

4 DS. JORDAN: The nuclear steam supply system?

. 5 WITNFSS JOYNER: That is correct.

6 So there are three parts basically to the failure

7 modes and effects analysis. We assumed failure of each.

8 input to the ICS for part 1. We assumed the failure of each

9 output from the ICS for part 1. And if you will give me a

10 minute , I will find the drawing of the ICS. .That is on page

11 4-67. That is a functional block diagram of the ICS. My

12 co py has a fairly fu y box.

13 DR. JORDAN: dy copy is so fuzzy that I gave up

14 trying to read it.

15 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, what you have is a

16 functional equivalent of the ICS.

17 DR. JORDANS Each block does not represent a

18 component?

19 WITNESS JOYNER: No, sir. There are more-
t

20 components than functional blocks. But this kind of

! 21 functional description is acceptable both, I think,*

22 intuitively, and if you read 352, IEEE 352, it even

23 explicitly states that functional representation is adequate

24 for complex systems.

25 And we assumed the failure of each block in there.

p
'\.J'
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() 1 DR . JORDAN: I s :-e . Okay.

2 WITNESS JCYNER: And we assumed that both failures

3 are high. A high failure, for example, would be an output

4 failure that caused the atmospheric dump valves to go vide

e 5 open. A low failure wo uld be a failure that caused them to

6 go completely closed.

7 DR. JORDAN: How about mid-range failures?.

8 WITNESS JOYNEf. We did not do mid-range

9 failures. Our feeling was and still is that you get the

10 worst systea -- the most important system response by

11 failing valves and pumps full open, full closed, and those

12 kinds of responses.

13 DR. JORDAN I sae.

/%( j' 14 WIINESS ~JOYNER: So th a t is the failure modes

15 analysis.

16 Now, you know, as far as what we did, the field

17 performance analysis, which is Section 5, we actually sent

n engineers to each site for a period of tjme and I really
|

18

39 cannot say exactly, you know, the average amount of time.

1 20 they stayed there, to go through the records, determine ICS
i

21 field performance, and come up with Section 5 d7cuments,*

22 description of how ICS had performed.

23 DR. JORDAN: What was the goal? I will probably

24 get back into the techniques later, but what was the goal?'

|

25 Was it to respond to IEEE -- wha t was the number?

'
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() 1 WITNESS JOYNERs Well, no, sir. !IEE 352 is the

2 guiding sta n d a rd ' hat desrribes how --.

3 DR. JGRDANs It is really -- the object was to

4 perform this analysis, and what were you trying to

5 demonstrate, that it was -- that it had a high degree of,

6 reliability and was highly defined, or that it would not

. 7 interfere with the safety functions of the plant, namely,

8 the engineered safety features, or just what was the goal of

9 the study?

10 WITN ESS JOYNER: Well, the goal was -- I flatter

11 mys*1f to think that the goal was not to determine that it

12 would or would not interfere, but the goal was to determine

-.
13 whether or not it did, and to look for failure modes that

( 14 sight interfere with --

15 DR. JORDAN: With the engineered safety features.

16 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct, or the reactor

17 protection system.

18 DR. JORDANS You particularly mentioned the

39 protection system in many -- at many times during your -- in.

20 the document. But did you also study the other protective

21 systems such as the emergency feedwater system or the high*

22 pressure injection system? Does it have an effect on those

23 systems or any other safety systems?

24 WITNESS JOYNER: I might summarize f or you the

25 results that came to me when we were doing the analysis.

O
.)

i
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() 1 DR. JORDA3: All richt.

2 WITNESS JOYNER: We found that there were -- or we

3 could assume thraa types of failures in the ICC: those that
'

4 were -- I do not call then insignificant, but ones that

5 woulds not cause a significant upset in operation of the.

6 plant. We called those category 1 failures.

. 7 Then there were the category 2 failures v.iere, if

8 that failure occurred, we would expect -- could r easonably

9 expect an upset in the system that might cause the reactor

10 protection system to trip the plant.

11 3R. JORDAN: Now, you do mean the protection

12 system that operates the control rods.

13 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct, sir, and we
,

4 /s
k, 14 found that there were several. ,

15 And then there were category 3 failures where we

16 found that if that failure occurred, we could rea sonably

'

17 expect -- although it is not sure by any means that the
9

18 plan t might trip, and if it did trip, operation of some
i

i ig backup system such as high pressure injection or emergency.

.

20 feedvater would be required or could be required.

21 Fsilures are very dependent on the time in core'

22 life, the initial power level that the failure occurs at, or

23 where the failure occurs, operator response, and many other

24 things. Put our goal was to determine whether it was
J

25 reasonable to anticipate tha t a trip might occur, and we

O
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() 1 spelled those out in the report. In fs::, they are in --

2 page 4-22, ICS FMEA results basically summarizes what ! just

3 stated.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: May I interrupt?

5 Mr. Baxter, I think that the Licensee is verging.

6 on at least a violation in spirit of the best evidence rule

, 7 by having this testimony so heavily dependent upon telling

8 about vist exists in this document, that I think the

'
9 responsibility of producing this in evidence is upon the

10 Licansee.

11 MR. BAXTER. I have no objection, Mr. Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It is not a question of

-
13 objection . It is a question of extensive summarization of

><
k_)y 14 what is in an original document.

15 MR. BAXTER: That is correct.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And that is a violation of the

17 rulas of evidence.
I 18 MR. BAXTER: We will provide the Peporter with

39 copies.-

20 Just by way of explanation, though, Mr. Chairnan,
|

I 21 th e Contention that we were addressing was whether or not it'

i

l

| 22 was required to submit such an analysis prior to the restart
!

23 of the unit, and of course we have testimony that sa ys we

i 24 have submitted such an analysis. And the testimony does
l

25 summarize in brief, but the Contention was not as to the

!

()
|

|

l
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() 1 adecuacy of the study that was done, but whether it had been

2 done or not. Aid it was for that reason we did not

3 initially determine to put the document in evidence.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The study -- it is subsumed by

S the Contention certainly.
.

6 DR. JORDAN: It s? ens to me this was exactly one

7 of the problems, that the Licensee assumed that the-

8 Contention where there was no analysis made. Here it is.

9 There has been an analysis made, and that is the extent of

10 the Licensee's testimony, we have done the analysis.

11 Now, as the Chairman says , it seems to us that it

12 must also be demonstrated tha t the analysis really did meet

13 th e requirements of , if nothing else, the Order, Long Ters

(,2q,)
-

14 Order 1.

15 MR. BAXTER: The testimony does get the overall

16 conclusion of the analysis. I am not being resistant, I am

17 just explaining why we made the presentation we did, based

18 on our reading of what the issue was.

19 DR. JCRDAN Okay.| .

20 ' Jell, my questioning is, I think -- well, now,

21 which does result in bringing this in , I think is, as I said-

i 22 before, along the line that I am interested in myself, and I
i

23 as sure that it will assist %r., Sholly in his cross

24 examination to get this out now. That is the reason for it

25 n o w , so I guess the question is do we want the document.

['T
\-)
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() 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Dr. Jordan, my view is that

2 licensee itself is subject to objection to having his

3 testimony received into evidence because of extensive

4 reliance upon a written report , and if I were the Licensee,

5 I would want to offer this report into evidence as its.

6 exhibit.

7 MR. RAXTER: We will --.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS If you want us to give much

/
g weight to the testimony.

10 ER. SAXTER: We will offer the document as soon as

11 we get the copies.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I thought that that might occur

.

13 to you.

('8 -

(_f 14 MR. B AXT ER : I thought I had said that, but --

15 DR. JORDAN: Yr. Joyner, I have forgotten where we

16 st ood .

17 WITNFSS JOYNER: I have, too, sir.

18 DR. JORDAN: Go ahead with your explanation,

19 unless we were in the middle of a quesclon..

20 WITNISS JOYNER: I was on page 4-22.

21 DR. JORDAN: So you were. You were about to-

22 describe the results.

23 WITNESS JOYNER: And what is there is basically a

24 statement of types of failures that we found.

25 Sow, based on this characterization of the

O
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( ) 1 failures that can occur, as well as the field performance

2 survey, we offered the recommendations that are in Section 3

3 of the report, and they are basically those that we feel the

4 report indirated ware desirable.

5 That is page 3-1 in tne very front..

6 DR. JORDAN 4 Okay. Would you briefly then tell us

7 what is in the recommendations?.

8 WITNESS JOYNER: Vell, Recommendations 1 and 2 --

9 Recommendation 1A is to improve the reliability of the power

10 supply to the NNI ICS. That basically came out of the field

11 performance survey where we saw several failures of power to

12 th e ICS.

13 D3. JORDAN: Does the ICE have a separate power

( )T
/~

14 supply?

15 WITNESS JOYT72: There are two power supplies to

16 the integrated control system, and we have seen --

17 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: If I may interject here, on

18 tha TEI Unit 1 plant, the integrated control system is

19 powered from a power distribution panel ATA, and this panel|
*

'

20 is fed either from an inverter 1A, which is powered from the

21 station batteries and the engineered safeguards bus, or it'

!
'

22 can be powered f rom a regulated AC bus.

23 DR. JORDAN I see. Is this -- and the power that

24 is put out is 60 cycle AC. Is that what feeds the

25 integrated rentrol system?

O
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() 1 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Yes. The integrated control

2 system at TMI Unit 1 is a Haylor Meter Company 721 system.

3 This system operates on 120 volts, 50 cycles.

4 MR. SHOLLY: Might I ask a question here, Dr.

5 Jo rd an ?. ,

6 DR. JORDAN: Go ahead.

7 CROSS EX AMIN ATION-

a EY MR. SHOLLY:

9 0 Is the ICF powered from the diesels at all, or is

10 it just from the station batteries and the AC system?

11 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) The station batteries are

12 ch arged f rot the engineered saf eg ua rd system and power for*

13 the ICS through the inverter is from the engineered
n

(,) 34 safeguards system, ands the eng.ineered safeguards system is

15 on the d.esal.

16 MR. SHOLLY: Thank you.

17 DR. JORDAN: Normsl operation, I presume, is from

18 the station, regular station power.

| gg WITNSSS SADAUSKAS: It is from the regular sta tion4

20 power of the engineered safeguard bus.

21 DR. JORDAN: Of the engineered safeguard bus.-

22 WITNESS SAvAUSKACs Eight.

i

| 23 DR. JORDAN: There are two buses, is this right?
I

! 24 There are two buses?

25 '4ITNESS S AD AUSKAS : There are redundant buses,
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1 yes, sir. The TCS is connected to one of them.

2 DR. JORDAN: To one of tnem. Swi tch a ble ?

3 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: It is switchable.

4 DR. JORDAN: Why is it necessary to have a power

5 supply of such ht7h relia bili ty ? After all, the only time
.

6 the ICS is operatino, is it not, is when the station is

7 generating power, so that you surelf have - you knov you
.

8 have AC power at the station at any time the ICS is

9 operating. What is wrong with that?

10 WITNESS SADAUSKAS. As you said, the ICS performs

11 a function when the unit is operating. When the unit is

12 operating, it is important that the controls that the ICS

13 manipula tes perf orm , and it is for this reason that the

(} 14 power supply to the ICS was made quite reliable.

15 DR. JORDAN: Okay. Th at is more or less an aside.

16 So the first recommendation, then, was to improve
1

17 th e reliability of the power supply, and what -- and wha t --

18 you have in mind plans for doing that?

gg 30 ahead, Mr. Sadauskas.
.

20 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Currently we have implenented

21 improvements on the power to the integrated control system.
.

22 Currently, in the event that inverter 1A fails, there is a

i 23 static transf er switch that will automatically transfer the

24 source of power fron the inverter to a regulated 120 volt,

25 50 cycle bus.
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1 At the Oconer station, Duke Power, a failure was

2 experienced with that switch. Metropolitan Edison has

3 elected to install a backup device to the automatic transfer

4 switch, and this is being implemented currently. In the

5 event that tne main source of power f rom the inverter f ails,
.

6 ands in the event that the static transfer switch fails to

7 transfer power to the regulated bus through some failure
.

8 mode, an alarm will be acti'tated in the main control room.

9 The operator 's response to the alarm will be to manually

10 transf er the power to the regulated bus using a new switch

11 that is being provided in the main control roon for.that

12 purpose.

13 DR. JDRDAN: During thisd transfer, does the
.

/~N 34 integrated control systes remember well enough so t.h a t i tO
15 does not go derking out control rods or causing steam valves

16 -- there must be a transient during the transfer?

17 WITNESS S ADAUSKAS : There is probably a transient.

18 DR. JORDAN: Yes.

gg WITNESS JOYNER: I might add, sir, that normally,

|
'

20 the automatic bus transfer is designed so that it transfers

21 fast enough that the transfer is transparent to the ICS, if
,

22 it operates properly, and that is how you would expect it to

23 operate.

| 24 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

| 25 0 That would be in the case where a transfer in
|

|

)|
%/
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1 auto:stic, is that correct?

2 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Yes.

3 0 If it fails to transfer automatically, the

4 operator has to take some action, and then there is a delay?

5 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Yes.
.

6 DR. JORDAN: All richt. In answer to my question,

| 7 I gather that Tet Ed does have in mind what they are going
,

8 to do to improve the reliability., It has not been

9 accomplished yet, Or will be, or has it?

10 WITNESS SADAUSKASa The engineering design --

11 vell, first of all, Yet Ed does have in mind what we are
i

12 going to do to improve the reliability. The engineering

13 design is complete for some of the modifications, and it is

14 actively under way for others, and at this time'there have(
15 been no changes to the existing plant system.

16 DR. JORDANS All rignt.

37 The next one concerns the reliability of the input

18 signals.
,

19 Mr. Joyner, is that correct? And what are the
.

20 plans for that?

21 WITNESS JOYNER: Vell, I think it is appropriate
,

22 to -- for 3et Ed -- le t me give you some background.

23 DR. JORDAN All right.'

24 WITNESS JCYNER: Then we can discuss it.

25 Table 5-3 on page 5-12, it shows the input

O
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1 failures that we observed had occurred, plus when the

2 failure modes and effects analysis was performed, we

3 determined that others could fail in an undesirable fashion.

4 DR. JORDANS What?

5 WITNESS JOYNERs Other inputs could fail in an
.

6 undesirable fashion, although we had not experienced that

7 failure. So for tha reason we added Recommendation 1B, that
.

8 we improve the reliability of certain input signals.

9 DR. JO R D AN : I see, failures not included in Table

10 5-3.

11 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct. They should be

12 the reliability may need improvement, evaluating on a time

13 specific basis.
*

..

\('~' 14 DR. JORDAN I see.

15 WITNESS JOYNER: And --

16 DR. JORDAN There are plans tc include those?

17 WITNESS JOYNERs I really think it is appropriate

18 to talk toi the GPU people, sir.

19 DR. JORDANS Go ahead.
.

20 WITNESS BROUGHTONs With respect to the resctor

21 coolant system flow signal at TMI 1, the initial design of
,

22 the equipment provided that signal into the ICS through an

23 arrangement of a jumper and a plug. So there was a wire

24 that connected an output of one cabinet into the input of

25 another . Previous to t:is particular analysis -- I don't
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1 k7ow exactly the timeframe th a t equipment at TMI 1 was--

2 modified to use a different method of putting the flow

3 signal into the ICE. The jumper was replaced with a solid

4 wire internal te the cabinets, and the signal that was taken

5 from tha protective system, the flow signal from the
.

6 protective system was -- can be taken from one of two

7 different channels.
.

8 DR. JORDAN: For which protective system?

9 WITNESS 3ROUGHTONs The flow system pumps from the

10 reactor protection system, a separate system from the ICS.

11 DR. JORDAN By the reactor protection system yor

12 sean the system that scrams the reactor?

13 VITNESS BROUGHTONs Yes.
.

['T 14 DR. JORDANS And it automatically scrams on loss
:u /

15 of flow of ecolant, is that right?

16 WITNESS BROUGHTON: Yes, if the flow is reduced

17 below a predetermined levr?. for the existing power, thati

18 could cause a scram of the reactor. Those flow signals

19 first go into the reactor protective system where the
,

20 protection system logic decides if the reactor should be

21 left operating at power, and then a secondary use of tha
.

22 flow sionals is to provide information into the ICS so that

23 from a control standpoint, it also knows what the available

| 24 flow in the reactor coolant system is.

25 DR. JORDAN: The reason it needs to know this is

j

l
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("] 1 because of the thing Dr. Joyner men tioned, that you may not
v

2 call for full power if you only have three pumps.

3 Is that the reason for it?

4 WITNESS BROUGHTON: That is correct. There are

5 several features within the ICS which depend on knowing what
.

6 this flow is. That is one example.

7 DR. JGRDAN: vill probably want to inquire in
.

8 this in more detail later. Any time I find a connection

g between one of the safety systems and one of the control

10 systems , I immediately become worried about the possibility

11 of interactions. But we will come back to that later. I

12 understand wha t it is then now.

13 WITNESS,BROUGHTON. The modification that was made
,

[/) 14 at TMI 1 to improve the reliability of this fle. signal into
%

15 the ICS was replacing the jumper with a cable which is

16 pernanently attached, and in addition, there is a relay

17 which, on ' loss of power into the ICS channels -- e.tcuse me,

18 the reactor protective system channel which is generating

19 the ''ow signal, this relay will cause the flow signal f rom
.

20 the RPS tu ba selected to a channel which has power. So on

21 loss of power to that flow signal, there is an automatic
.

22 transfer for the ICS input to a channel which still has a

23 valid flow signal.

24 DR. JORDAN: That is too couplicated to understand

25 rich t now. But I do not think it is inportant at the moment.

f3
b
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**here do you stand on Item C, the ICS -- this is(~ 1

V)
a

2 the balance et plant system tuning, particular feedvater

3 condensa te systems, and the ICS controls.

4 What is being recommended there? Where do you

5 stand ?
.

6 WITNESS BROUGHTON: h' have a fairly comprehensive

7 program of maintenance and slignaant at TMI 1 to deal with
.

8 the ICS and to make sure that it is in fact calibrated

9 properly and ope ra ting properly. That program is conducted

10 whether the reactor is in operation or whether it is shut

11 down. For example, the program is active today even though

12 the plant is in a shutdown condition. It in volves

13 calibrating instruments which are used in sensors, checking

\.h( 14 the f unctioning of a loop --

'

15 DR. JORDAN: To simulate the signals.

16 WITNESS BROUGHTON: Yes, and evaluate the response

17 of the components to make sure that they are proper for the

i

| 18 signals that have been inserted.
_

19 DR. JORDAN: Yes.
,

20 WITNESS BROUGHTON: And the program goes beyond

21 that in that it also looks at the actual components which
,

22 are actuated , for example, the regulating valves for

23 feedwater flow. Over a period of time they will begin to

24 leak due to erosion in service, and the program rebuilds
i

25 these valves on a periodic interval to ensure that the

, (~)<>
i
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(~x 1 leakage across the seat is within acceptable limits for the
\m

2 control system.

3 Cur experience has shown that we have not seen the

4 same types of problems with tuning that other plants have

5 reported, and we believe it is because of the maintenance
.

e that is perf ormed in conjunction with the system.

7 DR . JORD AN : I see.
.

8 WITNESS JOYNER: ! would like to add a couple of

9 things, if ! may.

10 Your statement about the interaction of the naf ety

ti and control systems, those inputs to the ICS that originate

12 in saf ety systems like the RCS flow, are completely
,

13 buffered. Ihey are -- the only interface is that that
.%

('f) 14 protection channel provides a flow signal to the ICS through

15 baffer amplifiers, and it is totally isolated and

16 independent.

17 DR. JORDANS Yes, but I -- it takes an analysis of

18 every one of those systems to make sure that you are not

19 gettino inf ormatin f rom the saf ety system which relies --
,

20 which is then f ed back to the safety system through the ICF,

21 that there can be a feedback chain established which can be.

|

22 adverse. I hava seen instances of it so, but I am not

23 saying that there is one necessarily here. I am always

24 suspicious whenever I see any interaction at all.

25 WITNESS JOYNER: *4e are, too, sir. ! wanted to

O
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1 make that clear.

2 Ihe other point is to state that these

3 recommendations now are generic. They may or may not apply

4 to a particular plant. In m y estima tion, 1C does not apply

5 very much to TMI 1.
.

6 DR. JORDAN 4 Then Recommendation 2 is balance of

7 plant.
.

8 WITNESS JOYNFRa It may or may not be specific to
,

9 TMI 1. In some cases, I do not believe it is particularly

10 important.

11 DR. JORDANS Con ce rnin g Item No. 2, balance of

12 plant, are any of those applicable to TMI 1, and are there

13 any actions being taken?

( 14 WITNESS BROUGHTON: Yas, I can comment on each of

15 thoce.

16 The first item, main f eedvater pump turbine,

17 minimum speed control, the concern here was that if the

18 integrated control system desires a small amoung of flow to

19 the steam generator, it will send a signal to the feed pump
.

20 which will slow it down, and it would be possible to slow

21 the pump down low enough so that lov oil pressure or some
,

22 other pump protective system might cause the pump to trip to

23 protect the pump.

24 At TMI 1, the main feedvater pumps have a

25 mechanical low-speed stop which is completely separate from

.

O
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1 the ICS, and that stop is set at a high enough value so that

2 th e pump vill be self-sustaining even at that low speed. So

3 independent of the ICS control signal, a minimum spe ' fill

4 be maintained.

5 DR. JCRDANs I see. So A does not apply to TMI 1.
.

6 WITNESS 3 ROUGHTON: That is correct. ,

7 With regard to B, a means to prevent or nitigate
.

8 the consequances of a stuck open sain feedvater startup

9 valve, the concern here was that if there was a malfunction
,

10 o f the valve or an incorrect signal sent to the valve, that

33 when a low flow was required to the steam generator because

12 the valve was more fully opened than it should have been --

13 DR. JORDAN: That is the bypass valve?
. ~

l WITNEZS.BROUGHTON: Yes, that is the bypass valve14
x

15 around the main feedvater valve; that this overf eeding cou d~

16 lead to undesirable high levels or perhaps overcooling of

17 the system.

18 DR. JORDANS Yes.

jg WITNESS 3BOUGHTON Some power plants do not have
,

20 the capability to stop flow in that bypass line if the valve

21 sticks open. At TMI 1 ve have a se pa ra te , motor-operated
.

22 valve which is independent of the ICS which can be shut to

23 block flov in that line. So even if we had a stuck open

24 startup valve, we could still prevent feeding through that

25 line.

OV
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1 DR. JORDAN. I soe.O
2 W!! NESS 3ROUGHT0h The third item is a reane to

3 prevent or titigate the conseq,tences of a stuck open turbine

4 bypa ss valve. The turbine bypass valve is the valve which

5 would put steam into the condenser and the concern here is
a

6 similar with the stuck open main feervater startup valve.

7 Ands at TMI 1, there are two valves, motor-operated, in
.

8 series, which could be shut to isolate steam through a stuck

9 open turbina bypass valve. So that is also an event which

10 could be terminated by the plant as it is without further

11 changes.

12 (Board conferring.)

13 DR. LITTLE: I am a bit confused, and'I wanted to

14 get th'.ngs oriented a littis bit.

15 I understand "r. Sholly's Contention to indicate

16 th a t a failure nodes and effects analysis of the ICS at TMI

,

17 1 should be completed prior to continued cperation of TMI 1,
i

18 and as f ar as I can see in the testimony that has been

19 provided , the documentation is BAW-1554, and then on the
.

20 recommendations page, it points out that 1564 is essentially

| 21 a generic report, und it indicates -- recommends that plant
,

22 specific analyses should be done , and my question is, is

23 there a plant specific analysis for TMI 1 which would be, in

24 effect, the response to Mr. Sholly's Contention?

WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The answer to that question is25

O
i
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1 yes.

2 DR. LITTLE: De ve have it?

3 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: I do not have it, no. The

4 study was prepared under my supervision. 1 am quite

5 familiar with it.
.

8 DR. LITTLE: Am I mistaken, or wouldn't that be

7 the response? !s taat the response you were lookiac for,
.

8 the plant specific analysis?

9 MR. SHOLLYs I think one quirk question could

10 clea r this up.

33 EI YR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

12 0 For Dr. Joyner, is the ICS system failure modes

13 and ef fects analysis done on -- is that the model that is at

(N 14 THI 17 There are two models, 721 and the 820. If I recall
.

15 correctly, the FMEA was done on cae 820 model.

16 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Functionally, the ICS at all BEW

17 units is the same, very close to the same. Some are 721 ICS

18 hardware. Others are 820 hardware. Functionally they

| 19 perf orm the sa".e jobs, control the same equipment, have the
,

20 same inputs, and the recommendations tha t we have a t Section

21 3 are tne same for both types of equipsent.
,

22 MR. BAXTER Dr. Little, the Commission 's orders

23 to the BEW operating licensees were to conduct a failurei

| 24 modes and ef f ects analysis of the integrated control system,
|

| 25 an d this PEW report is the document which these operatinq

!
i
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f3 1 licensees hsve relied upon to sa tisf y tha t Commission order

bi
2 item, end it is the document which the staff has reviewed,

1

3 as I understand it, in their safety evaluation report, to

4 determine whether or not there has been compliance with the

5 Commission's order.
.

< 6 S3 the fact that ?CW recommended an additional
l
| 7 plant specific study -- and one is being undertaken -- is in
1

.

8 a way outside or beyond, I believe , a t least, our compliance

9 with the Commission 's order as we view it.

10 DR. LITTLE: But a number of differences were just

11 pointed out on th e recommenda tions. Evidently some apply

12 and some do not here. So we are going to have t', go through

13 quite a bit of questioning, I gaess, to determine just what
_

'I'% 14 is applicable here.
O!

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's he'ir from Mr. C'Jtchin.

16 MR. CUTCHIN: I wanted '.he record to reflect as

17 vell, Mr. Chairman, that it war indeed our understanding

18 based on the October 26, 1979 letter from then Vice

19 President Herbein to Mr. Vollmer that the document BAW-1564
.

20 was submitted as beine responsive to the long term

21 recommended requirement No. 1 of the August 19, 1979
.

22 Commission order regarding IMI 1 restart, and it was indeed

23 on that basis that we performed our review.

24 MR. BAXTER: Our witnesses testify on page 3 of

25 their direct testimony that the FMEA was reviewed by GPU and

O
.
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- 1 found applicable to the IMI 1 ICS. I think the only
4

2 distinction we have so far is simply Dr. Joyner's comment

3 that it was a generic study, and he thinks 1C is 1ess

4 applicable to IMI 1 than it was to other units because he

5 found that control system to be finely tuned, and to have a
.

i 6 good record. I do not think that that means that the study
I
| 7 itself is not applicable.
1 -

8 (Board conferring.)

] 9 DR. LITTLE: I will try to listen bearino those

10 comments in mind as to what the testimony wa s intended to
:

11 answer.

12 MR. SHOLLY: Mr.. Chairman, if I might, I would

13 like to repose the questions I asked because I do not think

; 14 they were directly-responded to. There were two of them,

,

15 really.
!

18 BY MR. SHOLLY: (9esuming)

17 Q Which ICS model was the BEW report based on?

i 18 A (WITNESS JOYNER) It is based on the SMUD ICS.

'

19 Q Model 920?

I A (WITNESS JOYNER) 820 hardware. I want to make20

21 the distinction that there is one ICS that uses 820 or 721
1 -

.

22 hardware.

23 Q And TMI 1 is a 721 hardware.

24 A (WITNESS JOYNER) That is correct.

25 DR. JCRDANs Okay, gcod.'

<

\d
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1 Well, ! gather, then, that it is the licensee's

O 2 position that the document BAW-1564 does satisfy the

3 Commission 's requirements.

4 Now, this was a lonc term item. Is it the

5 Licensee's position that it is satisfied now, or that it
.

6 will be satisfied sometime in the f uture ?

7 MR. B AXTER : One can argue about what the
. .

8 Commission meant by the order. We believe, looking at the

; 9 words themselves, to submit such an analysis, that we have
;

to done so. ! do know that the staff safety evaluation of this,

,

,

11 order item continues on and evaluates the recommendations

! 12 made by BCW and what Licensee is dM nq in responsa to those
1

i 13 recommendations.
|

(~'\\ 14 They conclude in that January safety evaluation.

\_f,

*

15 that reasonable progress has been made toward following
1

16 through the recommendations. I do not think there is any

17 dispute that the analysis has been done.,

ng DR. JORDAN: Okay. When we 7et to the staff, we,

up will pose such questions as that, but I think, th e n, for the
.

20 mo em en t , I have no ft:rther questions on the document
;

21 B A '4 - 15 6 u . That is by no means a claim tha t I understand
.

22 everything in che document. I do not, and I am not going to
1

4 23 try to understand it all right now.

24 So, Mr. Shelly, I guess it is up to you , then .

; 25 ER. BAXTERs While we are making a transition, Mr.

:

ba
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1 Chairman, we have provided the Feporter with ther copies of

2 BAW Raport 15f4.

3 I would ask that it he marked for identification

4 as Licensee's Exhibit No. 18. The document itself reflects

5 Dr. Joyner's participation and partial authorship of it, and
-

6 he has testified as to its contents. So I move its receipt
,

7 into evidence.
.

8 CHAIRMAN S!!TH Any objections?

9 MR. SHOLL!s No objections.

10 MR. CUTCHIN4 No objection.

CHAIRMAN SMITHS So received.ji

12 (The document referred to wa s

13 marked Licensee Exhibit No. 18

['* 14 for ideatification, and
-y.

15 received in evidence.)

16 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Sholly?

17 BY MR. SHOLLYs (R esuming )

18 Q A few brief questions for Mr. Broughton and !r.

39 Sadauskas, and if it is any consolation to you, you can rest
,

20 easy beca use the rest of my questio.ns will be for Dr. Joyner.

21 MR. BAXTERs No, Mr. Shelly , don 't counsel them
*

22 th a t way. ! would rather thef not rest easy.

(General laughter.23

BY MR. SFOLLYs (?esuming)24

25 Q Within Dr. Jordan,'s questioning, Mr. Broughton,

ALDER $oN REPCRTING COMPANY,INC.
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g- 1 there was some discussion of possible feedback between the

V)
2 integrated rontrol system and the reactor protection s, stem

3 as a result of the direct connection of the reactor coolant

4 flow signal.

5 H2s the Licensee done any evaluations of that to
.

6 see if there is any possibility of a feedback?

7 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) That question gets into some
.

8 details of hardware that I as not pet 3onally faniliar with,

g but th e met' ods of isolating saf ety systems and signals f rom

10 non-saf ety systems are ones that there are acceptable

11 methods fc - doing that, and those methods were employed in

12 this case. But I am not familiar enough with the hardware

la to be able to tell you exactly what thost were.

'N

(b. 14 0 Dr. Joyner, do you have anything additional to

15 remark on that point?

16 A (WITNrSS JOYNER) I.really cannot -dd anything.

17 0 Okay.

18 .Y r . Sadauskas, you discussed briefly about

;g switching the engineered saf eguards buses if the firs t on
.

20 fa4?ed, and you mentioned that there are redundant buses,
r

i 21 and that those could be switched.
l *

22 Do you have any estimate of how long that might

23 take to accomplish?

.g A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) No, I do not. I -- no.
|

25 0 Any idea?

(} -

(
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1 A (WITNSSS SADAUSKAS) No.

2 C Could you cay whether it might be in terms of

3 minutes or tens of minutes, or --

4 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Well, it is my opinion that

5 it would be in terms of tens of minutes.
.

6 0 During that period of time, then, would the

7 operator be able to take manual control of the ICS?
.

8 A (VITNESS SADAUSKAS) In the event that the ICS

9 experiences a total power failure, and that the red train

to from which the ICS is powered fails totally -- and I really

it cannot -- I find it difficult to postulate a failure like

12 that -- the ICS would be inoperative.

13 0 Have you any idea as to what means operators could
i .

14 tske durin; that period of time, between switching
,

15 engineered safeguard buses to control the plant? I reelize

16 At might depend on what particular situation they were in at

17 tha time, but generally what I am trying to get at, are

i 18 there systems that would be powered that would enable the

19 operator to control the plant while you got ICS back on line?
,

20 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Well, by control of the

21 plant, undoubtedly the plant would not remain at power
,

| 22 level. The engineered saf eguard s features systems and the
1

23 reactor protection system would be operable from the

24 redundant bus. So the plant vould be in a controlled
!

25 situation by virtue of the fact that those systems are

| CE)
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1 operable.

2 JR. JORDAN: I am a little pur: led at your

3 reticence to answer what happens if you lose power, because

4 suraly the failure modes and effects analysis, you must have

5 followed exactly what happens if you lose power to the ICS.
4

6 Wh a t happens? You made the -- was this a fault

7 tree kind of analysis or event tree analysis or not? What
.

8 happens if you lose power?

9 WITNSSS SADAUSKAS: No. What we did was, using

to the Baylor Meter Company and SC'4 d ra wings , we iden tified the

11 source of power for all of the ICS components.

12 DR. JORDANS The source of power?

13 WITNSSS SADAUSKAS: The ICS receives essentially
,

(Q~)
14 from the subdistribution systes five scurces of power.

-

15 There is a fixed source of power that powers the cooling

16 fans in the ICS cabinets.

17 DR. JORDAN: I see. So it is not a single power

18 supply.

tg WITNSSS SADAUSKAS: You may note I said
.

20 subdistribution system. If I can run through it again, the

21 ICS subdistribution system receives power from the 1A plant
.

22 inverter, or from the regula ted AC bus. From this

23 distribution panel the power is subdivided to the ICS, and

24 subdivided through five circuits.

25 DR. JORDAN: All the same voltage?
;

O
O
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1 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Yes, sir.

2 DR. JORDANS Same frequency?

3 '4ITNESS SAD AUSKAS: The current reading of the

4 circuits ara different.

5 DR. JORDAN 4 Than the fusing.
.

6 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Eight. !n our study we

7 considered the removal of each of the five power subfeeds to
.

8 the ICS, and we did this to enable us to have an

9 understanding of how the plant would react to an individual

10 subf eed f ailure or to a major power loss.

11 D3. JORDANS All right.

12 Does that appear in the report, the BAW, as to

| 13 wha t happens in each one of those cases?

/~T 4 WITNESS JOYNER: That is not in the report, sir.
%)

is That, it is my understanding, is part of your restart report.

16 DB. JOBDANs Are you saying that the restart

17 report has the event tree diagram that one can follow and

18 fin.1 what happens under each transient condition?

19 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: No, he is not.
9

20 DR. JORDAN: Then I -- wha t did Mr . Joyner say was

21 in the restart report?
.

22 WITNESS JOYNER: Perhaps I nisspoke, sir. I said

it was my understanding that they had covered loss of power! 23
i

in the re sta rt report. That may or may not be true. I24

25 ceally cannot spesk for the restart report, and I should not.

O
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1 DE. JORDAN Did the f ailure :cdes and effects

2 analysis follow what would happen upon the les: cf each one

3 of these five power supplies?

4 i'ITNESS S AD AUSKAS s The --

5 DR. JO3DANs And what happened. I invite you to
.

6 take me through the event -- what happens, event by event,

7 upon the loss, say, as an example.
.

8 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The result of our study, as I

9 said, we removed the fiva subfesds from the !CS, one at a'

10 time. These five subfeeds are ralled I power and Y power,

11 also called Hex and Y, and these two sources prima rily

12 provide power to field mounted sensors, such es pressure

13 transmitters or flow transmitters, things of'that sort.
..

(~)N 14 The other -- one of the other sources of power is
%

15 the autopever system.

16 DR. JORDANS What?

17 WITNESS SADAUSKASs Auto.

18 DR. JORDAN: A-u-t-o?

3g WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Yes.
9

20 This essentially provides power to some computing
;

i

I 21 modules, some indicators to the autotransf er relays which
,

22 enabla the op3rator to transf er the control of the various

23 control icops from automatic to manual mode. The remaining

24 system is the hand power system, and this system provides

25 povar for the generators that allow the operator to manually
|
i

[

U,h
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1 position the final contral elements. In addition , it also

2 provides poder to the electrical, to pneumatic converters at

3 the control valves. The leading source of power of the five

4 is tt.e auxiliary power source vnich is used for the

5 esergency feedwater system. And we conducted this study to
.

6 enable us first of all to understand the failure modes of

7 the ICS system on removal of the various sources of power,
.

8 the objective being to develop procedures that could be used

g by the control room operator in the event that one or more

10 of these power sources was lef t.

11 As a result of our investigation, we determined

12 that under the loss of ea:4 one of these systems that I

13 mentioned earlier, certain indicators, transmitters, valves
( .

() 14 in the system would fail.

15 We have developed a list of these items, including

| 3 their f ailure modes, and it is our plan to conduct a test,

17 an actual test of the ICS system under controlled conditions
1

18 to simulate power f ailure prior to the restart of the plant,

39 to enable us to verify the results of our study.
.

20 D2. JORDAN Does the study -- can you turn to the

21 study and look at it and see what it predicts would happen

22 if a particular power supply fails?

WITNESS SADAUSKAS Yes. The stud y contains a
23

24 list of indica tors and recorders, transmitters and such that

25 would be reioved from service in the event that a power
,

!

(~)|%-

|
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1 supply has failed.

2 DR . JORDAN: And then -- so all right, what

3 happens to the systas, the steam supply system upon failure

4 of, let's say -- choose one.

5 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: On the failure of -- the
.

6 system is operating in the plant at power, and operating in

7 the automatic mode, that is, the ICS is in control of the
.

8 plant.

! 9 DR. JORDANS Good.

10 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: If the autopower fails, the

11 control system will essentially fail to the manual mode in

12 the control room, between the ICS signals that are developed

13 in the integrated :ontrol system ands the outgoing signal to
|
'

[^')' 14 the final control element. For each,of the final control
v ,

15 elements there is a manual automatic station. This station

i 16 provides the man-machine or operator interface between the

17 integrated control system and the plant o perator. In the

18 vent that the auto power fails and the -- then the systes

19 vill revert to manual mode. This will be brought to the
.

20 operator 's a ttention immedia tely.

I These automatic stations that I discussed earlier
,

21

22 have two indicating lights on them, one from manual, one for

23 automatic. In the event that the c1tomatic power fails,

| 24 both of these lights will be out. ''his will inform the
l

25 operator that the system has reverted to the manual mode.

|
|
l
'
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1 In conjunction with this, *etropolitan Edison has

2 decided to implement a power, an ICS power monitorin; system

3 prior to restart. What this system dos: 13 it looks at each

4 of the six ma jor f eeds to the integrated control system as

5 well as some of the subfaeds, and it provides the operator
o

6 with an enunciation and visual identification in the main

7 control roon to tell him exactly which feed has failed.
.

8 Now, once the system has reverted to the nanual

9 mode, the operator will be able to operate the final control

10 elements by hand from the manual automatic stations not on

11 the main control boa rd.

12 DR. JORDANS Now, yon say this is something that

13 is being planned to be implemented.

(~T 14 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Yes. The engineering is well
\.../

15 under way on the implementation of this.

16 DR. JORDANS Is that in 3AW-1564? Is that one of

17 the recommenda tions?

18 WITNEFS SADAUSKAS: You might consider that to be

gg one of the recomnendations of the power supply -- im pro ved
.

20 power supply reliability in the sense that it is an

21 information system.
,

22 DR. JORDAN ! see. 2AW-1564 does not spell out
,

23 wh at is needed in the way of improved reliability.

24 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: I do not believe so, no, sir.

25 MR. SFOLLY: Dr. Jordan?

O
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1 DR. JORDAN: Yes, Mr. Shelly.

2 MR. SHOLLY A few questions before've move off of

3 this particular area.

4 DE. JORDAN: Fine, go ahead.

5 3Y 33. SHOLLYs (Resuminc)
.

6 0 These power failures in the ICS, I believe you

7 indicated with the manual control station, that there was a
.

8 light that informsthe operator whether the system is in

9 tanual or auto control, is that correct?

10 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Yes, that is correct.

| 11 Q And that enunciator light, does that appear on the

12 main enunciator panel or is that down on a control panel?

13 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) We are monitoring the power
-.
~

14 feeds to the ICS system, and we provide the cperator with a
(V}

15 common alarm, if you will, tha t is all-inclusive, that

16 brings to his attention via an audible and a flashing alarm'

17 from the main enuncia tor system tha t one of the ICS feeds

18 has failed. We do not tell him with this alarm which one

19 has failed. However, once he gets that alarm on the main
.

20 control board , we are adding a series of six lights. She

21 fail light, or the light that is indicative of which feed to
-

22 tha ICS has failed will de -energire , and the' opera tor, once

g3 he becomes aware of the common alarm, the enunciator focuses

24 attention on the light panel which will give him more

25 definitive information. And it is our hope that from the

O
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1 list that we have developed, which will be substantiated by

2 an actual field test, the operator vill knov which

3 instruments in the control room are affected by this

4 particular failure.

5 0 He will know that by procedures, or how will that
.

6 be passed on to the operator?
!

7 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Well, the list that we have
.

8 now will be verified by an actual test st the Island.

9 Following that test, the operator will receive procedures

10 that will document the consequences in the sain control room

13 of various ICS failures, power failures.

12 Q And this will all be done before restart?

13 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Yes.

() 14 C Th e procedure,,the tests?

15 A (WITNSSS S AD AUSK AS ) Yes, the tests are scheduled

16 before restart.

17 CHAIR'AN SMITH: This is in the restart report,

18 this information you just provided?

19 (Pause)
,

20 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: No.-

21 DR. JORDAN: The only reference I saw in your
.

22 testimony to the restart report referred to Question 12, I

23 believe, and that seemed to provide very little

24 information. It was very short.

25 Well, are you saying that if the auv eupply were

O
.
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1 to fail, the power supply, that what would happen, there

2 woulds be cartain lights come on, there would be no pulling

3 of rontrol rode, no closing of f eedwater valves, nothing

4 like that happens when one of these power supplies f ails?

5 All that happans is that the operator is told to take
.,

' 6 control and there is no plant upset?

7 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: On the cese that I cited,
.

8 which was the failure of the automatic power feed to the

9 integrated rentrol system, the finsi control elements would

to remain in their last position. This is an inherent position

11 of the hardware, the manual automatic stations have a memory

12 module that monitors the automatic signal, and when the

13 transf er is made from automatic to manual, as would be the

/ D 14 case when automatic power fsils, the final control elements
LJ

15 would remain in that off position, with the exception -- the

18 control rod drive system is powered exclusively f rom auto

17 power, the ICS portion, and f ailure of auto power would not

18 cause the rods to move.

I 19 DR. JORDANS Okay. Go ahead, Mr. Sholly.
: *

| 20 BY MP. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

21 0 Tr. Sadanskas, you mentioned, I believe, that
,

22 there was a study, a site specific study, a plant specific

23 stuir for I3I i prepared under your direction.

24 Is this part of what you have just been discussing?

25 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Yes, sir, it is.

.

O
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1 Q !s that study in a written form such that it could0
I 2 he submitted to the 3 card and the parties?

3 A (WITNESS SA0AUSKAS) Yes, it is.
,

4 3R. SHOLLYs 3r. Chairman, I believe that that

5 study should certainly be cubmitted by the Licensee. It
.

6 seems to me that that is a rather important' document that we

7 should received.j
,

8 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: I would like to add -- pardon
1

g me.

10 NR. BAXTER: I will have to confer with my client

11 as to the status of the document. It is the result of

t
*

| 12 additional work that has been done in response to a .

;

13 recommendation BC'J made as a result of the failure modes and
.

(3* 14 effects analysis which is what the Commission required.
V,

'

15 I will not taka issue with you one way or the

16 other as to whether it is a crucial document for litigating

i 17 this contention. It is not clear to se that it is, but we

18 will confer about its status.
gg CHAIRMAN SMITHS 'f r. 9 axter, perha ps you can give

,

20 us a more thorough explanation of how you view th a t

21 requirement in the Commission's order, simply that a failure
.

22 modes and ef fects analysis be done, notwithstanding how

23 detailed it is, how reliable it is, how good it is, how bad

!
. 24 it is, or anything else about it, just that it be done? Is

(
25 that the Licensee's position in the case?

|
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1 MP. BAXTER: Not cuita. I think that after the

2 accident at Unit 2, Three F.ile Island, the staff perhaps for

3 the first time gained an a ppreciation fo r in terest in wha t

4 the role of the ICE was in the operation of these power

5 plants, and therefore, one of the thines the Commission
e

6 directed be done not prior to the restart of the other ECW

7 units, but as a long term investigation by the staff was to
.

8 look at what the f ailure modes and effects of these systems

9 vere, and I think it was so the staff could determine

10 vaether they precipitated, cause, aggravated or interfered

11 with the nitigation in response to transients. Certainly I

12 do not think it would have been acceptable f or us to file

13 two sentences or two lines. That analysis has been done,

14 and the staff and the licensee have both determined that the

15 ICC is not a failcre producer but is a f ailure miticator.

16 The fact that E C'4 also made some reconmendations

17 for improvements in the balance of plant, by the way, not in

is the ICS, and that they are beine pursued I think is to our

19 credit, but I do not know it is subsuned within the
,

20 Commission's initial requirement that you look at the ICS.
;

'

21 CHAISTAN S!ITH: Mr. Sholly was not inquiring, !
.

22 don't believe, about the balance of plant, were you, Mr.

23 ShollT?

24 33. SHOLLY: I do not melieve so. I think one of

25 the things tha t I want to point out is that we Mill get to'

O
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1 whether the failues modes and effects analysis is adequate

2 or not. You know, I am really not too concerned about what

3 the staff and the Licen see ha ve concluded. I think it

4 ressins for the Board to conclude whether it is adequate or

5 not, and if this document tha t Mr. Sadauskas has had
e

8 prepared bears on that, then I think it is entirely relevant.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Baxter, the Board, without
.

8 having conferred with my colleagues, I think I can sense

9 smong my colleagues a feeling that we have had to try ha rd

to to develop inform 1 tion on this point, harder than va would

11 have expected to.

12 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, I can only say the

13 staff did supply as a reference work with their testimony
.

[h 14 the BEW report. It has never been -- I did not think
\)

15 unclear what we were relyinc on in our testimony in terms of

18 th at reference. It is not easy to anticipate what the depth

17 or the nature of the concern is by the Board and parties. We

18 had almost no discovery by 'r. Sholly on this Contention.

ig That is his right, but we got some questions about the
.

20 maintenance history of the system. We had no Board

21 questions. The resta rt report generally responds to the
'

i

I 22 order items.
|

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am not referring to the

24 testimony as it was produced. I am referring to the events
,

|

25 of this morning. I mean, information has not seemed to flow
l

|
|

|
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1 1 easily.

2 Perhaps this would be a good time to take the

3 lunch break, and we can all go back and thinn about our

4 views on the Contention and the issue.

5 'Je will reconvene at 1:10.
.

6 ( '4 h er e u p o n , at 12:00 o' clock noon, the hearing in

7 the above-entitled ma tter recessed , to reconvene at 1:10
.

8 o' clock p.m. the same day.)
,

9 - --

10

11

! 12

13

r 14
V

15

16

17

i

18
,

19
i ,

20

21
.

22 i

23

24

25
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1 2rTERNCD1_IISS!Og

2 (1:15 p.m.)

3 Wheteupon,

4 T. GARY BROUGHION

5 GERALD J. SADAUSKAS
.

6 LUTHER L. JOYNER,

7 called as w3.tnesses by counsel f or the Licensee, having been
.

8 previously duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined and

9 testified further as follows:

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Sholly, you say proceed with

11 your cross-examination.

12 MR. BAXTER. Mr. Chairman, I thought I might have

13 hcard some miscommunication during Dr. Little 's e xanina tion

14 of ''r. Sadanskas, and I have conferred with my colleagues

15 over the lunch break and they heard the same. And I would

18 like the opportunity to ask just a couple of clarifying

17 questions, which I think would help the examination.

18 I thought, looking at the ?EW recommendations on

19 p a g e 3-1 of Licensee's Exhibit 18, where it is recommended
,

20 that the following areas be reviewed on a plant-specific

21 bas.'.s, that Dr. Little then aaked, was there an analysis, a
,

22 failure modes and effects effect analysis, done of the TMI-1

23 integrated control system. And Mr. Sadauskas said yes to

24 that question.

25 I would like to ask him whether indeed that was

O
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() 1 what he meant, and if not what he was referring to.

2 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: the study that we performed

3 was an evaluation of loss of power to the ICS NNI system,

4 and in the true rontext it cannot be regarded as a failure
,

5 modes and effects analysis.
,

6 59. BAXTER: And it was not an analysis of the

7 integrated rentrol system, but rather just of the power
,

8 supply; is that correct?

9 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: It was an analysis of the

10 ef fect of power supply failure on components of the

1; integrated rentrol system.

12 HR. BAXTTR: The distinction that he made is that

i
13 it is not a parallel study to the one that BEW has performed

l

() 14 at.all.

15 And two, I hope with that in context, I would like

16 Dr . Joyner just briefly again to tell us what the role of

17 the ICS is in plant performance, and what Licensee and PEW
l

18 intended to show with this failure modes and effects
19 analysis..

20 WITNESS JOYNER: The ICS is a non-safety grade

21 rontrol system. It is not responsible for protection of the
-

22 plan t. It aids the operator in controlling the plant to

l

'3 make megawatts .

24 The analysis that we performed was done with the

25 goal of looking for failures that migh t be in the system

,

I
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1 that would rausa impr0per operation. The ICS itself is a

2 standard functional system that we provide with each NFS.

3 We f ailed tne inputs, the outputs, th e f unctional components

4 of the system, and looked for failures that produced

5 undesirable transients as f ar as f rom an operational
,

6 standpoint.

7 We were not able to find failures that would
,

8 affect the opera tion of the safety system. When large

9 failure occurs, we get -- or a significant failure occurs --

10 ve get an upset in the plant, generally followed up very

11 quirkly by reactor trip.

12 When that occrrs, the ICS role in operation and

13 control o f the plant is minimal. The rods a re in the core.

() 34 The turbine is tripped and the ICS really no longer is

15 operating the plant.

16 Car recommendations were based upon failure modes

17 that we thought were undesirable from an operability

18 standpoint. We then said, these failure modes should be

19 examined on a plant-specific basis and , if appropriate,
,

20 ch anges perfo rmed.

21 That studv however, was applicable to all ICS's,r.

22 because they basically have the same functional design' and

23 perf orman ce.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Did you use the word " fail" as a

25 verb ? You " failed" the components? You disabled them?

O
v
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1 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct. We PCstulated

2 failure high, for exanple, s flow transnitter may measure

3 from zero to 7 million pounds per hour feedwater flow. We

4 would then postulate th a t th a t transmitter f ailed and

5 indicated to the ICS a flow of 7 million pounds or of zero*

.

6 pounds, and looked at the operation of the system waen that

7 failure occurred.
.

8 (Board conferring.)

9 DP. JORDAN: I was thinking in terms of the

10 Crystal River event. Was that not a case of a failure

11 neither high nor low, but rather a sudden change, and th e

12 ICS misoperating, calling on a higher power than should be,

13 higher pressures . 2refore, and therefore the operation of

} 34 the PORY -- now, vss that not the type of failure which you

15 didn't -- did you look at failures of that nature?

16 I asked you this morning, did you consider

17 mid-range f ailures, and you said no. Does that mean

18 therefore that failures of this type were not included in

19 your f ailure modes and eff ect analysis?
*

20 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, we felt and I f eel -- le t 's

21 go back to the exa.mple of the flow transnitter. It measures
,

22 zero to 7 million pounds. A mid-scale failure would then

23 indicate 3-1/2 pounds to the ICS.

24 Now, I felt that a failure that indicated the

25 largest possible flow or the minimum flow would produce the
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1 most s+ vere plant response.

2 DR. JORDAN: Such as therefore a situation that

3 they had an increase in pressure in the reactor system which

4 would result in the operation of the PORV?

5 WITNESS JOYNER: Yes..
.

6 DR. JORDAN 4 That would be one of the possible

7 wa,a it could fail, then?
.

8 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, the ICS would not fail in

9 that manner.

10 DP. JORDAN 4 But the ICS could cause an increase

11 in pressure. Certain failures of the ICS could call for an

12 increase in power in the system, and therefore an increase

13 in the pressure, which would be handled either by reactor
.

(' 14 trip or by operation of the PCRV.

15 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, the reactor would trip when

16 the f ailure occurred. It hits the high-pressure trip point,

17 rods drop into the core, and that basically terminates the

18 ICS or minimizes the role of the ICS in control of the plant.

19 DR. JORDAN: Now, it is true, I quess, that the
,

20 reactor is supposed to trip before the PCRV; is that

21 correct? No, it is the other way around?
,

22 Which is it on the modified system?

23 WITNESS BROUGHTON: On the modified system, the

24 reactor should trip before the PORY opens.

25 DR. JORDAN: Right.

O
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{} 1 WITNESS JOYNER: So we inverted the POEV.

2 DR. JORDAN: Is Crystal River not changed yet? I

3 thought this was well after TMI?

4 WITNESS JOYNEP: I think it was.

5 DR. JORDANS Where did the PORY go?
.

6 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, I really I hesitate to--

7 discuss the Crystal Fiver transient, because it has been a
,

8 while since I looked at the scenario. I did not really work

9 on it.

10 But it is my understanding that the pressure

11 signal failed -- not the pressure signal. One of the

12 modules in the N1T caused it to open spuriously.

13 ,D R . J0.0AN: Yes. And now then -- but you say you

) 14 felt it was not particularly relevant to the study that you(_/
15 were doing, that the Crystal River transient is not relevant

16 to a failure modes and effects analysis of the ICS?

17 WITNESS JOYNER: What we identified, sir, in the

18 failure modes and effects analysis is that the loss of cover

19 should be examined on a plant-specific basis, because we.

20 recognize the undesirability of that event.

21 DR. JORDANS I see. And this has been done at.

22 IMI-1*

23 Md. BAXTER: Dr . Jordan, my next question was

24 going to be to return to Mr. Sadauskas and Mr. Broughton and

25 ask them to review again the response to BCW recommendation

)
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r's 1 1-A and what Licencee has done in response to their
C

2 suggestion that NNI/ICS power supply reliability be examined

3 on a plant-specific basis, and in particular with reference

4 to a figure we have distributed over the luncheon break to

5 the parties and the Board entitled " Electrical Supply to
.

6 ICS/NNI System," which I would request the reporter mark for

7 identification as Licensee 's Exhibit 19.
.

8 (The document referred to was

9 marked Licensee Exhibit No. 19

10 for identification.)

11 DR. JORDAN: You a re going to bring out, then,

12 that there is a failure modes and effects analysis specific

13 to IMI-1?
e'~N - MR. BAXTERs No, there is not a failure modes and14b

15 analysis of the THI ICS specifically. .

16 DR. JORDAN: Cne of sy questions is going to be

17 specifically , then, how do you meet the long-ters order item

18 1, because we believe that applies to TMI-1, not to the

19 across-the-board generic analysis.
,

20 MR. BAXTERs We are posing two questions, and

21 let's do it one at a time. The first questian to the
,

22 witness perha ps should be why, in their view, is the

23 analysis performed by BCW applicable to the integrated

24 control system at IMI-1.

25 My question was going to be to review f or the

O
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1 record again what they are doing in response to BCW'sg~g
V

2 recommendation on upgrading the reliability of the power

3 supply.

4 Let's do them in that order, if you can. First,

S why is the Licensee's Exhibit 18, the DCW report, applicable
a

6 to Three Mile Island Unit 1?

7 WITNESS BROUGHTON: The ICS which was examined by
.

8 B&W and analyzed in tteir report is functionally the same

9 ICS as we have at TMI-1. That is, it uses the same input

to signals in the ICS. It has the same major functional blocks

as des'cribed in the report, and even down to the details of11

12 the individual modules which comprise those functional

13 blocks the IMI-1 system is the same as the system examined

/"N 14 by PCW.
NI

15 The outputs of the ICS are also the same in terms

16 of components that are controlled in the plant, based on the

17 inputs and the logic of the ICS. So one of the things that

18 we did when we got the B&W report was to compare the inputs,

gg the functional description of the system, analyze it and the
.

20 outputs against what actually exists at TMI-1. And that

21 comparison indicated in some cases there might have been a
.

22 minor dif ference between the two systems.

23 For example, the 3CW study talks about an

24 automatic dispatch signal and the eff ect that tha t could

25 have on power. That is a signal that could come from a
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1 dispatcher outside the plant to change electric load. We do

2 not use that feature in our ICE, so that was a failure that

3 ve did not need to consider since it was not specific to

4 TMI-1.

e
- 5 The only difference that we found that was not of

6 that minor nature, that it was an unused feature or the

7 alignmeat was slightly different, was the diff erence in the
.

8 power supply arrangement for the two ICS's. The power

9 supply that we have with the TMI-1 system is one which we

10 described earlier, and we vill ;o into again in some more

11 detail. And the power supply studied in the B&W report is a

12 sli7htly dif ferent power supply.

13 As a result, we have done more looking at our

(J) 14 individual power supplies at TM1-1, which was the first

15 recommendation of the B&W study. So we feel that the

16 failures identified by the 1EW generic analysis in terms of

17 which ones they are and what they would cause to have happen

18 in the plant do accurately represent what would take place
,

|

| 19 a t TMI-1, because of the similarity of the functional design
,

20 and the details of inputs and outputs.:

,

i 21 MR. BAXTE9 The second question , then , would be
,

22 to raview for the 9oa rd and the parties again what the

| 23 Licensee is undertaking to do in response to BEW's
:

24 recommendation to study on a plant-specific basis the

25 NNI/ICS power supply reliability.

O
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1 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Looking at a schematic drawing

2 called " Electrical Supply to ICS/NNI Systen" that we just

3 submitted as evidence, the ICS system is shown at the bottom

4 of the diagram, identified as "a uto" and " aux," " hex,"

5 " hey," and " fan."
.

6 DR. JORDAN: Again, the acoustics in this room --

.

7 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The ICS sub-feeder system is
.

8 shown at the bottom of'this diagram, and the sub -f eede rs a re

9 identified. There are six of them. They are fed the--

10 power source for the ICS system is 12-volt, 60-cycle,

it single-phase power.

12 This power is developed from the engineered

13 safeguards bus.-

() 14 DR. JORDAN: What?

15 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Engineered safeguards bus,

16 which can also be powered by the red deisel in the event

17 that off-site power is lost.

18 DR. JORDAN: That is the IS bus on the right in

_
19 this diagram ; is that correct?

20 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: At the top of the diagram,,

21 the 480-volt supply there is a signal on the right that--

,

22 means the voltage reculator goes to tha ES bus.
! -

23 DR. JORDANS Okay.'

24 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Normally, power is fed from

25 the 490-volt bus through the rectifier, through the

.

O
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(Vg
1 inv'rter, it is converted to 120 -vol t AC that the ICS can

2 use.

3 In the event that tha rectifier fails, an

4 alternate socree as shown on this diaoram is ' rom the red

5 b a tt e r y .- 'Th a t is slso converted to 120-volt, 60-cycle power
.

6 that the ICS can use.
.

DR. J00 DAN: So is it no rm ally , then, connected to7
.

a the battery in ths inverter? Is that the normal operation?
t

9 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The inverter -- the power

10 source normally is from the AC power in the plant. We do

11 not draw on the battery normally. The battery is drsvn upon

1; in the event that the AC system fails.

13 DR. JORD.1Na I see.
,

i WITNESS SADAUSKASa In the event that the inverter14

15 fails, a static auto transfer switch tha', is shown on this

16 sketch monitors the voltage level of the 191 bus as shown.

17 And this switch is designed to provide transfer

18 automatically to the tus on the right, labeled TRA, which is

_

19 a 120-volt, single-phase regulated bus.

20 DR. JOEDAN: Is that the one that says "new

.

remote-operated annual transfer switch"?21
.

WITNESS SADAUSKAS: No, it is not. It is the one22
'

that is labeled " static auto transfer switch."23

DR. JORDANS That switch is normally to the right?24

WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The switch is normally to the25

O
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t left. The power is normally flowing from the inverter.

2 DR. JORDAN: Oh, I misunderstood your answer,

3 then. I thought you I thought I asked if the normal--

4 povar supply was from the inverter battery, and you said the

5 no rmal supply was --
.

r 6 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The inverter is fed from two
-,

7 sources. It is fed from the red battery --
.

8 DR. JOEDAN: The inverter ic fed to --
-

9 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Fron two sources. Ye's can see

to that.it is fed from the rad battery, and it is also fed frca

11 the 480-volt engineered safeguards bus.

12 DR. JORDAN: Through a rectifier.

13 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: That is correct.

f) 14 DE. JORDAN: You are nornally on a 480-volt bus?
v

33 WITNESS SAD AUSKAL: That is correct.

16 DR. JORDAN: Rathe r than the battery.

17 WITNESS SADAUSXASt Correct.

18 DR . JORD A N : I presume that is that switch-- --
,

.

19 no, the battery; doesn't it just ride on the rectifier?

WITNESS S ADAUSKAS: The battery is being charged20
'

21 from the 480-volt ES bus. It is floatinc on the 125-volt DC
a

22 syst em .
'

DR. JORDAN: So you do not h3ve to make ar.y23

24 ch anges at all if you lose the 480-volt ES bus. The battery

25 is automatically -- it is there.

(
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1 WIINESS SADAUSKAS: Yes. There is an auctioneer
)

2 circuit which looks at both power sources and it transfers

3 powar to the Lattery in the event that the 480-volt bus

4 fails.

5 DR. JORDAN: I see. So the inverter does not ride
.

6 on the battery all the time, with the rectifier charging the
> .

7 battery. That 's what it looks like in the circuit diagram
.

8 there, but that is not the case; is that what you are
,

9 telling me?

to WITNESS SADAUSKAS: No, it is the case.

it DR. JCRDAN: It is ?

12 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The inverter can take power

13 from the battery and convert it to AC power, or it can take

f^} 14 rectified AS power from the 480-volt bus and convert it into
N/

15 AC power for use by the ICS.

16 DR . JORDAN: It is one or the other. It is not

17 both. It is not both simultaneously?

18 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: No , it is not, that is correct.

.
19 Now, in the event that t h <a inverter fails, the

20 static auto transf er switch is designed to automa tically

21 transfer power from the inverter which has failed to the
,

22 120-volt single-phase regulated bus on the right. And it is
'

23 a high-speed transfer, and was pointed out earlier.

24 We do not anticipate any transients occurring when

25 this transfer takes place.

%d
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1 DR. JORDANS All right. But this is another"

2 480-volt en ginee red safety bus, presumably?

3 WITNESS SADAUSKAS It is a bus independent of the

4 inverter. It is powered from the red engineered safeguards

5 power system, as is the --
.

6 DR. JORDAF: But there are two Class 1-E power
.

7 buses, and they are both shown here, one on the lef t and one
.

8 on the right; isn't tha t correct?
,

9 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: That is correct.

10 DR. JORDAN: Is that right?

33 WITNESS SADAUSKASs That is correct, yes, sir.

12 Now, as a.resui of the incident at Oconee --

13 DR. JORDANS What?
~

() 14 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The incident at the Oconee

15 Nuclear Station, Duke Power, where the static auto transfer

16 switch failed to transfer. We a re aware of that incident

17 and in order to improve the reliability of the Three Mile

ig Island power transfer system we are installing a new

19 remo te-opera ted manual transfer switch, which is so labeled
,

20 on this sketch.

21 And it is downstream of the automa tic switch. In
,

22 the event that the automatic switch fails to transfer, an
'

23 alarm will be provided to the control room operator and the

24 operator will zanually transfer power, again to the same

25 bus, the-120-volt bus IPA, via the new remote-operated

O
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- i mancal transfer switch.
~)

2 DR. JORDAN: That is the one that takes a little

3 while to operate?

4 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: That is a manual operation,

5 yes.
.

6 DR. JORDAN: Yes, yes.
.

7 And during that period of time when you ha'e lost
.

8 power, say from the normal out of the inverter or the--

1

9 second engineered safety bus by failure of that transfer

10 switch , during that period once you have lost power, are you

11 saying that the controls will remain the same, the control

12 ro d pocitions, the valve positions for feeding feedvater and

13 so on? And so therefors during this period the plant will

( 14 continue to operate?

15 WITNESS BROUGHTON: It is likely, in a case where

16 the automatic transf er switch does not function and it
17 requires the operator to manually transfer power, that

ja enough time would last between the loss of power and when it

19 was resto red that the plant would go through some sort of an
-

r

20 u p s a t , which micht very well cause a trip of the reactor.

21 DR. JORDAN: Yes, okay. All right.

22 WITNESS BROUGHTONs I would note, however, that

'

j 23 this manual transfer switch for the new remote-operated
|

| 24 transfer switch is located in the crntrol room. The

25 operator has a button in the control room. that he can

O
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1 actuate to rause this transfer switch to move. He does not

2 have to leave the control room to co out and manually

3 operate breakers.

4 It is labeled a manual transfer switch because it

5 takes an operator's action to cause the --
,

! .

6 DR. JORDANS Of course, the hope is you will be

*

7 able t,o make the transfer, presumably , quickly enough to

8 keep the plant on line, because after all that is,your main

*
9 job, to keep the plant on line.

10 WITNESS BROUGHTON: , hat is correct. And that is

11 function of that static au'to transfer switch.

12 DR. JORDAN: Yes, yes.

13 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: The addition of the manual

14 switch is merely a way to improve the reliability of the

15 transfer of power.

16 DR . JORDAN: Say it again?

17 WITNESS SADAUSXAS: Ihe addition of the manual

18 transfer switch is merely a way to improve the reliability

19 of the power transf ar, the reliability of the power to the
.

20 I C .'- systems.

21 DR. JORDANS Yes, all right.*

Do you have any further questions, Mr. Baxter?22

MR. BAXTER: Does that complete your response to'

23

24 B&W recommendation 1-A, the status of it? Do you have

25 anything else?

l
|
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1 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: I have nothing further to say.

2 WITNESS BRCUGHTON. There are other things we are

3 doing to look at in terms of improvements of reliability of

4 tha ICS/NNI power supplies. Those are not specifically as a

5 result of this rect imendation in the 3EW report. They 'are
.

6 more along the lines of improvements due to other events,
.

7 for example the Crystal River event.
.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS For example what?
<

9 WITNESS BROUGHTON: We mentioned sene of those

10 earlier . But they would be --

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I did not hear your final word,

12 th a t is all.

13 WITNESS BROUGHTON: The Crystal River 3 event was

() i4 another event which brought the reliability of power into

15 question, and as a result we are doing further studies on

16 how to improve reliability of power.

17 CHAI2 MAN SMITH: Could any member of the panel

18 explain somewhat better the Crystal River event? Our
_

,
19 understanding of it is that there was a spurious signal

20 which actually resulted in the partial wit %1rawal of the

21 control rods in the reactor..

22 Is that your understanding?
.

23 WITNESS JOYNER: I am not sure if the rods sta rted

24 out immediately or not, sir. Trip occurred very shortly

25 a f t e r th e loss of power occurred.

O
V
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(N 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ihere was an increase, however,
V

2 in the neutron flur.

3 WITNESS JOYNER: The indirated neutron flux that

4 th e operator?

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: -In actuality.
.

6 WITNESS JOYNER: I suspect there was a small
.

7 increase. I never have examined those transients. I know
.

8 approximately what ha ppened, but I'm a little bit hesitant
. .

9 to talk about it be;ause I might give some misinformation.

10 I am reasonably sure that the trip was within

11 eight to ten seconds following loss of power.

12 C9 AIRMAN SMITH: Is -- except, of course, the

13 difference in the reactor, do fossil fuel plants have a

() 14 similar system?

15 WITNESS JOYNER: They use the same kind of

16 hardware, but of course the control system is different, as

17 it has to be, because, you know, we have a reactor as

18 opposed to a fossil-fired boiler. The ICS and the fossil

jg controllers are very similar, and the ICS was indeed an
,

i 20 evolution f rom control systems that controlled the operation

| .

i
21 of SEW once-through steam generators in focsil plants.

,

CHAIRMAN SMITH: The principal goal, then, is to22
.

23 go to reliability, economy and efficien;f'

WITNESS JOYNEP: That is correct, sir.24
I

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I mean reliability of the plant25

Ov
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1 as a whole.

2 WITNESS JOYNER: Richt. You know, the purpose is

3 to make megawatts. That is what we would like to optimize.

4 MR. BAXTER: Those are all my clarification

5 questions. Ihank you.
,

t .

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you going to offer L-197
~

| 7 'R. BAXTER: Yes. I so move.d
_

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH. It is received.
.

9 (The document referred to,

10 previously marked :or identi--

11 fication as Licensee Exhibit

12 No. 19, was received in

,
13 evidence.)

1

(} 14 CHAIR?AN SMITH: If I can interrupt your

15 cross-examination, Mr. Shelly, do you have a report from Dr.

16 Johnsrud, or can you tell us what the plans are?

17 MR. SHOLLY: It places me in an uncomfortable

18 p o sition . I can report to you that under present

,
19 circumstances Dr. Johnsrud vill not be able to be here.,

20 CHAIEKAN SMITH: I don't want to --
'

21 MR. SEOLLY She vill be communicating with the
.

22 Board. She indicated to me she would be getting a letter

e
23 ou t today.

24 As far as where this leaves us with the in-plant

25 instrument ranges contentions, they vill not be here and I

ba
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1 am going to have to take a close look here. Hopefully, I

2 can do it at the afternoon break.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: To protect your interests --

4 33. SHOLLY: And give you some idea of whether I

5 vish to go forward with it or jus decline cross-examining
.

6 on it and move ahead.
.

7 ! don't know how satisfactory that is, but that is
.

8 the best I ran come up with.
4

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I guess we are all involved in

10 it. The Bosed is going te have to take a look at it.

11 MR. BAITER: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to go back to

12 that after lunch. I'm glad you brought it up. I had

13 forgotten it.
.

[v) 14 For my planning purposes, in order to make sure we

15 have witnesses here and keep the flow of the hearing going,

16 I basically have to call these things two days ahead of

17 tima. And based on my preliminary discussions with Mr.

18 Sholly, I think after the integrated control system issue

19 the next two may go comparatively faster. And so we vill be
,

20 needing to sake a determination, I think late today or
.

21 certainly early tomorrow morning, as to where the schedule
,

22 will be, if we can possibly do it.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Sholly is going to have a
| 23

i 24 busy day today. He has to have some time.

25 I think we all have to go back and take a look at

!
!
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(} 1 the contention and the testimeny that his been offerod on

2 it, or has been proposed. It seems to ne the earliest we

3 can take it up would be tomorrmv morning, won't it, unless

4 we take a rathat long break at mid-afterncon.

5 MR. BAXTER: II ve can take it up as the first
,

6 iten tomorrow morning, that would be soon enough for me.
.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. '4ould that be agreeable?
,

8 12. CUTCHIN: To take it up tomorrow, sir? I have
.

9 a similar problem, because I was going to bring it up at the

10 same time we discussed the schedule. I have the witness

11 available f or the subject we are presently on. I have the

12 witness available for the next issue that we are to take up.

| 13 But I have a scheduling problem wi th respect te

() 14.the computer issue, which, if we get to it this week, there

15 will be no problem. However, if the computer issue, which

16 would be che issue after next, runs over into next week, the

17 situation is this. Mr. Joyce, who is our witness on that

18 subject, has a long-scheduled computer room review out, I

39 believe, at Comanche Peak, and he is the team 3.eadar of a,

20 ten-man team, and it would be impossible for him tc

21 reschedule next week.
So we may run out of gas in a hurry if we start22

e

23 shuffling things around and be back to the UCS contentions

24 very rapidly.

CHAIR"AN SMITH: Yr. Sholly, the Board I myself--

25

J
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/~ 1 can call Dr. Johnsrud, or Ms. Moran can, if your
b}4

2 relationship nakes it difficult for you to be candid with

3 the Doard. Did Dr. Johnsrud authorize you to sa y th a t she

4 would not appea r this week?

5 MR. SHOLLY: That is correct.
.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITHS And that the relief she is
.

7 seeking is going to be by le tte r ?
*

i

8 MR. THOLLY That is also ccerect.
,

.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there anything else she

10 authorired you to say ?

33 MR. SHOLLY: No, sir.-

12 I believe if we get like a 15 or 20-minute break

13 this afternoon, I think I can pretty well take a look at the
'

() 14 contentions and the testimony and tell you wha t I want to do

15 with thee.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH All right.

17 MR. SHOLLY: I would like to try to get it out of

18 the way todsy.

39 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. Okay, we'll take a
,

20 little bit longer break and get that out of the way.
1 .

21 Go ahead with your cross-examination.
,

22 Off the record.
.

(Discussion off the record.)23

24 CROSS-EZAMINATION -- RESUMED

25 BY MR. SHOLLYs

I

|
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1 Q What I wou.'' like to do is tie togather there some
}

2 of the loose ends this morning before I get in to some other

3 areas.

4 Dr . Joyner, Dr. Jordan asked yo some questions, I

5 believe, about the B&W analysis in terms of failing sienals
.

6 high and low and sid-scale failures. Are you familiar at
.

7 all with a meeting sumsary that was prepared that dealt with
.

8a meeting that took place on October 23, 1979? It dealt
,

9 with a discussion of the B&W 1564 report?

10 A (WITNFSS JOYNER) Yes.

11 0 Were you not in attendance at that meeting?

12 A (WITNESS JOINER) Yes, yes, I was.

13 MR. SHolLY: I have a copy of the meeting summary

() 14 here- I would like to have it marked for identification

15 Sholly Exhibit 1.

16 (Mr. Sholly distributes documents to the Board and

17 parties.)
i

18 (The docunent referred to was

19 marked Sholly Exhibit No. 1
,

20 for identification.)

| 21 MR. SHOLLY I should point out here, before I go

22 on any further, that what I have handed to you deleted a
.

23 repetition of the questions that are posed in the meeting

24 su mm ary . They are in the original document. There is an

25 enclosure from. Oak Ridge which poses the same questions

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 which are addressed in ' he pages which I have distributed.

2 So I deleted that. I did not think it was particularly

3 necessary.

4 I also deleted the service lists, if that is okay

5 with ever one. I just wanted te let you know.
.

6 DR. LITTLE: Mr. Sholly, I notice that on the list
.

7 of attendees at the meeting there is -- I presume that is
.

8 Mr. Joyner's name which is misspelled on the list there; is
.

g that correct?

10 WITNESS JOYNEEs I do not know. I was at the

11 meeting.

12 DR. LITTLE: It must be you, then.

13 MR. SHOLLY: That is why I asked. I thought it
i

() 14 was him and it ' ras misspelled.

15 WITNESS JOYNER: I don't have a list of

16 attendees. It is handwritten?

17 DR. LITTLE: Last page.

18 MR. SHOLLY: Enclo sure 2 to the cricinal

19 document.,

20 WITNESS JCYNER: I con't have that.
'

| 21 Well, that must be me, obviously. There was no
,

1
'

22 "Voyne r" the re .
.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Someone like you.23

24 WITNESS JOYNER: I hope not.

BY MR. SHOLLYs (Sesuming)
| 25

!

! ($)
|
|
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1 Q If you vill look it Cuestion 2, which is at th e

2 bottom of psge 2 --

3 A My numbets are different fron yours. Ckay.

4 Q It begins with the words, quote, "The ICS signal

5 input failure assumptions." Is that the same question you
.

6 are on now?
.

7 A (WITNESS JOTNER) I think we have different
.

8 copies. I guess maybe you had better pass me a coo!.
.

g suspect it is exactly the same. It is just typed

to dif f erently.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH I think it is better if you work

12 from a copy that will be received in evidence.
t

13 WITNESS JOYNER: Okay. This is okay. Thank you.

/~h 14 ?! HE. SHOLlY s (Resuming)
\.].

15 Q Ocestion 2, the bottom of page 2.

je A (WITNESS JOYNER) I have it.

17 0 It asks about the very issue that Dr . Jo rdan had

18 asked about, the possibility for mid-scale failures. And
,

19 the response indicates that the f ailure modes and effects
,

!

20 analysis as performed by B &'d would not highlight these types

21 of failures because of the definition of the ICS boundary;

. 22 and that there were at that point, anyway, no plans to
f

.,

| 23 include mid-scale failures.
!

| 24 Has there been any additional work done on

1

i 25 mid-scale f ailures, or is any planned?

O
| s-
1
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1 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Well, we have not expanded the

; work to include mid-scale failures. The most credible --

3 the event that would probably cause mid-scale failures is

4 loss of power, and of course that was a recommendation of

5 the report.
.

6 Now, in a single failure sense we believe, and I

~

7 still believe, that high and low failures of inputs and
.

8 outputs and modules gives a more drastic NMS response than
,

9 mid-scale failures. And I really do not think that we

10 missed any important failure modes by not assuming by not--

11 looking at tid-scale f ailures.

12 0 Are you familiar with the Oak Ridge review report

13 on B EW 1564?

14 A (WITNESS JOYNEB) Yes.),

15 MR. SHolLY: I would like to distribute that and

16 have it marked for identification Sholly Exhibit 2.

,

(dr. Sholly distributes documents to the Board and
| 17

18 pa rties. )

19 (The document referred to was
.

marked Sholly Exhibit No. 2
| 20

for identification-)
| 21

,

i 22 (Pause.)

*

23 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)
!

l 0 If you refer to page 20 at the bottom, Cuestion 224

25 we have j u-+ 5een discussing is repeated, and there is a

)
>
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1 somewhat different response prepared. Apparently this one

2 was prepared by Oak Pidge personnel, whereas the NFC meeting

3 summary was prepared by someone from the NRC staff.

4 On page 21 there is a comment by Oak Ridge. It

5 says : "We find no specific evidence to confirm this
.

| 6 assumption." It says: "With regard to multiple-input

.

7 single failures, operating experience confirms that this is
.

8 a highly credible event which can result from the single
e

9 failure of a power supply in the NNI in the input signal

10 selection circuitry."

11 It goes on to give an example of that.

12 Now, I believe you indicated that you did not feel

13 that the mid-scale f ailures were important, or that they

(~N th'at it would not lead to any additional --34 would not --

'%

15 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I caid the case where you are

1JS most likely to get mid-scale failures is the power supply

17 failure. And we did recommend improvements in NNI/ICS power

18 SUPPLY-

19 On page 21 they says " Operating experience

20 confirms that this is a highly credible event which can

21 result from the single failure of a power supply." I would*

b

22 question the statesent " highly credible," which in my mind
* 23 means -- might mean highly probable, which has not been the

24 case at all.
But power supply failures do cause mid-scale

25

O
V
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1 failures. You know, we kn;w tha t. And therefore we

2 recommended improvements in tha t area.

3 0 I might ask Mr. 3 roughton and Mr. Sadauskas, then,

4 what specifically has been done by the licensee in terms of

5 analyzing mid-scale failures or multiple failures resulting
.

6 from this type of power f ailure ?
.

7 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) The NNI/ICS power supply
.

a reliability study that we have mentioned previously is the
.

9 study which we are conducting to determine what the effects

10 would be if va rious power supplies were f ailed. So this

11 would include not only mid -scale failures of instruments, if

12 that was caused by the power supply, but any other failure.

13 The study is in progress. There have been some
,

() 14 conclusions reached. But in order to actually complete the

15 study and f eel confident in its results, one of the steps

16 would be to actually go out and conduct a test in the field,

17 where power supplies were de-energized and we could note the

18 failures of the various components and indications.

tg I can review what some of the preliminaryt
,

20 conclusions are of that study, if that would be helpful, to

21 indicate what some of these effects would be.
,

22 0 I do not particularly think it is necessary. If

.

23 the Board thinks it will help, it is fine with me.

24 DR. JCEDANs Yes, I would like to hear some of the

25 conclusions of the study.

i

|
|
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1 WITNESS 3 ROUGHTON: All right. If I can refer you

2 back to the last licensee 's e xhibit, which was the Exhibit

3 19, the dia ran of the power supplies to the NNI/ICS. At

4 the bottom of that exhibit, we list a distribution panel

5 ATA, and from it there are six feeders to the ICS and NNI.
>

6 We have examined what would take place if each of
.

7 these feeders were lost individually, which is a
.

3 possibility. 2nd we are also looking at what would happen

e
9 if there was a sustained loss of power to that complete

10 panel.

11 Starting wi th the feeder on the extreme right, the

12 one labeled " fan," that simply supplies power to cooling

13 fans in equipment cabinets. So the result of a failure

() 14 would be, cver a prolonged period of time, increased

15 temperatures, possible component failures, but certainly

16 nothing immediate in terms of effect on the ICS or the NNI

17 or the plant due to that type of failure.

18 The next two power supplies are labeled " HEX" and

19 "H EY." In 7eneral, the things supplied by those power
.

20 supplies are transmitters for instruments in the plant or

21 recorders for those instruments. And the general effect of

22 losing either HEX or HEY is that some indica tion may be
*

23 lost. It may be an indication which is not part of the

l

24 control system and therefore would not affect plant control ,

i 25 immediately.
|
l

I /~N

_
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1 I think in some ca ses there is some indication7-)V
2 which might he part of the control system. If that were the

3 care, then there could be some upset in one of the loops

4 that was involved in usina that particular instti. ment.

5 The next power supply over is the one labeled
.

6 " aux" and that supplies power to control the emergency

*

7 feedwater system valves when those valves are beino
.

8 controlled by the ICS. So failure of that particular power

.

g supply when the emergency feedvater system was not in

10 operation, when the plant is at power, for example, would

it have no immediate effect.

12 If the emergency f eedva ter system were in

13 operation following operation at power, then there might be

14 soma effect on the automatic control of level using the

15 emergency f eedvater system , or pechaps on manual control of

16 emergency f eedwater using tne ICS.

17 Rut at any rate, independently of this aux power

18 to the ICS, we are installing in TMI-1 a com pletely separate

19 way to control the emergency feedwater system independent of
a

20 the ICS, so that if this aux power were lost automatic

21 control would not be available for the ICS system, but there

22 would be manual control available.
CHAIRMAN SMITH That is a result of a Commission23

24 order in this case?
'JITNESS BROUGHTON: I believe that was the source25

(~\G
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(} 1 of the change. ! note that appears in the order. And this

2 thange vill address that item in the order, yes.

3 BY MR. SHOLLYs (Fesuming)

4 C And would the failure of the aux supply be

5 annunciated to the operators so that they would know to
,

6 undertake nanual control of the feedwater?
.

7 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) Yes. Perhaps I should have
,

8 sentioned th a t one of the modifications we are putting into
.

9 the plant before restart will be an annunciator which willi

10 indicate when power to any of these six feeders has been

11 lost. Co there will be a light and an alarm in the control

12 room , an audible alarm which will tell the operator that he

13 has a probles with one of these power supplies.

() 14 And in addition, there vill be indicating lights

15 which correspond to these power supplies, which will tell

16 him whether or not that power supply is energired or

17 de-energired. So he will be warned that he has a power

18 supply f ailure and he will be able to identify which of
_

19 these feedars is inoperative..

20 CHAIR"AN SMITH: What is happening at the plant

21 when the auxiliary feedwater is being controlled by the

22 ICS? What mode of operation is prevailing when that is
.

23 happening?

24 WITNESS 3 ROUGHTON: The energency feedwater system

25 would only be used when the reactor plant has been shut

-
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1 down. Zo you would not be operating the turbine. There

2 would be a minimal number of systems operating in the steam

3 plant and yon would simply be removing residual heat.
'

4 DR. J0PDANs ?ut there was, during previous

5 testimony, questions concerning what might happen if we had
%

6 failures on the part of the ICS system. And the question
.

7 was, for example, could there be a failure of the ICS system
.

8 that would call for closure of the valve in spite of the
.

g fact that the valve should be opened.

10 Are there failures of that type, or are there also

11 failures of that type that would cause the opening of the

12 valve full open and flooding of the steam generators? Have

13 such failures been looked at?
'

14 WITNESS BROUGHTON: Those were the types of

15 failures pirked up by the failures modes and effects

16 analysis done by BCW. Those failures might be caused by
.

17 faulty input signals, faulty modules within the ICS, or

18 faulty output signals.

19 Since there are only a few components that are
,

20 actually con trolled by the ICS, there may be several types

21 of failures which could cause the component to malfunction.
,

22 But the malf unctions you mentioned of a valve being open
.

23 when it should be shut or vice versa are the types

24 identified by the failure modes and effects analysis.'

25 DR. JORDAN: It saems to me you are now

A
k.)
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(} 1 controlling an engineered safety feature. !t is a little

2 different. You are not -- it is a little different, you

3 see, from the protection system. You do not try to control

4 the protection system. You control the rods. The

5 protection system is automatic.
,

6 You are now controlling an engineered safety
.

7 feature, a system that is vital to safety. So the failures
,

8 in that systes can result in serious damage to either the
.

9 steam generators or to the core.

10 WI' NESS BROUGHTON: I did not mention any

11 engineered safety feature systems that we were controlling.

12 DR. JORDAN: You do not consifer the emergency

13 feedwater system as an engineered saf ety f ea tu re?

14 WITNSSS BROUGHTON: With respect to the emergency

15 f eed wa ter system and the fact that it can be controlled by

16 the ICS --

17 DR. JORDAN: Do you consider that an engineered

18 saf ety feature?

19 WITNESS BROUGHTON: ! do not believe we have.

20 considered it as such, although we have said that we vill be

21 upgrading it in the future to where it is fully safety grade.

22 and would ba considered an engineered safety feature. In
.

23 part of that upgrade, we will providing all control of that

. 24 system independently of the ICS. . That is certainly one of
!

25 the things that we would have to do to make it an encineered

b)u,

I
i
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/}
1 safety feature.

2 DR. JORDAN: Good. And we understand that.

3 But I am now concerned about the possibility of

4 ICS failures preventing that from operating, when it should

5 be keeping the operator even from operating or overfilling
.

6 the steam generator, that this -- these are -- a s I sa y ,
.

7 this is an important safety system, whether you call it an
,

8 engineered safety f eature or not. It is a very important
.

9 system for the safety of the plant.

10 And so here is a system tha t is being controlled

11 by the ICS, and I am very much concerned about interactions

12 between the ICS and that system and those type of failures.

13 417e You considered those, and what is the

() 14 situation?

15 WITNESS BROUGHTON: Yes. Let's talk, then, for a

16 few minutes about how --

17 DR. JCRDAN I believe this is plant-specific and

18 no t 3CW -- the BCW system has various ways of providing

19 engineered -- Davis Besse is dif f erent, for example, than.

i 20 THI-1.
|

! WITNESS JOYNER: Could I offer something, sir?21

22 DR. JORDAN: Yes.
,

I -

| 23 WITNESS JOYNER: The ICS controls only the

24 auxiliary feed valves. It does not control --

25 DR. JORDAN: Frecisely.

! C:)

,
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1 WITNESS JCYNER: !t does not control the startup

2 pumps or what have you. So its role is minimal in control

3 of emergency feedwater, just control of the two valves.

4 DR. JORDAN Shut or open; it is terribly

5 important.
. .

6 WITNESS JOYNE?.- That is correct, sir. 1. n d we
.

7 could find no single failure that would cause both emergency
.

8 feed valvec not to provide water to the steam generator. So
.

9 there was no single failure in the ICS which would prevent

10 proper operation of the ICS.

11 They run on two separate generators, two level

12 measurements, two set points, two sets of modules. So no

13 si,ngle f ailure could be found that could prevent operation
14 of both sides of the emergency f eed system.

15 And in addition, if you have a failure and you

16 have not lined up -- it is my understanding, and I will ask

17 these gentlamen to correct me, because it is

18 plan t-specific. But unless you have an aux feed start, the

19 auxiliary feedwater valves will not be lined up. So a
,

20 failure in the ICS would not affect the system at all, in

21 that the valves are not lined up to provide wa ter to the

22 generators unless we have an auxiliary feedwater start.
.

23 That is right, isn't it, Gary?

24 WITNESS BROUGHTON: I do no t believe tha t is th e

25 case at THI-1. But with regard to the same comments, even

A
U
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1 if the ICS sere, say, to open the emergency feedvater valves

2 when the valves should not be opened, if the pumps are not

3 running, if the system has not started, there will not be

4 any flow into the steam generator, so there will be no

5 consequence to the plant a s a result of that typ9 of failure.
.

6 DR. JORDAN: Under certain circumstances, you have

'

7 said that the integrated control system does control the
.

8 position of the valves in the emergency feedwater system,
.

9 and it controls those valves so as to set the level of the

10 water in the stesm generators to 20 percent or 50 percent or

11 whatever the desired level is.

12 Are you saying that there is no failure in the

*3 system that would fail -- it would always set the level at

14 20 percent; no matter what the failure is,'that the level
'

()
15 automatically goes to 20 percent or whstever it --

16 WITNESS JOYNER: What I was saying is there is no

17 single f ailure that would affect emergency feedwater control

18 to both generators.

19 DR. JORDAN To both?
.

20 'dITNESS JOYNER: To bo th A and B generators. Each

21 generator is provided with emergency feedwater. Each has

22 its own valve. The ICS then controls --

'

DR. JORDANS The ICS -- why can't it tell both23

y those valves to go shut or both of the valves to go

25 wide-open ?

(<~)\
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1 WITNESS JOYNEh It could, if we assumed multiple

2 failures.

3 DR. JORDANS But no single f ailure will do it?

4 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct.

5 DR. JO R D A N : That is what you are saying? That
.

6 has been one of the consequences, then, of your failure

~

7 modes and effects analysis.
.

8 WITNESS JOYNER: We found no single failure which

.
9 could cause misoperation of both emergency feed systems.

10 And as long as we get some emergency -- if we get flow to

11 one generator, we are generally okay.

12 DR. JORDAN: All right. How about ov erfillinc ?

13 WITNESS JOYNER: There are some failures which

{}
14 could cause one generator to overfeed. Now, that

15 information is readily available to the operator and the

16 flow rate is such that he would have tine to --
17 DR . JORD AN : He gets a warninc?

us WITNESS JOYNER: He gets a warning. And in

19 addi' tion, unless the aux feed system is started, it would
.

20 not overfeed. It is a very limited amount of time. "ost of

* 21 the time we do not have aux feedvater. P.ost of the time we

22 have main feedwater. And a f ailure in that case would not

*

23 really af f ert the system.

| 24 DR. JORDAN: Yes, I as concerned about main

|

feedwater transients.25
|

O
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() 1 Okay, that is enough f o r the momen t. Go ahead,

2 "r. Sholly.

3 EY 53. SuCLLY: (Resuming)

4 0 Alona this i= mediate line of single failures, I am

5 correct that the integrated control system is not.

'

6 saf e ty-grade; is that true?
.

7 A (WITNESS JOINER) That is true.
.

8 0 Why wouldn 't it be prudent, then, to assume
.

g multiple failures? If I understand NRC practice, anyway, in

10 a system which is not saf ety-grade you assume multiple

11 failures or you assume that the system fails in a

12 combination of worst possible. ways in order to do your*

13 safety analysis, or the effects analysis. Why wasn't that

() 14 done in the failure modes and effects analysis?

15 A (WITNrSS JCYNER) That was not a safety analysis,
~

16 as you might note. A failure modes and effects analysis is

17 a single failure technique, that we look at a failure and

| 18 determine what the effect of that failure is on the systen

19 under study. That is the way it is done..

| 20 0 Have you done any studies at all on multiple

21 failures regarding ICS?

! 22 A (WITNESS JOYNFR) Yes, yes.

23 Q' What did those studies involve?

A (WITNESS JOYNER) W911, they were not done for any24

|
j 25 particular reason I can recall, except knowledge on our part

O
|
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1 as to what would happen. They were operability type studies

%
2 to get a feel for what the plant transient was.

3 0 Did the studies loor st all at tha safety

4 consequences of multiple failures?

5 A ' dell, that is the safety -- the safety analysis
.

6 performed for the plants looks at multiple failures. Now,
.

7 this analysis was done as a single failure type analysis to
.

8 determine areas where we micht need to study or to make
.

g changes to the ICS, where failures were possible or had been

10 experienced in the field.

11 0 This is something that concerned ze very greatly

12 in reading through the B&W 1564 and the Oak Ridge review

13 report on 1564 And I found a number of instances in the

'h(J 14 Oak Ridge report where the y ref erred to the lack of multiple

15 failure analyses.

16 In particular, I think there are two quotes that I

17 would like you to look at and perhaps you can get an idea of

18 what I'm driving at. Maybe you can be a little more
.

! 19 responsive. I may not be posing the question quite the way
,

|

20 I want to.
.

21 If you would look on page 8, about the middle of
,

22 the page, the second paragraph under " Multiple Failures."
| .

; 23 The last sentence in the first paragraph concludes what you

24 said, thats "The failure modes and effects analysis is

25 suited to the single failure analysis and it is not

|
,

l

:
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() 1 convenient for addressing multiple failures."

2 It goas on to say that. "The inability to address

3 multiple failures may be sigificant, since failures can

4 occur in the ICE without being annunciated." And the last

5 part of the sentences says thata "Since sufficient evidence.

6'to the contrary does not exist, multiple failure-induced
.

7 transients say have a significant probability."
.

8 Without analyzing that, how could you be sure,
e

9 then, for instance, that multiple failures would not result

10 in, say, both of the feedwater valves beino closed, as Dr.

it Jordan was driving at?

12 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Well, when we have -- let me

13 stress again, when we have a major upset in the system, the

14 first or one of the'first things that happens is we get a
- 15 reactor trip , or we would expect a reactor trip. After

16 th at , the influence of the ICS control on plant performance

17 is minimal.

18 We control feedwater and we control atmospheric
,

19 dump valves, or the condenser dump valves if the condenser.

20 is available. We do not control -- manipulate control rods
,

21 or the turbine.,

22 So the effect of ICS malfunction is greatly
.

23 minimized by the trip of the reactor. In any event, effects

24 of multiple failures are bounded by the safety analysis, and

25 ve feel confident that these failures are not a significant
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() t th re at to proper operation of the plant.

2 The safety systems are. net affected cy ICC
-

3 failures or performance, and they opera te independently

4 following reactor trip.

5 DR. JORD)N: By "cafety systens," are you nov.

6 including emergency feedvater or not?
.

7 WITNESS JOYNEE: No, rir, I am not.
,

8 DR. JORDANS You are no t. Okay.
e

9 WITNESS JOYNER: Although ! might poin'. out that

to emergency feedwat2r can be operated independently of the

11 ICS.

12 3Y MR. SFOLlY: (Resuning)

13 C I understand what your personal or professional
N

14 opinion is regardino the possible effects of multiple

15 failures. But the Oak Fidge report specifically says, at

16 least the <sy I read it, that suffirient evidence to the

17 co nt ra ry does not exist. To they seem to be assuming, in

18 the lack of or absence of specific evidence to the contrary,

. 19 that multiple failure-induced transients nay have a

20 significant probability. And to me that is a rather
.

21 sign ifica nt conclusion..

22 I think perhaps something to explore at this point
.

23 is just exactly what is done in the safety analysis you are

24 talking about. Is that the ssf ety analysis f or the plant or

25 for the system ? Which safety analysis are you referring

Oa
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1 to?

2 A (WITNESS JOYNER) The plant safety analysis, you

3 know, TMI-1 safety analysis. You know, not the ICS safety

4 analysis. ! do not know of any.

. 5 I missed your question somewhat, I think.

6 C The safety analysis for TMI-1 would include
.

7 analysis of multiple failures in the ICS system?,

8 A (WITNESS JOYNER) It does not assume improper
e

9 operation of non-safety systems. And I think, too, if we go

10 back to the Oak Ridge report and look at page 15 and 16 of

11 that report, va see a lot ,of agreement that the stud y was

12 indeed sufficient. For instance, at the bottom of page 15,

13 the last sentence states: "We are satisfied that failures

14 within the !CS itself do not constitute a significant threat

15 to plant safety, and that further analysis of thin type may

16 no t be economically justifiable."

17 And chapter 6 basically concludes, the report is

18 adequate and sufficient for its purpose.

19 Q I recognize what that last sentence there tha t you-

20 read states. I believe if you exanine it in the context of

21 what elsa is said on that page and the preceding pages, you.

22 will see that they are referring to failures within the ICS
.

23 as it is defined and limited in the 3CW report.

24 In the Oak Ridge review report, it goes to some

25 length explaining why they feel that limitation -- why it

U
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( 1 places limitations itself cn the utility of the report

2 itsalf.

3 One of the things they pointed to -- give me a

4 moment.

5 (Paure.).

6 C On pace 13, the second paragraph, under "Operatino
.

7 Da ta ," it concludes that: "Only two percent of commercial
,

8 operating plant trips were caused by interna ICS failures,
.

9 excluding power supplies."

10 I think if you look at it in that context, that

11 external failures within the ICS certainly do not appear to

12 constitute a significant threat. But if you read further in

13 that paragraph on page 13, it says: "Of the remaininq

) 14 trips, one-third were caused by operator-technician errors

15 and two-thirds by ICS interactions with control equipment,

16 failures of controlled equipment, ICS inputs, including

17 power supplies, and failures of other control systems."

18 This seems to be one of C1k Ridge's major
_

19 criticisas of the E CW report, that it failed to consider a.

20 suf ficiently large or sufficiently scoped definition of just

21 what the ICS was, but rather defined it rather narrowly.

22 A (WITNTSS JOYNER) Well, if you read the first five
.

23 ch ap te rs -- sections , you might get that impression. I keep

| 24 I had to read the thing three or f our times myself to--

!

| 25 really get what I think was intended by the writers of this

!

(~h
\

\.)I

l
,

l
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1 report.

2 Section 6, the evaluation and recommendations, is

3 raally where they say what they think. If you look at the

4 top paragraph on page 16, pa ragra ph 2, it says: "The FNEA

5 would h?.ve been of greater significance if it had been
,

6 expanded to use other systems with which the ICS interacts,
.

7 such as non-nuclear instrumentation and its power signal
,

8 sources."
e

9 Then it goes on to say, skipping a sentences "It"

10 is not evident that redoing the analysis a t this point to

it include this inf orma tion would be worthwhile."

12 This is a straightforward statement of the probler

13 -- of their conclusion, I think.

() 34 0 I understand their conclusion and I understand

15 what they said in the first five chapters. They seem to'me

16 to be somewhat contradictory. Unfortunately, I am not

17 technically qualified to address that. That leaves me in a

18 bit of a fix right now.

19 It just seems to me that there is some
,

20 contradiction between between what their statements are inj
'

( 21 the first five rhapters and what their conclusions are. The
I

-

22 conclusions do not seem to follow from their discussion, and

23 some of their statements in the discussion seem to me to
24 directly contradict or cast doubt on some of the testimony,

25 and also on come of the oral testimony that has been going

O
,
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1 on today.

Th e discussion of multiple failures, I think, is2 .

3 one example.

'

4 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman.

5 CHAIRMAN SMIIH "r. Joyner, you indicated you had
e

6 spent some time studying the report, tryinc to understand

' 7 what was in the minds of the authors, and it was a review of

8 your own report.
.

9 Can you give any help to Mr. Sholly in addressing

10 -- I mean, in the first place, to understand his perception

11 of the report? Can you give him any help along that line?

12 WITNESS JCYNER I can give you what I think about

13 th e report and whether that is the co rrect assessment of why

() 14 it seems to be contradictory or not I don'* know.

15 CHAIS5AN SMITH: 'fould you object to that, Mr.

16 Sholly?

17 MR. SFOLLY No, sir.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHS It seems to be what you are

|
19 seeking.

,

20 MR. SHOLLY: Fins. Go ahead.
,

21 WITNESS JOYNER: If you look at the title page --

22 CHAIRMAN SMIT 9s 'ih a t ?
| .

l 23 WITNESS JOYNER: The title page, page 1, where it
|

24 gives the authors of the report, the top three -- Anderson,

25 Ditto, and Stone -- they are from Oak ?idge. The next three

I'/%,

s_:

|
.

>
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1 -- Hedrick, McBride, and Penlend -- are from SAI.

2 I suspect the first five factors were written by

3 Gak Ridge and the rest by SAI.

4 5S. SFOLLYs When the staf f gets on , I vill try

5 and remember to ask them that.,

6 WITNESS JOYNER: I might add that there is nothing
.

7 vrong with a discussion -- a report which discusses what
e

8 might have been done, what could have been dono, ahd then
.

9 evaluates those alternatives and determines whether or not

10 it really is justified.

11 Because we could have analyzed multiple failures

12 does not mean it was necessarily required, or even

13 desirable.
,

() 34 3Y HR. SHOLLY (Resuming)

13 0 Perhaps I can focus in on one part in particular

16 in the Pak Ridge report that I feel gives se the most

17 problems , and maybe you ran comment on how you feel. That

18 is reflected in their recommendations and conclusions. If

19 you look at the general findings of the ORNL review, which,

20 begins on page 3, keep in mind that one of the very first
.

21 things they point to, they say in the second sentence in
,

22 that first paragraph, they says
.

23 "With no other concerns expressed in the guidance

24 civen in the NRC order, the BCW analysis is more notable for

25 wh a t it does not include than for what it does include."

A
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(} 1 and it goes on to list perhaps half a dozen or

2 eight different things that were not in the report, many of

3 which seem to be rather important. And what I am tryino to

4 get to is just how useful is the FMEA which was done, when

5 there are all these other questions remaining, some of which
,

6 apparently were raised by the Commission order that the FMEA
.

7 was done in respr use to ?
4

8 A (WITNESS JOYNER) The first question, please?
e

9 0 What Commission action caused BEW to do SiW 15647

10 A (WITNESS JOYNER) My understanding of the

it agreement between ECW and 'i3C is based on a memo of April

12 1979 from one of our people to Mr. *Denton, in which we

13 explained to him in a reasonably straightforward fashion
.,

14 wha *. we would do in the reliability study.

15 It was not performed as tne result of an NRC order

18 referred to in that paragraph. We ag reed -- and I will try

17 to remember what we agreed to dos

18 One, to do a survey of field performance of the

19 ICS;
.

20 !wo, to perform a failure modes and effects

21 analysis of the ICS, which we understand quite clearly what
,

the ICS is. And one of the things you must de before you22
.

23 start on any kind of failure analysis is understand the

24 system'that you are analyzing. And it was quite clear to us

what that meant.25

O
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(} 1 Th ree , we agreed to make recommendations.

2 And if I think a minute, perhaps I can think of

3 the other four. But in general -- and I can get at the

4 break -- can determine exactly what we agreed to for you, if

5 You would like.,

.

6 But in general we met that commitment quite well,
.

7 I am convinced, with the report that we prepared. We did
.

8 not perform the study as a result of these -- this
.

9 Commission that is being referred to. That order is May '79

10 an d I was already at work on the report when it was done.

11 Q In other words, you dispute the position taken in

12 the Cak Ridge report that the FMEA was done in response to

13 NUREG-0560?

()- 14 MR. SAXTITt Mr. Chairman, I am not sure what the.

15 relavance is of what it was done in response to. But I have

16 go t a point of clarification that may or may not help Mr.

17 Sh o lly .

18 But the same confusion arose in the Fancho Seco

19 ca se . If you look at page 2 of this Oak Ridge document,
,

they cite as footnote 2 -- and they are citing to a sentence
i m

i .

; 21 that says "NBC orders," and the footnote is to NUREG-0560.
,

|
22 We find a confusion on the author's part here between that

.

23 staf f doc ument , which was issued in la te May , and Commission

; 24 orders which had already been given to BSW Licensees. And
i

25 wh a t they are referring to in this page is the executive
|

mU
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1 summary of the FRC orders.

I
2 It does not exist. It is tha executive summary of

3 NURIG--0560. To I believe throuchout the document, when the

4 Osk Ridge authers tr? speaking about what they view to be

5 the Commission's directive they are really talkinc about
* .

6 that Tedesco report, the first staff study of feedwater

* '
7 transients, and nothing that the Commission ordered.

,

8
*

,

9 |
)

10 i

i

11 i

,

12

13

14
,

15

16

17 ;

18

19
,

20

e
21

.

22
.

23
!
'

24

25
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1 93. JCEDAN: I had =cre or less concluded the same

2 thing, but I was going to ask specifically if that was the

3 licensee's and the staff understanding, too. Could the

4 staff -- are they in a position to reply right now? I think

5 it is a fairly important point.
.

6 MR. SFOLLYa I think it is very important in order

7 to ietermine whether the study et what it was supposed to

8 or n ot.
.

9 MR. CUTCHIN: Let us discuss it and come back

10 af ter the break, 5r. Chairman, and give you a complete

11 answer.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Fine.

13 (Board ronferring.)

14 CHAIEYAN SMITH: %hile we are on this subject, is

15 there anyone able to tell the Ecard what role, if any, did

16 the ICS play in the accident at THI-2? 'Je were wondering

. 17 how this order happened to end up in the Commission's order
i

18 of August 9. Its close relationship to the high pressure

19 injection -- I nean the auxiliary feedwater?
,

20 MR. BROUGHTONs I do not know what the reasons
~

21 vers for tha NRC's interest in the study, but I have looked
,

22 a t the T3I-2 accident sequence enouch to know that the ICS
.

23 wa s not a factor in that accident. It was not an initiator

24 and it performed as it should have throughout the time that

25 it was called upen.

O
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1 CHAIEMAN SMITHS Perhaps if it had not been

2 expressly set forth in the Prder, except for its

3 relationship to th e f eedwater system it would not be within

4 the scope of this proceeding.

5 Mr. Sholly, do you have any feeling on this?
.

6 MR. SHOLLYs The only thino I might suggest we

*
7 might find out is to go back to minutes of Co= mission

.

8 meetings when th ey were deba ting the August 9th order, but !
.

9 do not know if you are going to find anything there or not.

to CHAIRMAN SMITHS It also appeared in the

11 Davis-Besse order and the Rancho Seco order.

12 MP. BAXTTRs Yes, sir, it is in all of them, and

13 there was testimony by members of the Bulletins and Orders
,

' 14 Task Force, some of whom, at least Mr. Capra will be coming

15 up. 'de gave testimony at Eancho Seco as to why he thought

16 the issue was included.

37 (Poard conferring.)

18 CHAIPMAN FMITH: Are we waiting for you, do you

ig k now ? '4ha t is your impression of what we are doing now, Mr.
.

20 Cutchin?

21 MR. CUTCHIN: I understood you all were going

22 forward and that my response to the question was that I

23 would have to discuss it and we would respond after the

24 break.

25 CHAIRMAN FMITH: 'het's right, you did say that.

O
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1 '4 e ll , tnis would be a good time to take the break, then.

2 Fow much time fo you think you will need, *r.

3 Sholly?

4 MR. SHOLLY4 Fifteen sinutes.

5 CHAIEEAN SMITHS All righ t, we will take a
e

6 15-sinute break.

*
7 (Rececs.)

s

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: "r. Sholly.

.

9 MR. SHOLLY: As far as Contention 5, which is the

10 one that Dr. Johnsrud, ECNP was supposed to be lead

it intervenor on, I can proceed on questions in two specific

12 areas, which I do not think would take -- probably less than

13 an hour, certainly less than an hour to explore. And in

'

order to ensure +1st, I will put the parties on notice as to14

15 what they are now.

16 Cne is whether the high range monitoring system
,

17 vill or will not be installed prior to restart, and the

18 other I want to ask some questions about how iodine is

19 monitored. The testimony leaves me with some quertions as
.

20 to how that is done, and I would like to pursue that.

* 21 Beyond that I do not think ! would have any other cross

22 ex anination .
*

23 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I do not know whether it is

24 necessary to have all three of the panel witnesses answer

25 for your questions. Do you have a feeling for that? Maybe

O
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1 Mr. Eroughton can tell us, since you are on the panel that
b(~N

2 would be addressing that centention.

3 M3. BROUGHTON: I believe those two areas could

4 probably be addressed by two of the three witnesses.

5 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Would you have any objection to
.

6 only those witnesses on the written testimony knowledgeable

.
7 in your area attanding?

.

8 ER. SH3Ll!: I have no problem with that.
.

9 CHAIPMAN SMITH: How about --

10 MR. CUTCHIN: For the staff.

11 CHAIRMAN S3ITH: The etaff's presentation is

12 entirely on E, C and 3(1)(d).

13 23. CUTCHIN: No, sir. We have Mr. Stoddard and
.

(} 14 Mr. Bridges. Mr. Stoddard addresses Mr. Sholly's contention

15 in its entirety, and if the questions are only based en Mr.

18 Sholly's contention, it would appear to me that the only one

17 we need bring would be Fr. Stoddard.

18 Now, the question would be could we get an

ig agreement that the testimonies could be stipulated into
.

20 evidence so that we do not have the problem of having to
|

*
i 21 bring the witnesses up to sponsor the testimony.
|

*

22 CHAIRFAN SMITHS That was the gist of my'

*'

23 question . There is no use bringing people here solely to

24 identify an iten of testimony if we are not coing to examine

25 thes if you are agreeable to having the te stim on y stipulated.

N
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(U~}
1 XR. 3FDLLY I should have explained that I da not

2 intend to cross examine the stsff's aitness. I think those

3 two are diracted at the licensee's witnesses. I would not

4 object to such a stipulation.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Would you object to having Fr.
,

6 Stoddard's testimony being received by a form of affidavit?
.

7 3R. SHOLLY: That will be fine.
.

8 MR. BAXTERs '4e hcve no objection.
.

9 CHAIRMAN 35ITHs You have no objection.

10 MR. BAXTEE: That is correct.

11 CHAIRPAN SMITHS What is the Commonwealth 's

12 position on that? .

13 3R. THEODORE ADLIR: I have no problems with

() 14 stipulating as to ;fr. Stodda rd's testimony. I.would like'to

15 ssk Mr. Broaghton one question concerning the capability of

18 those two witnesses to answer questions regarding the scope

17 of accidents f or which the radia tion nonitors are designed

18 and how you define the worst case accident.
_

gg *4ould those two witnesses be adequate.for
,

. 20 questions in that a rea?
| .

! 21 YR. BROUGHTON: I am not sure if that would be two
I *

22 o f the witnesses or if that would require the whole panel. I
t =

23 would have to receview which parts were sponsored by which

24 witnesses.

25 MR. IHE0DORE ADLEPs That is within our area of

O
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n 1 concern.
V.

2 CHAIRMAN SMIIHs We :in leave it up to the

3 licensee, then, to bring whomever they believe is necessary

4 to meet these concerns, with the understanding that the

5 missino witnesses' testimony would be stipulated.
.

6 Mr. Cutchin, the Board wantej to inquire into what
'

7 the position of the parties -- we have not ourselves --
.

8 MR. CUTCHINs Decided. You may have questions of
.

9 oth+r witnesses.

10 CHAIR *AN SMITHS That is possible. And we will

11 announce th a t the first thing tomorrow morning.

12 MB. CUTCHIN: Thank you, sir.

13 MR. BAXTER4 I am in the dark, Mr. Chairman --

14 'Jaybe I am the only one -- about what we are doing about

*6 ECNP*

18 CHAIRMAN SMITHS We have not ;otten there yet.

I 17 MR. BAXTER: Oksy.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now, what is your position with

gg respect to the testimony which is directed to ECNP,
,

20 Contention 1(d)? Do you have any interest of your own in

21 pursuing that aspect of the presentation?

MB. SHOLLY: I do not. That would have22
*

23 represented the lines along which we would have split the

24 cross exanination as we had previously discussed.

CHAIRPAN EMITHs You and a representative of ECNP?25

O
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r~ 1 MR. 590LLY That is correct. Consequently, I
D}

2 have really not pali much attention to what the response to

3 ECNP's contentions were.

4 CHAIRYAN SMITH: 'e , o ther than just dividing the

5 subject matter between the two intervenors, you have not
.

6 worked together on a cross examination approach. You just
.

7 divided the subject matter, nothing else.
.

8 3R. SheLLYs We would have gone further, but Dr.
.

9 Johnsrud's illness has prevented us from getting together.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. What is your position on

11 th a t aspect of the testimony? That would be the staff's

12 panel and the balance of licensee's testimony on the issue.
.

13 Mr. 2.d le r ?

f) 14 MR. THEODORE ADLEe n We have not divided our
s- -

15 questions. We did not pay any attention to what testimony

16 was directai at what intervenor, so I have not analyred

17 that. I presume, however, that I would be afforded the

18 opportunity to cross examine on the entire piece of

19 testimony, so I am not sur? I sae a problem.
.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I ao sorry, I missed -- I did not

21 appreciate the import of your remarks. I did not understand
.

22 y o u .
*

23 MR. IHEODORE ADLIB: Perhaps I do not understand
.

24 your question.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: In looking at this I see
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1 testimony by staff witnesses Jensen, Oglewade, Bolcer and

J
2 Hearn relative to ECNP Contention 1(d), which is separate

3 from +hs Stoddard testimony..

4 "R. BAXIER: Our testimony is divided also, Mr.

5 Chairman, although it is on one piece of paper.
.

6 CHAIB"AN SMITH: Yes.

*

7 MR. THEODCRE ADLER: I thought you were referring
.

8 to licensee's testimony.
.

9 CHAIR"AN SMITH: I will be in a moment. I just

10 sort of reversed the direction to keep you alert.

11 (Laughter.)

12 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I do not think I am alert

13 enough because I do not have here bo th pieces of staff

/~\- 14 testimony; I.only have the Ttoddard testimony.
Q.

15 CHAIR"AN SMITHa Okay. All right. So could you be

16 prepared in the morning to state what your position would bd?

17 MR. THEODORE ADLER Yes, I will.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That is the NdC staff testimony

19 on Contention 1(d), which was received by us October 2, 1980.
.

20 As far as the portion of the licensee's testimony directed

21 to ECNP Contention 1(d), would you state what your position

22 would be there? That begins at page 6.

.

23 MR. THEODORE ADLER: Again, I am not sure I

24 understand your question. Are you saying there is a problem

25 in introducing t.1 e testimony in the sbsence of ECNP?

Ob
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{} 1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS he question would be do you have

2 any cross examination plans for it or on it? |

3 MR. THEODORE ADLER: The third question on pace 6

4 would be within tha area of concerns that I raised earlier.

5 Again, I presume that licencee still wants to introduce this'
,

6 evidence, and if Dr. Johnsrud chooses to not avail herself

7 of her right to confrontation, that is her decision. I

8 presume that this evidence will be introduced and we will
.

9 have an opportunity to cross examine on it.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This is what we are addressing,

11 whather this is going to be required if the intervenor who

12 offered this contention does not wish to or is not going to

13 be available for cross examination and no one else wishes to

14 cross examine. I hesitate to have these people come here
i

15 solely for the purpose of id entif ying the te stimony and then

16 being excused. Unless there is a worthwhile purpose of

17 having them here, I do not think we should bring them.

18 MR. THEODORE ADLER: They are the sace panel of

19 witnesses as are addressin? Mr. Sholly's concerns.
,

20 CHAIRFAN SMITH: Except that that was two out of

.

21 the three could satisfy Mr. Shelly's concern for the
,

22 licensee's panel.
.

23 MR. THEODORE ADLER: The only additional concern I

24 had was the scope of accidents concerned.

25 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Ckay. Tha t should give you some

bU
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1 guidance, then. You can present whoever you believe can

2 cover tho se concerns.

3 5R. B AXT ER : So it would be the Board's plan to

4 proceed with the. issue this week in tha order we previously

5 set?
,

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes, that is the case. I stated
.

7 the Board wishes to consider af ter we adjourn this evening
.

8 the extent to which it itself has an interest in the
.

9 contentions. That is, if these contentions, for example,

10 had been, ECSP contentions had been withdrawn earlier or if

11 there had been a default earlier, would we have insisted on

12 the issue being presented on our own? We have not decided

13 that.

() 14 The ECNP contentions s.urvived, as I recall, on the

15 basis that there had been no discovery and therefore the

16 licensee hai not been prejudiced . Now, as compared to the

17 other two contentions on this subject matter, which the

18 Board itself, because it was not covered by other issues,
-

19 decided should be kept in the proceeding, we have made no
s

1
l 20 indication on ECNP 1(d) whether or not it involves an issue

.

21 that the Board itself wishes to have explored on the record.
.

( 22 Do you share my memory of that?
i .

23 MR. 720WBRIDGE4 That is correct.

.4 R . CUTCPIN: The staff recalls that is the reason24

25 thosa two were not dismissed along with the others. Of

|

!
,
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1 course, what the Board, I presume, is going to do is look

2 and see if the testimony sufficiently covers its needs and

3 whether it would have to have that testimony expanded by the

4 witnesses on the stand.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS That is right. It may very well
.

6 also be that the Board looks at it and does not even care if
.

7 the testimony is offered. Or we may say offered and we may
.

8 have some questions, we may have none. I don 't know. But we
.

9 just have not had an opportunity to evaluate it as our own

to issue.

11 MR. CUTCHIN: That I understand, sir. Am I to

12 understand now -- I apologire, I am a little confused --

13 that we would fiaish this issue, next take up containment

[) 14 isolation followed by the conputer matter on Sholly 13 and
u

15 ECNP 1(a), and then next we would take up Sholly and ECNPc

16 1(d)?

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Yes. We are now actinc in

18 response to the parties' urging to let them know if and to

19 wh at extent they have to proceed with the testimony
,

20 presenting witnesses on thase issues, and with the
.

21 understanding from Mr. Sholly th a t no one from ECNP would
.

22 appear durinc the timeframe during which this is scheduled.
.

23 ECNP is communicating with us by letter.

24 We are going to try to give the parties guidance

25 as to what we believe is ~ appropriate, but the first thing we

O
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1 wanted to determine was what the parties otherwise

2 interested in the contention insist upon, and I think we

3 have done that. We will have done that tomorrow.

4 The first thing we wanted to do was see wha t Mr.

5 Sholly and shat the Commonwealth would insist upon or
,

6 request in any event in relation to these issues, and then

7 the Poard will say what it wants, if anything, and then we

8 can deal with the problem of what seems to be an' impending
.

9 default or the possibility of it by ECN?.

10 HR. SFOLLY: Mr. Chairman, the only other thing I

11 wondered about is my memory is confused on what Mr. Cutchin

12 had said earlier about the availability of staff witnesses

13 on the computer and the instrument range contention. If

( 14 there can be a change made there that will accommodate the

t5 witnesses, I an amenable to that, but ! would like to know

16 ahead of time.

17 MR. CUTCHIN4 My understanding now, Mr. Ch ai rm a n ,

18 is that if tnere is a good chance that we will get to the

i 19 computer matter this week, I have no scheduling problem. I

l
'

20 did not, to ny knowledge , have a scheduling problem with

21 respec.t to the Sholly 5 and ECN? 1(d) anyhow, but my problem
~

|

| 22 with respect to the computar issue is that if he does not
a

23 appear this week , I will not have him available f or at least

24 another week. He will not be available next week.

25 CHAIP.iAN SMITH: Ckay. But we had anticipated the

(~%.<-)
i
;
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~N t computer contention gces before 5 and ECNP 1(d).(d
2 Y2. CUICHINs Yes, sir.

3 CHAIREAN SMITH: Okay.

4 33. SFOLLY: That is what sy confusion ves on:

.
5 which was first.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there anything elst we need to
.

7 address on this problem?
.

8 3R. CUTCHIN: Nothing further froo the staff.
.

9 I had indicated, sir, that I would attempt to get

10 an answer to the question that I understood to be pcsed as

11 sort of a chicken and egg problem, perhaps, but the problem

12 that I hac understood to be posed was what was BAW 1564

13 submittad in response to? ,

) 14 I as not sure we will ever have a definite and

15 exart answer, but it is my understanding that in the

16 immediate aftermath of the T5!-2 accident, the licensee's

37 people volunteered to do a f ailure modes a nd effects

18 analysis in that same timeframe. Neither the staff nor

,

19 others were absolutely sure as to whether there was some

20 cause and effect relationship ~ between ICS failures and what
, .

| 21 happened at T .1 I -2 .
, .

22 CHAIRLAN S3ITH: At that time that was not'

.

23 determined.
I

24 YR. CUTCHIN: That is my understanding, and the

25 possibility that there may have been some interrelationship

OU
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1 sicce clearly the ICS controls both main and emergency
s

2 feedvater are aspects of those, and since the main feedwater

'

3 transient could have been theoretically caused by an ICS

4 failure. Anyhow, I am not sure ve will ever get an accurate

5 answer there, but many things were happening in the same

6 timeframe.
.

7 But I understand that the failure modes and
.

8 effects analysis was something that was volunteered by the
.

g licensee. The Coisission 's orde rs in ef f ect were

10 confirmatory in nature and therefore made that volunteered

11 analysis an order requirement, and I guess NUREO 0560 were

12 the studies that resulted in that. Ihey were going on at

13 the same time.

( 14 The staff, for the raasons I just stated, th o ugh t,

15 it would be a good idea and it sort of evolved from that,

16 but I am not sure we will get a clear answer as to what came

17 first and so on.

18 CHAIR"AN SYITH Since that time, 3r. Cutchin, has

tg the staff been able to identify any involvement of the ICS

20 in the accident at TMI-2?
,

i *

| 21 MR. CUTCHIN: It is my present understanding that
.

22 the staff does not believe that there was any cause and
.

23 ef f ect relationship between ICS problems and TMI-2. A name

24 I stumbled over about half an hour ago was Oglevie,

25 0-g-1-e-v-i-e.

O
\.
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1 (Bosed conferring.)

2 CHA.IRhAN SMITH: The Davis-Besse order and the

3 othar 3EW orders sere issued initially in late spring ,

4 approximately April of '79.

5 MF. BAXTE2: The Rancho Seco order was on May 7.

6 I do not recall the date of the Davis-Besse order. My

.

7 understandia; is they were all about the first week of May.
.

8 CHAIEMAN SMITH: About the same time.
.

9 All ri;ht, Mr. Sholly, I guess you can continue

10 your cross examination.

11 (Pause.)

y BY ME. SuCL1Y: (Resuming)*

13 G Or. Joyner, we touched earlier, in my mind very

() - 14 briefly, on what possible differencas there might be between

15 the ICS 721 and 220 hardware, as you put it. I wonder if

16 you would explain in a little bit more detail just what the

17 differences are between the 721 and 820 systems.

18 A (WII::ESS JOYNER) Both sre electronic analog

39 control lines of controlled equipment, both supplied by the

20 same vendor of controlled equipment. Esth have basically

.
21 the same capabilities in that those two lines of equipment

.

22 both have integrators, function generators, summers, bias
.

23 modules, tristable modules, bistable modules, velocity

24 limiting modules. That kind of equipment is standard in the

25 control industry.

O
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/~N 1 You can icok in the catalogue of Pailey Controls,
(_)

2 Foxborough, Honeywell, th e people who supply analoc

3 equipment and find that kind of module. The ICS is composed

4 of these blocks of control equipment. The difference

5 between the two systems is how the modules themselves, the

6 single components are designed internally. That is 99
.

7 percent of the difference in the two systems.
.

8 They are rack mounted in standard-size cabinets,
.

9 about the same physical size, weight and look very similar.

to Q Based on the design of these two units, would you

11 expect any differences in performance between the 721 and

12 820?

13 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Functional performance, no.

34 C No difference?\-]'
15 A (WITNESS JOYNER) No.

.

16 0 Would you expect any difference in failure rates,

17 internal failure rates?

18 A (WITNESS JOYNER) If equally maintained, I would

gg ex t >ct little diff erence. I believe that there have been

20 some f ailures, snd the reliability study pointed that out,
,

t .
I 21 of specific 721 modules somewhat more failure prone than
: -

22 others. let me see if I can find that table.
.

23 Dause.)

24 Page 5-16 in the report, the ICS Reliability

It lists failure rates by type of module. You can25 ,R e p o rt .

O
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1 see with the exception of relays and some plus propertional,

2 plus integral, modules have a very low failure rate. I

3 might point out that as a statistical study of the

4 reliability of these modules, it is probably not that valid

5 in that the sample sizes are not really that big, and I

6 would not want to base a scientific det,71on or engineering

*
7 decision on reliability on these sample sites.

.

8 0 I think that agrees with the Oak Ridge
o

9 conclusions. They state that although the 820 appears to be

10 more reliable, that there are insufficient data to conclude

11 it is statistically significant; and you would agree with

12 that?

13 A (WITNESS JCYNER) I agree tha t comparatively, to

(~)D
14 compare the 720 and 821 module reliability and to come up

k

15 with a figure that would say 820 is 5.2 times more reliable

16 than 721, that is not justified. We could probably draw the

17 general conclusion that with the exception of a couple of

18 modules, 721s are as reliable as 820s. I would be more

19 prone to draw that conclusion.

20 I might add that as you could expect, failures

21 were more concentrated at some plants than others. It is

22 very heavily dependent on the kind of maintenance they

23 receive-on the equipment.

24 Q In tha NBC meeting summary in response to question

25 11 which appea rs on page 5, there are two terms mentioned

Os_;
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t there th a t relate to failure rates.

2 A (WITNESS JCYNER) let me find that again.

3 0 Question 11, page 6 of the NRC mee ting summary. It

4 is at the bottom of page 6.

5 (Discussion off the record.)

6 WITNESS J0!NED: I have one marked 6.

*

7 RY MR. SHOLLYs (Resuming)
.

8 0 I don't think the question itself is as
,

9 significant as the two terms. Wh a t I wanted to do is

10 understand what these two terms meant. They are burned-in

11 failure rate and accelerated failure. What do those mean in

12 the context of the discussion?

13 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Burned-in failure rate means the

(' 34 initial infant mortality that you would expect'with
s

5 electronic equipment. If it lasts a raw months, it is

18 lik=ly to last quite a while.

17 Q Okay.

18 A (WITNESS JOYNER) And that is what that term means.

39 C What about accelerated failure? That is used in

20 the question.

21 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Normally when you look at

22 lifetime f ailure rates you see that they are fairly large at

23 the beginning of life, during the burn-in period. They then

24 become relatively small and constant, and as you approach

25 the end of the expected life of the equipment, you see that

O
V
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1 the failure rate turns up and you have an accelerated

2 failure rate.

J We did not see that when we looked at the

4 reliab ili ty , at the hardware history, hardware performance

5 in the field.

6 0 Do you interpret that to mean that the equipment

"
7 has not reached the end of its expected lifetime or that the

.

8 performance is souewhat better than expected?
,

9 A (WIThESS JOYNER) I interpret it to mean that the

10 equipment still has quite a long, useful life left. You

11 would expect it to last 10 to 15 years, as an estimate. I

12 don ' t intend to convey it is designed for a 20-year

13 lif time, but after that period of time you may see certain

( 14 components begin to deteriorate, like capacitors or other

15 equipment that ages, and you would see the f ailure ra te

16 increase. It would not be a catastrophic-type thing in that

37 one day you walk in and everything fails, but a burn-out, a

18 vear-cut.

19 0 I think perhaps the next question will be directed

20 to Mr. Sadauskas and Mr. Broughton.

21 The Restart Report references the training that

22 the operators have received in the operator accelerated
~

23 training program, and this is covered, as near as I can

24 tell, on page 6-13, which I believe is Volume 1.

25 I would note that under TMI Module 2 on page 6-13
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( 1 of the Festart Report it indicates that the operators

2 received four hours of training in the integrated control

3 system. Two basic questions. Is that the ertent of the

4 operator's retraining since the accident on the IC3; and if

5 it is not, could you explain what additional training

6 related to that has taken place?
.

7 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) I will have to preface my

8 remarks by the f act that I am not deeply involved in the
.

g training p r o g r a. m , and there are certainly things which are

10 taking place in terms of training that I am not fa.miliar

it wi th . Put I am f asiliar with some of the training which is

12 conducted in addition to the accelerated retraining program,

13 and that is some of the training conducted at the BCW

( 14 simulator.

15 As part of the simulator training, some of the

16-avolutions which were conducted in the simulator do involve
17 training on the integrated control systen. There are both

18 some classroom training in which the basic operation of the
|

| 19 system is reviewed , and there is training within the
|

I 20 simulator on not only normal respcase of the integra ted
.

21 control system when it is functioning properly, but there is

22 training on things like operating the system in hand versus
.

23 automatic, either as a result of failures or tests or some

24 evolutions in which it would be preferable to control in

25 hand rather than automatic.

{d\

,
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f) 1 0 Do you know if there has been or is there any
V

2 intent to include in that training the power failure modes

3 that were discussei earlier today, th e v a rio us types of

4 power failures and what that does and what the prCcedures

5 tell the operators to do? Mas that been included or vill it

6 be?
.

7 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) '4 hen the study that we are

8 performing is completed and all the various power failures
,

9 have been identified and effects on the plant and the

10 desired operating procedures have been developed to deal

11 with those events, then the normal practice of the plant

12 staf f would be to train on those procedures specifically,

13 and that traininq in most cases includes the background
,

[\ 14 information that an operator should know as to why thex/
15 procedure says to do the things that it does.

16 In that way it would bring in more specific

17 results of the studies that have been performed to develop

18 the procedures.

19 ER. SHULL!: Give me a moment. I want to make

20 sure ! have covered myself up to this point.
. .

| 21 (Pause.)
,

22 EY 5R. SHOLLYs (Resuming)
.

o A few more things relating to the Oak Ridge review23

24 and ; BEN report.

25 We started briefly to get into the general

|
|
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/~S 1 findings of the ORN1 review and did not get very far because
U

2 we got off on a tangent on why the study was done and what

3 the source of the orders was.

4 The Ge ne ra l Findings section of the Oak Bidge

5 report, which is on pages 3 and 4, identifies a number of

6 limitations on the PEW report. What I want to do is go

*

7 through each of those and see if you agree with them or if

8 you take issue with them or what your position is as far as
.

9 these limitations as Oak Ridge sees them.

10 The second paragraph, which consists of one

11 sentence, says "The significance of the ICS to safety (! tem

12 A) is not addressad."

13 Do you agree that that is the case or do you have

14 some remarks to make on that?

15 A (W ITN ESS JOYNER) No, I do not agree with that.

16 0 What specifically in 3 AW-1564 would you say meets

17 discussing the significance --

18 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I an looking for the paragraph I

19 would like to read which I think covers that. Page 2-1 in

20 the report, second paragraph. "The overall conclusion of the

*
gj FEM A is that the reactor core remains protected throughout

22 any of the ICS failures studied." That is, I think, a

23 safety statement. We looked for that event, were there

24 failures that not to be the case, and we could not find any.

25 0 When you say you looked for those failures, you

O
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} 1 maan within the scope of how you defined what the ICS is in

2 the repor+.. I asked that because --

3 A (WITNFSS JOYNES) Yes. The ICS as defined and as

4 it axists. I am not trying to take issue, but ICS is a very

5 definite syrtem. It is not that we said, you know, this

6 constitutes the ICS. That is not the case. We did not
-

7 arbitrarily detine it. It is well known to constitute the

8 functions, this hardware, these inputs, these outputs, and
,

9 we searched through that system for single frilures that

10 would cause the core not to be protected.

11 .Y R . JORDANS I guess .*. Sholly is kind of waiting

12 for me to say something because I had picked up the

13 microphone. I will make a comment that does not necessarily

() 14 draw a conclusion but it might require a response from

15 either Mr. Sholly or from Mr. Joyner.

16 I rather have a feeling that the Oak Ridge review

17 is very broad in scope and is really, in a sense, critical

18 of the idea of a failure modes and effects analysis that is

19 limited to the ICS system. BCW has done a failure mode

20 analysis of the ICS system. I believe that the ORN1 review

21 concludes that that is not a terribly significant

22 accomplishmen t as regards overall safety; that the safety
| .

| 23 analysis of the type of a WASH-1400 is more productive, that
a failure modes analysis of IC? does not tell you an awful24

| lot about overall safety o, the feedwater systems, the
25 -

!
!
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1 interaction of the ICS with all the other systems and so on.

. 2 Cor that reacon, therefore, Oak Ridge is critical
1

3 in that they would have liked to have seen a much broader
,

. 4 analysis, but I believe it is probably the position of B&W
1

5 that that was not called for in a failure modes analysis for

8 ICS-
-

7 Now, would you care to address my comment? Do you

8 think I have a proper perspective or not? Does it need
.

g modifying? If it does, I urge both you and Mr. Sholly to

10 advise me.

11

12

13

O ~
.

15

16

17
,

18
|

19

20
.

21

| U
' e

| 23

24
,

i

l 25

O
|
,
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1 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, if you read the Cak Ridge

2 report, it definitely tends to call for.more work than what

3 was done. Ihere is a tendency on the part of RCD academic

4 typa people to always want to do more. I do not -- I will

5 not agree that it did not accomplish something. I think it

6 really did.

~

7 What we failed caused feedvater perturbations. It

8 caused reactor trips. It gave us a good insight as to what

.

g failure is due to NSS. So it wa s very worthwhile.

10 Tne recommendations that cane out of this report

11 are valuable, and had we not done this piece of work we

12 would not have gotten those recommendations, which have

13 merit and have value.

() 14 We could always have done more. In fact, we could

15 still be working now and not have any recommendations

16 wh a tsoever.

17 I think Oak Ridge recognized that, although if you

18 look on page 16 in their last chapter, they say: "The FMEA

39 would have been of greater cignificance if it had been

20 expanded to include other systems," and so on and so forth.

21 Put their last centences "It is not evident that redoing

22 the analysis at this point to include this information would
*

be worthwhile.23

DR. JORDAN: That is what I gather their position
24

25 is, that a FYE; analysis is not' going to tell you all that
[

I
t

!

%-|
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1 much about over?.ll safety.

2 WITNESS JOYNER: It is not the e nd -a ll . But it

3 does give you very useful early information on what you need

4 to look at. And I think that is what the recommendations

5 came out with. "hese are areas tha t we need to examine.

6 Other areas of failures may be there, are no t so important,

"

7 and perhaps do not deserve the emphasis that these do.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there anyplace in the Oak
.

9 Ridge report standards again st whica the authors of the Oak

10 Ridge report measure the failure modes and effects analysis

11 by B6W, or does it boil down to just how they would have

12 gone about it if they were doing it?

13 Are there any standards which are assigned in

() 14 measuring the SEW report?
,

15 WITNESS JCYNER: Yes, sir. We agreed to perform

16 the report along the guidelines established in IEEE Standard

17 372.

18 DR. JORD4N 352?
-

39 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 372.

20 WITNFSS JOYNER4 352. I am sorry. And tha t

*

21 outlines what should be done. That was one of our

22 agreements, that we vould use that document as a guiding
*

23 source of what we did.

24 CHAIR"AN SMITH: When Oak Ridge measures you

25 against that document, what do they conclude?

O
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/~N 1 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, I do not know that theyV
2 specifically said that, sir. They did make some general

3 comments here.

4 Page 15, the first full paragraph, it appears,

5 quote: "The manuf acturer contends, a nd 'ie agree, that:

8 one, the system prevents or mitigates many more upsets than
.

7 it creates; and, two, the system is generally superior to

8 manual or f ragnented control schemes."
.

9 CHAIRYAN SMITH: Is it your view they are talking

10 about safety here, rather than reliability of the plant and

11 efficiency? In Item No. 2?

12 WITNESS JOYNER: From an operability standpoint,

13 from the standpoint of keeping the plant operating.

14 CHAIR 3AN SMITHS Capacity factor.

15 WITNESS JOYNER: Yaking megawatts, performing its

16 intended function. It is not a safety-grade system and

17 really does not control the safety systems that are needed

18 for the plan t.

19 WITNESS BROUGHTON: I think that item also says

20 that in fact this control system does prevent challenges to
.

21 the protection system, in that it mitigates upsets.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It avoids challenges.

! 23 WITNESS 3 ROUGHTON: It avoids challenges to

|

24 protective systems. And the conclusion, after looking at

25 the field data, was that it prevents more of those
,

/'s

'\_-]!
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~ 1 challenges to the protective systems, saf ety systems, than

2 it actually craates by malfunctions which have occurred.

| 3 DR. JORDAN: Again, if you are speaking now of

4 " protection system" meaning the scram system, I think is

5 what we said this morning.

6 WITNESS BROUGHTON: That is correct. But in the

*

7 mode of the ICS --
.

8 DR. JORDAN: The safety system -- I define the
,

9 emergency feedwater system ,as part of the safety system.
10 Then there would be no evidence one way or the other on

11 that, as far as I know.

12 WITNESS BROUGHTON: No. But when the ICS is heing

13 called upon to operate to control the plant, the plant is at

14 power. And the first safety system which it will challenge

15 is the reactor protection system. It cannot challenge the

16 others .

17 DB. JORDAN: Immediately thereafter it will be the

18 system that has to take care of the afterheat.

19 WITNESS BROUGHTON: Only for some failures.

20 DR. JORDAN: Following a scram, some system has to

"

21 take care of the af terheat.

22 WITNESS BROUGFTON: Yes. And the one which

*
23 usually does that is the main feedwater system, controlled

24 by the ICS.

DR. JORDANS That is right, and it is controlled25

O
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1 by the ICS following a scram.

2 WITNESS BROUGHT 0V: Yes.

3 DR. JCRDAN: So I guess the question is, does it

4 prevent challanges to the emergency feedwater system -- does

5 it do a better job than the operator would do?

6 WITNESS JOYNER: I think that is their conclusion
~

7 in the paragraph, sir, that it is generally superior to

8 manual, fragmented control schemes. That is how I read that
.

9 statenent.

10 DR. JORDAN: It depends on which safety system you

11 are talking about, I think.

12 5R. SHOLLY: Ds. Jordan, there is one remark that

13 is made in the discussion portion of the Oak Ridge report

() 34 which, you know, in this case is directly relevant to one of

15 the things that is stated in the testimony and on this

16 particular issue.

17 On page 3 Dr. Joyner's testimony says: "The ICS

18 has preventad more reactor trips than it has caused, and

19 thus its net effect has been a reduction in the number of

j 20 challenges to the reactor protection system."
t .

21 On page 11 of the Oak Ridge report, the last

22 paragraph above where it says " Power Supplies" concludes
.

23 that: "The B&W analysis asserts that ICS actions have

24 averted more trips than they have caused. Although this

25 assertion is not pertinent and is probably true, the data

O>u-
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(~N 1 presented do not substantiate the assertion."
d

2 That to me seems to be somewhat in conflict with

3 the testimony.

4 BY MR. SHOLLY (R esumin g )

5 Q When you say the ICS has prevented more reactor

6 trips than it has caused, is that your personal opinion or
*

7 is that based upon some statistical study or operating

8 history?
.

g A (WITNISS JOYNER) If you will turn to page 5-14 in

to the reliability stud y , Table 5-7.

It Q Page -- what page was that, again?

12 A (WITNESS JOYNER) 5-14. That table describes

13 runback actions at one particular plant over a five and a

() 14 half-year period of operation. During that time there vere

15 a total of 37 reactor trips from all causes.

16 DR. JORDANS 47?

17 WITNESS JOYNER: 27, sir.

18 During that time there were 47 successful

19 runbacks, although I will have to say that ten percent

20 stepload increases and decreases are not really runbacks.

| 21 But those are -- a t least the first three really cannot be
I
| 22 disputed, that a successful action of the control system did
! .

| 23 prevent a trip in that case, and that is 32 of those --

i 24 turbine trip, load rejections.
!

25 At that particular plant there had been a total of

u
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1 14 turbine trip or load rejections and sinilar events a s f ar

2 as the FSS is concerned. In one case the turbine throttle

3 valve slammed shut very rapidly. That is for the turbine

4 trip.

5 For the load rejection, we disconnect the

6 electrical load from the turbine. The turbine tends to

* 7 overspeed. The speed governor on the turbine closes the

8 throttle valves rapidly, and externally you cannot tell the

9 difference in the transient, because the throttle valve will

10 close as rapidly, almost, as it scrams.

11 14 times we've run the reactor back without

12 tripping, but not challenging the safety system.

13 Feedpump trips, there had been 14 of those during

( 14 that five an,d a half year period. The ICS successfully ran

15 the plant back to a power level less than the capacity of

16 one feedvater without a trip.

17 'Je had had four instances of dropped control

18 rods . The effect of dropping a control rod is to rapidly

3g reduce the power generated in the core. The ICS must then

20 run th e f eedvater flow back , steam flow back, in a smooth

21 fashion so that the plant does not trip.
~

And those successful runbacks shown in that table22
*

23 alone are suf ficient to justify the statement that it

24 prevented more trips than it caused, because we can only

25 definitely say that out of 310 -- in 305' reactor years, six

O
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(} 1 trips hsve been caused by th e ICS .

2 Now, in reality there may have been more, 20

3 perhaps. But in this table alone, it shows its value as a

4 system for preventing challenges to the protection systems.

5 SY MR. SHOLLYs (Resuming)

6 Q Does that table include the experience for all the
.

7 BC'4 plants?

8 A (WITNESS JOYNER) No. That is one particciar
> .

9 plan t.

10 Q Do you know which particular plant that is?

11 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Yes.

12 0 Which one?

13 4 (WITNESS JOYNER) SMUD.

() 14 0 You did not examine the other plan ts operatinc ?

15 A (2ITNESS JOYNER) Yes, we examined them, but we

| 16 did not tally them up lik e this. We could have had nine

| 17 tables. Some were better than others, obviously, and we

18 would not put the worst one in there.

19 But this is not atypical.

20 DR. LITTLES '4hich plant did you ray this was?

21 WITNESS JOYNER: SMUD, Sacramento Municipal

|
22 Utility District.

e<

BY MR. SHOLLYs (Resuming)
23

24 0 Rancho Seco?

25 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Rancho Seco, tha t is correct.

O
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/~T 1 0 Isu mentioned that you did not put the worst one
U

2 in. Do you have any idea what the worst plant --

3 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I really don't.

4 0 I don't care which plant it is. But in terms of

5 wn ether it has caused core or prevented nore ?

6 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I would say in no case would it

'

7 have caused more. The worst is certainly not TMI. THI-1

a was one of the better plants and had a record of running

| 9 back successfully on turbine trip loss of load.

10 MR. SHOLLY: Did you have anything else, Dr.

11 Jordan? I did not mean to cut you off.

12 DR. JORDAN: No, no. Fine.

13 3Y ME. SHOLLYs (Eesuming)

('} 34 0 Getting back to the general findings of the Oak
xs

15 Ridge report, on page u, the first full paragraph, it states

16 that, quote: " Transients initiated outside the control
.

17 system, whether or not successf ully mitigated by the ICS,

18 are not addressed except in tabulations of operating

19 ex perience . "

20 Do you know where in the B&W report th a t
|

'

21 calculation is located?

22 A (WITNESS JCYNER) Yes, yes, I do. If you will

i *
' 23 turn over to page -- I am not sure I know where every one of

24 them is located.

25 But for example, on page 5-11, Table 5-2. Well,

~
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s 1 really, start with Table 5-1, snd we tabulated all the

2 failures. And a failure here means a failure tha t crused

3 reactor trip.

4 So we tabulated, beginning with 5-1, all the

5 f ailures that occurred tha t caused reactor trip -- I'm

6 sorry, all the reactor trips that occurred, and placed them

* 7 into one of six categories, either a 1, a 2, 3, C, D, or E

8 type failure or event.
*

9 If you look over on page 5-18, Figure 5-1, you see

10 a nice pie rhart of those failures. So you can get some

11 perspective o the relative magnitudes.

12 (Pause.)

13 0 The next paragraph on page 4 states, quote:

} 14 " Identification of interactions resulting in failures in

15 safety or non-safety systems or operator actions is notably

16 absent . "

17 Hive You any comment on that?

18 (Dause.)

tg A (WITNESS JOYNES) I am not quite sure what

20 interactions they would lika us to define. We did not

*

21 consider the effect of opera tor actions on the transients.

22 It was not that kind of a study. And we did not do that.

*

23 As far as interactions resulting from failures in

24 non-safety systems, we did look at that and we looked at

25 failures of inputs to the ICS which would constitute

Os_/
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(} 1 failures of the other syste?.s. We also looked at -- or we

2 looked at failures of outputs fron the ICS which exercised
!

3 the pumps, valves, in a fashion similar to the way they

4 might be exercised if they failed by themselves, and looked

5 at the effect upon the NSS of that failure.

6 (Pause.)
.

7 Q In summary, the ORNL concludes, which is the last

8 paragraph above the ORNL review plan -- it says, quotes "In
.

9 summary, the report deals only with a very limited scope of

10 failures, essentially within the ICS cabinets. The only

11 signif ica nt measure of response is whether a reactor trip

12 would occur. Eecause of this limited scope, the results are

13 necessarily of limited value."

() 14 A (WITNESS JOYNER ) Where e.re you, Mr. Shelly?

15 Q It is the fourth full paragraph on page 4

16 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I was thinking maybe we were

17 toward the end of it. Gkay.

18 0 It is the first two sentences of that paragraph.

19 A Okay, sir.

20 Q Now, I realize that thin may -- your answer
"

21 probably will be tempered by what you read the FMEA as

22 having been done for and perhaps ORNL's larger scope in
.

23 which they reviewed it. Do you a7 tee, though, that in some

24 senses that the report is of limited value in terms of what

25 you know th= ORNL review to be lookinc for?

O
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( 1 A (WITNESS JOYNES) Well, I can take that paraccaph

2 phrase by phrase, and we did go through it.

3 The summary -- the first ph rase there, the

4 summary, "The report deals only with a very 1.mited scope of

5 fsilures, essentially within the ICS cabinets. " That is not

6 really true, in that we did assume the failure of everr
a

7 in put to the ICF, both high and low.

8 We also assumed the failure of the outputs from
.

g the ICS to the final control elements, the steam relief

to valves, the turbine throttle valves, the pumps, the

11 feedwater valves, so -- and those failures could not have

12 occurred from action other than tne ICS action .

13 So that is not really a straightforward statement

() , 14 of what we did. We did more than look at failures within

15 th e ICI cabinets. That was one of the three types of

16 failures that we looked at.

17 The next portion of that sentence, "The only

18 significant measure of responsa is whether a reactor trip

19 would occur." That is not really true. We categorired

20 every failure as one Of three types of failures: Categories
i

, .

21 1, 2, and 3.

22 Category 2 were those failures that might

| 23 reasonably cause a trip. Category 3 were those failures

; 24 that might rause s trip, plus the possible need for as
r

25 other type of action, operator intervention action. So that

:
(
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1 is not true.

2 ?b w , becsuse of this limited scope, the results

3 a re of necessarily limited value. I just don't agree with

4 that. Certainly they are limited in the overall scope of

5 what is a value and wha t is not a value. But it gives the

6 impression that we did not learn anything of value, and we

'
7 certainly did.

8 (Pause.)
9

9 Q Let me pursue one final thing here as f ar as the

to Oak Ridge report goes. Again, 7 am it somewhat of a loss as

11 to bringing together the statements in the first five

12 sections of the report and your conclusions.

13 Two vital things which again get to the scope of
I .

() 14 the study, how you would perceive it and how they would

15 perceive it, and I would like to get your reaction to

| 16 those. On paga 6, it is the third f ull paragraph under

17 " Scope of Analysis," quote s

18 "We believe that the usefulness of the BEV

ig analysis is limited, because the ICS is bounded so

20 narrowly. A control system, particularly one claimed as

*
21 integratcd, should include sensing, signal conditioning and

22 actuating equipmen t, and perhaps power supplies -- if not

i
23 primary power sources. The system being controlled includes

24 a number of process loops that are highly interactive and

25 which must of ten operate within rather narrow individual

a
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(} 1 constraints. The 3CW analysis does not address these

i 2 intersctions."

3 Again, it seems to cast some doubt, in my mind at

4 least, as to the usefulness of the study, at least at Oak I

5 Ridge views it.

6 A (WITNESS JOYNES) I hate -- well, I don't hate. I !

>

7 would like to refer you to paragraph 2 at the top of page
4

8 16 . They contradict themselves.
1

9 Q Absolutely.,

10 A (WITNESS JOYNER) And I happen to know who wrote

11 what. :nd you know, I happen to understand the problen.

12 Here is a good statement, the top paragraph on page 16. I

,

13 cannot say it nearly as well as they have already said it

( 14 and written it down for us.
,

; 15 0 I think I understand what your reacticn is going

16 to be to my other example. I don't particularly see much

| 17 point in pursuing it at this point.
;

! 18 A (WITNESS JOYNER) You know, not referring you back
i

19 to 16, I do think that taking the second sentence, for

20 exa mple, I do believe a system should include the sensing
.

21 lines, and we did include that. We looked a t the input

22 failures and evaluated their eff ect upon the plant. That

f,

23 statement is not true as it stands.
24 (Pause.)

MR. SH3LLY: I believe that is all the questions I
25

,

O
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t

) 1 have f or these witnesses.

2 DR. LITTLE: Dr. Joyne r, on page 5 -14 of the RCW
,

3 report, Table 5-9 on the 721 and 820 systems, do you have

4 that?

5 WITNESS JOYNERs Yes, I am with you.

8 DR. LITTLE: I believe I understood you to say
'

7 that maintenance was especially critical with the 721,

8 system. I would like to have you elaborate on why that
.

9 would be the case moreso with the 721 than the R207

10 WITNESS JOYNER: Well, I may have said that, and

it if I did, I have no reason to believe that it is more

12 critical on the 721 than it is on the 920.

13 DR. LITTLE: Is it critical on both of them?

() 14 WITNESS J0!NER: Well, " critical" is a relative

15 term. You kno w, you can perform no maintenance at all, in

18 which case it probably is important. Then you have a

17 requiarly scheduled maintenance program.

18 Some plants have very fine scheduled ICS

gg main tenance programs. Others do not. And I think that that

20 m a y have a lot to do with the difference in failure rates,
. -

21 although we did not do enough data-gathering and analysis to

22 really go into the effect of maintenance and that kind of
&

23 thing. So I cannot take a definite statement.

24 I do know, for instance, that at TMI-1, as an

25 example -- I happen to know the maintenance personnel there

(v'N
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i have a regularly scheduled maintenance program. They have

2 vell qualified ICC technicians. Other plants don 't have as

3 good people and th?y do not have as good a record of ICS

4 performance.

5 DR. LITTLE: In the enalyses given in Section 5 of

6 the SCW rep 3rt, there are a number of plants listed which

*
7 vere studied. Do you know which ones fall into the category

a of having 721-type ICS systems?

*

9 WITNESS JOYN ER : Oconee 1, 2, 3, and TMI-1 have

to 721 systems.

11 DS. LITTLE : Those are the ones that account for

12 the numbers in 'able 1-97

13 WITNESS JOYNEF: 721? That is correct.

} 14 DR. LITTLE: Okay, thank you.

15 (Board conferring.)

16 WITNESS JOYNER: A lot of the difference, too, may

17 be due to reporting procedures. Whan you -- for instance,

, 18 it lay not be convenient for an individual to write down
t

19 that he tuned the module at one plant and it may be in
i

| 20 another. You may have strict requirements f or recordkeeping

*

21 at one plant and not strict at another.

22 We really did not go into those aspects, and I

' 23 think you have to before you can draw general conclusions

24 about the relative merits and criticality of maintenance on

2E one system versus another.

S
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1 DR. LI!!LE: I was wondering if you were coing to

2 co into the fact that the 820 is a never system and maybe

3 has more easily maintained circuitry than the other one. Is

4 that the case or not? That is what I gathered?

5 WITNESS JOYNER: It is a never system, and it

6 certainly appears that it is easy to maintain. But I do not

' 7 think that we can really draw that conclusion.

8 DR. LITTLE: TMI-2 must have an 820.
'

g WITNESS JOYNEF: That is correct.

to DR._LITTLE: Okay.

11 CHAIR 5AN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

12 MR. THEODORE ADLE3: Thank you.

33 ?Y MR. THEODORE ADLER:

/~N 14 0 Mr. Joyner, Mr. Sholly asked you about the
U

15 diff erence between single f ailure and multiple failure

16 analysas. ! do not really want to get back into that

17 isrue. But on the bottom of page 15 of the ORNL report,

18 that first recommenda tion und er Section 6-2 suggests that a

19 fault tree analysis might be used rather than a functional

20 block diagram.

- Can you explain why you elected to use a21

22 functional block diagram?

T A (WITNESS JOYNEE) It made the analysis much more23

24 straightfor,ard. And I would like to refer you to IEEE 532,

25 which you don 't have a copy of.

|

|

.
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(~ 1 0 Y?s, ! do have a copy.

V}
2 A (WITNESS JOYNEP) I'm sorry, you do. Cn page 11,

3 for example, the first paragraph, right-hand corner. And in

4 this section they are discussing, for those of you who do

5 not have it, the rules for a failure modes and analysis.

6 M3. BAXTER: Is this Standstd 352?

"

7 WITNESS JOYNER: Yes.

8 The sentence says: "A functional diagram may be
,

g used in the FEMA to show the functional dependencies in the

10 system , so that the effects of failure can be traced. Fault

11 trees may also be used. These techniques are discussed

12 later."

13 9Y MF. THEODORE ADLES: (Resuming)

{}
~

14 0 I was focusing on page 16 of IEEE 352.

15 A (WITNESS JOYNEE) 16?. Okay.

16 0 On the right-hand column, the second paracraph of

17 number 2 there in the middle of the page, where it s t 1, s ,

18 quote: "It is important t'o know the difference between tha

19 reliability of the block diagram and the f ault tree diagras."

20 A (WITNESS' JOYNER) Okay.

21 Q It says4 "The use of fault trees stimulates the
'

22 iden tification of possible f ailures and events , and a f ault

' 23 tree can represent all kinds of dependencies and common mode

24 failures and events."
| 25 And then it says: "The reliability block diagram

|
!
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{a~}
t corresponds clocely to the system functional diagra.m."

2 Just read that paragraph and see if it implies

3 that you ought to use the functional block diagram to

4 determine how the system works, and that you should use a

5 fault tree analysis to analyze what are the po ten tial

6 failures of the system?

'
7 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I am not sure a functional --

8 reliability block diagram --
,

9 0 Perhaps --

to A (EITNESS JOYNER) ! vould have to read the whole

11 thing in order to make sense out of it.

12 0 The whole paragraph or the whole section? ,

13 A (WITNESS JCYNER) I would hava to sit down and
.

(} 34 spend 20 minutes or so. My bag is not reliability analysis

15 and I do not have that in my head.

16 C Can you just respond -- let 's see if this helps --

17 to the last sentence of that paragraph, which reads, quotes

18 "Therefore, the f ault tree represents the system in terms of

19 the events leading to failures, and the reliability block

20 diagram describas the system in terms of the events leading
i

~

21 to success."
! Can you comment at all on that sentence?22

*
A (WITNESS JOYNER) Out of context, I would be

23

24 hard pressed. I would be glad to take a few minutes and

25 read the page.

O
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1 0 Co ahead. That is fine.

2 (Witnass reviewing document.)

3 A (WITNFSS JOYNER) I read it. If you will repeat

4 the question, I will attempt to answer it. I am not sure I

5 can.

6 Q Parhaps this will help. I am not an expert on

" 7 reliability analysis, but it seems that IEEE 352(1975) is

8 establishing a preference for the use of fault tree analysis
,

9 over the functional block diagrams in terms of analyzing

10 what the potential failures of a system that you are

11 studying are.

12 And now it may be that the scope of your analysis

13 was suf ficient , but I am interested in your rationale for

(} 14 choosing the f unctional block diagram over the fa ult tree

15 analysis in light of that preference.

16 A (WITNFSS JOYNER) The rationale for choosing the

17 functional block diagram -- and I am still unclear on this,

18 but I can tell you why we chose the functional block diagram

19 -- is that we had that type of diagram available in computer

20 simulations. We could block the system out into a

~

21 functional diagram and then fail each of those components on

22 the simulation and determine the effect of its failure.
*

23 The example -- and I am really not that familiar
,

!
24 with performing reliability analyses such as this one. But

25 the example here is primarily for safety systems waich are

| ALDERSON REPORTING CGMPANY. INC,
!
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1 either go or no-go, trip-no trip. And we have systens that

2 th e magnitudes -- the time of the changes are very important.

3 So if we fail a block in the ICS, a function in

4 the ICS, it is important how long that transient lasts, how

5 rapidly pressures and temperatures enange, and a lot of

6 othat things.

'

7 Q As I understand your answer, your primary reason

8 for using f:2nctional block was that you had readily
,

9 available la your romputers information th t would

10 f acilitate that analysis?

11 A (JITNESS JOYNES) That is primarily it.'

12 Q So when ORNL states that, quote, "The functional

13 block F.ME A approach may have been selected by some economic

() 14 expedient and may not have been the optimum technique for
_

15 deriving the information desired," you would agree with

16 that?

17 A (WITNESS JOYNER) No, no. I think what they are

18 saying is that we should have'used -- well, let me go back

19 and find that.

20 " hey are no t sa ying we should have used fault

~

21 trees. They are saying -- they quibble, I believe, with the

22 pa rticular f unctional block diagram that we chose. And they

.

23 would like a more detailed ICS description.

24 Q Well, they say, "The functional block F. MEA

25 approach may have been selected." And then they say, "If

O
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~ 1 further pursuit of the failure consequences of the ICS is

2 desired, ve recommend a fault tree be developed."

3 I presume they are saying, had they done the

4 analysis initially, they would have used a fault tree

5 analysis rather than the functional block diaoram?

6 A (WITNESS JOYNER) For that one particular event

* 7 th e y a re talkinc about, for loss of feedvater, only for that

8 one. This is the way I read it.
e

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Even though they say here that

to the f ault tree represents -- I nean, the block diagram

11 describes a system in terms of events -- in terms of

12 success, in doing that you necessarily have to identify the

|
13 events leading to failure, don't you?

-( } - 14 WITNESE JOYNERs I think so, yes, sir.

15 Of course, I read right to the bottom sentence in

16 one, which is a f airly straightf orward --

37 3Y 3R. THEODORE ADLERs (Resuming)

18 0 I'm 50C:77
_

19 A (WITNESS JOYNER) It is a fairly straightforward

20 sen tence. It says: "further analysis of this type may not

*

21 be economically justified." The punch line.

22 0 Can you also turn to page 9 of IEEE 352, and also

*

23 to page 4-20 of the BEW 1564?
|

| 24 A (WITNrSS JOYNER) Okay.

I 25 Q On page 4-20 you list the display tables or the

|
(~V)

I
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1 parameters described in your display tables. Comparing that

2 with the suggestal diagram in IIEE 352, I note that you have

3 omitted two.

4 Cae is the failure mechanism, which is block

5 number 4; and one is the method of failure detection, block

6 number 6.
"

7 C3uli you explain to us why you elected not to

8 include those in your analysis?
,

9 A (WITNESS JOYNES) I would like to pref ace with the

to statement that says " typical." There is no requirement that

11 any given column should or should not be there.

12 The failure mechanism I did not personally think

13 was really important to what we were doing. We postulated

14 that the signals could fall high or low, for wh?.tever

15 reason, and looked at the effect. Now, that high failure,

16 for example, means that the signal goes to plus 10 volts in

17 the ICS. That can happen by shorting a lead to a 10-volt

18 sign al .
;

19 Low failure can happen by shorting a lead to a

20 minus 10-volt signal. So, given the failures that we

21 assume, high or low, I thought it was kind of redundant to~

22 pu t it in there. Plus, I did not think it contributed very

*

23 mu ch .

The method of failure detection for any particular
24

25 plan t, that would be perhaps different, in that the displays

O
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1 that the operator has, the annunciation that he has, is

2 plant-specific.

3 0 Well, Mr. Sadauskas explained some of the displays

4 for failures in the ICS system. Do you think it is

5 important to analyze whether the operators have an adequate

6 display of failure in the ICS system during a tra n sien t ?

"

7 A (WITNISS JOYNER) That is reasonable.

8 Q So you feel that the individual -- the individual
,

9 plant should do a specific analysis of that to supplemen t

,a your FMEA?

11 A (WITN"SS JOYNER) I do not think an individual

12 analysis is called for. The recommendations state the

13 failures that we feel are important. Now, when those

14 failures are studied on a plant-specific basis the outcome

15 perhaps would be instructions to the operator and operator

16 training that would allow him to recognize that transient

17 and mitiga te that transient.

18 0 I just vsnt to clarify your general response to

19 some of Mr. Sholly's questions about the critique of the

20 ORNL study. Is it your position that 3&W is not going to do

-

further study or any further analysis in response to the21 any

22 ORNL study?
.

.

23 A (WITNISS JOYNEE) I do not know how to answer that

24 question. I read tha t Cak Ridge report a year ago 11--

25 months ago -- and I am sure that it has affected what we

O
O

|
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1 have done in the past 11 months.

2 As far as repeating the F3EA including fault trees

3 or expanding the srope, I do not think it is justified, and

4 I certainly would not recommend that we do that.

5 0 I am not referring just to a complet' re pea t of

6 the FMEA. Do you feel there are any criticisms in the ORNL

7 study that warrant any supplemental work, or do you think*

8 that the FMEA as first produced was adequate?

'

g A (WITNESS JOYNER) I t a:.k it is adequate. I agree

10 with Section 6 in the re port.

11 Q Despite the apparent differences between the first

12 five parts and Section 6 7

13 A (WIINESS JOYNER) Section 6 is the bottom line.

() 14 0 I as interested in your characteriration of the

15 IIS system with respect to its safety significance. Now, it

16 is obvious that your position is that it is not and should

37 not be a safety-grade system.

; ja ?ut would you agree that one of the purpeses of
l

19 the ICS system is to reduce the number of challenges to the

20 plant safety systems?

21 A (WITNESS JOYNER) I do not think that is the~

22 purpose of it. Thst certainly is a design goal.

~

23 The purpose is to manipulate feedwater flow, steam

24 flow, and reactor power.

25 0 When you first described this morning the
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() 1 operation of the ICS system, referring to your figure 1 in

2 your tastimony, you discusred the limiting conditions that

3 might be imposed by the ICS system as a result of plant

4 status, for example lack of one reactor coolant pump.

5 Are the limiting conditions that you referred to

6 contained in the plant's technical specifications?
a

7 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Yes.

8 C They are. So to that extent the ICS is useful in
o

9 assurino that the plant does not exceed any of the technical

10 specifications?

11 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Some are contained in the tech

12 specs and some are not.

13 C Okay.?
,

) 14 A (WITNrSS JOYNER) I would have to change my

15 previous statement.

16 0 Now, as I understand the operation of the ICS,

17 during a trsnsient it is necessary to isolate or to

18 disengage the ICS from, certainly, the reactor protection

19 system , and perhaps f rom some other engineered safety

20 systems; is that correct?
.

21 A (VITNESS JOYNER) I don't understand the term

22 " disengage ICS from RPS."
.

23 C Well, for exampla, you want the control rods to

24 become independent of ICS when they scram?

25 A (WITNESS JOYNER) Yes.

O
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() 1 Q And that, I presume, is a saf ety-grade process?

2 A (WITNESS JOYNER) That action is performed by the

3 reactor protection system, which de-energires the control

4 rods and they drop into the reactor core.

5 Q Fine. Now, my question is whether the same is

6 trua for the relationship b* tween the ICS and two other
a

7 systems that are at least related to safety. One is the

8 emergency feedwater system and the other is control of steam
e

9 generator level.

10 A (WITNESS JOYNER) The ICS, as we went through it

11 this morning, the TMI ICS does have responsibility f or

12 automatic control of the stean generator levels when aux

13 feedwater is initiated. That responsibility can be assumed

14 by the operator and is independent of the ICS.

15 Q So am I correct that you require a manual override

16 in order to take the steam generator level off the ICS

17 control?

18 A (WITNESS JCYNER) That is my understanding. These

19 gentlemen may be able to add to that.

20 0 Well, perhaps I should address the question to Met
.

21 Ed employees.

22 Do you feel that it is adequate to have a safety
.

23 system which may be necessary during a transient such that

first you have a control by a non-safety-grade system, and24

! if mu want to ao off the saf ety-grade system you need to25

C
k
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() 1 have a manual override?

2 First, is that the status of the plant as you

3 understand it?

4 A (WITNESS BROUGHION ) I think the system we are

5 discussing here is the emergency feedwater system.

6 0 Well, we were discussing first -- well, both the
o

7 steam generator level and the emergency feedwater system

8 that Dr. Jordan raised earlier?,

9 A (WITNESS PROUGHTON) All rich t . The steam

10 generator level can be controlled by the ICS operating on

11 the main feedwater control system, using the main feedwater

12 pumps. And there are new parts of that system which are

13 safety, grade. In fact, that is the normal method of

O)(_ 14 controlling steam generator level following a trip of the

15 reactor, is to use the ICS and to use the main feedvater

16 system .

17' In the even t that the main feedwater systes is not

| 18 available, then the emergency feedwater system could supply

! 19 vater to the steam generators. There are several different

20 modes of controlling flow to the steam generators when
*

.

| 21 emergency feedwater is running.
!

! 22 The first and the normal mode would be the ICS
|

*

23 controlling that level on automatic.'

24 A second mode would be control through the ICS,

25 but with the ICS in a hand mode, rather than on automatic.

O
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() 1 The hand mode allows the operator in the control room to

2 control the position of th e regulating valve, and thus

3 control the flow into the generator.

4 A third mode of controlling steam generator level

5 with emergency feedwater would be with a new system which is
i

t 6 being installed at the plant, which will allow the operator
a

7 to ianually control steam generator level independently of

8 the ICS. And that particular node is an override type mode,
,

9 such that regardless of whet the ICS is trying to do with

10 feedvater flow, the operator will still be able so open or

it shut the valve as he desires.

*12 There are even ways of controlling level beyond

13 those, which would require control locally at the valve from

14 outside the control room. ,

15 Q I believe we had testimony on that when we

16 discussed the emergency feedwater system. So the conclusion

17 is that you either control the level through the ICS or

18 through operator action; is that correct?

19 A ('4ITNESS RROUGHTON) That is correct.

20 DR. JGRDAN: I did not quite understand your
.

21 answer there. ICS automatic control is possible, but the

22 emergency f eedvater systen opera tor control, manual control
.

23 of the ICS system, 743 said, is also another mode. And a

24 third mode is one that you are planning to put in, you say,

25 in which tha operator controls -- has the independent

,

1
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() 1 control of the feedwater syctem?

2 WITNESS BROUGHTON: That is correct. It would be

3 very similst to the manual mode in the ICS or the node that'

4 I term " hand" in the ICS, except that instead of using

5 components that ara p =. r t of the integrated control system,

6 this new system will be completely separate from the ICS.
.

7 It will use different components. It vill be physically

a separate. It will have a different electrical power
e

9 supply.

10 The controls will be located in the control room

11 on the control panels, so they will be accessible to the

12 normal operators; and by adjusting those controls, they will

13 be able to move the feedwater regulating valves

14 independently of what the ICS is trying to do to the

15 valves.
.

16 DR. JORDAN I quass I did hear you properly, and

17 I guess I am a little surprised. I thought in the

18 long-range there vis going to be an automatic control

19 completely outside of the ICS; isn't this correct?

20 WITNESS BROUGHTON: That is correct for the
.

21 long er-te rm --

22 DR. JORDAN: 'dhat you are describing now is a
.

23 shor t-range progras.

24 WITNESS BROUGHTON: That is correct. This third

25 mode of control, independent of the ICS, is a mode which
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() 1 will be in place before the pisnt is restarted.

2 DR. JORDANS That is what I v=s ceing to ask. I-

3 See.

4 WITNESS BROUGHTON: Ihe difference between that

5 mode and whit will be svsilable in the long term is in the

6 long term that mode of control independent of the ICS will
-

7 be automatic, first of all, so it will not require the

8 operator; and secondly, it will be safety-grade, so that it
,

g can tolerata certain failures.

10 DR. JORDAN Yes, okay. I understand.

11 Now, the question to .Mr. Joyners The failure

12 modes and ef fects analysis, which mode did it consider? Did

13 it consider the operator control or not?

() 14 WITNESS JOYNER: It considered the automatic

$$ c:ntrol. -

16 DB. JORDANS Only the ICS automatic control?

17 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct, sir.

18 DR. JORDANS And that, I believe you said, could

19 not lead to -- no single failure could lead to overfilling

20 of the stasa gecarstor or running dry in both steam
.

21 generators?

22 WITNESS JOYNER: That is correct, sir.
.

23 DR. JORDAN: All right. Go ahead. I may have

24 oth-?r questions later on , but that is fine.

ER. THEODORE ADLE3s That is precisely the point25

O
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1 that I was going to next.

2 3Y MR. THECDORE ADIEP: (Resuming)

3 Q I would like to refer back to your electrical

4 supply to ICS/hNI system diagram. I have two reasons for

5 going back here.

6 I believe that in response to Dr. Jordan's
a

7 question you were going to the six feeders, and I think when

8 we got to the aux f eeder we got sidetracked and we never had
a

g a response to the next tve, the auto and the fan. And so I

10 do not think he got a full answer to his question.

11 But I also have one lino of questions on the aux

12 syst em . Is there any possibility of a single failure in the

13 switch you referred to as "new remote-operated manual
s

14 trar sfer switch"?
_

15 (Pause.)

16 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) There is a possibility. In

17 sy opinion, it is extremely remote.

18 Q In th? event of that single failure, am I correct

19 that all power to the ICS would be removed?

20 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) The event you are talking
.

; 21 about would have to occur following a failure of the static

22 auto transfer switch, which is before the manual switch.
.

23 Q I am sorry. You can explain the probability

i 24 after, if you want. Can I just have a yes or no vita
l
! 25 respect to tha t question?

|
|
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(} 1 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) The question again, please?

2 0 The question is, if there were a single failure in

3 the switch, would all power to the ICS be terminated?

4 A (WITNSSS SADAUSKAS) The snsver to that is not

5 necessarily.

6 0 okay. Can you explain that now?
e

7 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) If the switch is in the

8 position that it is shown now and we are feeding the ICS
< ,

9 system from the inverter, as is shown now, and some

10 postulated f ailure occurred in the switch and the continuity

si was maintained in the circuit, there would be no failure to

12 th e ICS.

13 0 If it failed closed or in its standard position?

( 14 A (WITNSSS SADAUSKAS) In the position it's in now,

15 there is no resson to suspect that th'a t could happen.

16 Q All richt. So that is why you said the

17 possibility was remo te ?

18 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Yes, richt.

19 0 Okay. In addition to that remote possibility,

20 let's hypothesize a single failure in the static auto
*

21 transfer switch, as occurred at Oconee. Then, as I

22 understand your testimony, you would then need to switch

| 23 manually to the new remote-operated transfer switch -- I an

24 sorry, to the TSA circuit?

l 25 7 (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) If on loss of power to the
|
,
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( 1 ICS system, the automatic transfer switch failed to operate

2 to transfer power to the regulated buc, the operator--

3 would receive an alarm in the control room. He would be

4 required to operate the new remote-operated manual transfer

5 switch manu111y froo a new switch that is being installed on

6 the sain control ' console.
.

7 Q Right. I believe your testimony to "r. Sholly was

8 that that switch would'take on the order of tens of minutes;
e

9 is that correct?

10 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) N o, that is not correct.

11 0 That is not? How long would it take ?

12 A (WIT'IESS SADAUSXAS) A matter of minutes, perhaps.

13 Q Minutes. Can you describe in either of those two

() '

14 circumstances the po t,ential f or a single f ailure in. the new

15 remote box, or during those few minutes it would take to

18 transfer can you explain the plant status, with particular

17 focus on thos functions that ICS controls?

18 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) I would like to -- I will

19 answer that question by indicating we have already discussed

| 20 what would ha ppen if we lose f an power, HEY, HEX, and aux.

I 21 The remaining ?.rea to discuss is hand and auto, and it turns

22 ou t that the difference in plant response between those two
.

23 f ailures is very similar. I think if I cover hand, then we

24 will have covered the effect of a total loss also.
25 If the plant is operating at power and there is an

|

I
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() 1 extended loss of h and power, then tne reactor could be

2 expected to scrts, to trip. There would be some feedwater

3 control valves which would chan;e position. Feedwater pump

4 speed would probably ch ange f rom the f ull-power condition,

5 and the result would most likely be a mismatch between

6 generated rasctor power and the feedwater being sent in,
a

7 probably too little feedwater and too much reactor power,

8 resulting in a high pressure trip, high pressure scram o f
,

9 the reactor.

10 And after that, the ICS is not available to

11 control feelvater, either main feedvater or suxiliary

12 feedwater, if all this power aas been lost. And the control

13 then would be via the auxiliary feedwater system, usine the

() 34 new manual control available from the control room.

15 If there was another problem, like an overcooling

16 problem , that could have occurred because of complications,

17 it is possible that a safeguards actuation would occur, in

18 which high prassure injection would be called upon.

19 Q Th a new manual control emergency feedwater flow

20 from the control room , is any action required before tha t

21 system is activated? And if so, how long does it take?

22 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) In order for the operator to
.

23 control the emergency feedwster using the new system

( 24 separt from the ICS, he merely hrs to activate thea
t

|
25 controller on the co7tre1 panel and set in a signal which is

!

r'T

i
!
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() 1 a signal to a valve.

2 And those actions can be taken right from the '

3 control room, and it would be within minutes, certainly,

4 before control could be established by that means.

i 5 Q So that the actual time where the opera tor would

| 6 lose control of emergency feedwater flow to the valves would

7 be relatively small?

8 A (WITNESS PROUGHTON) Rela tively small. And even
.

9 for a trip of the reactor as the one I have described, it

to wonid -- there is enough inventory in the steam genera tors

11 from operation at full power that several minutes remain

12 between the time of the trip and when emergency feedvater

13 would be reguirai to prevent the steam generator inventory

14 from depleting. -

15 0 Okay. Have you completed your explanation of all
.

16 six feeders?

17 A (WIThESS BROUGHTON) Yes. The auto feeder we

18 briefly discussed earlier today. But the differences

19 between loss of the auto feeder and the hand feeder are
20 quite small.

.

21 Q Can the turbine b.ypass valves be controlled

22 independently of ICS?
> .

23 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) The turbine bypass valves can

24 he controlled in two modes from the control ecos. One mode

25 is with the ICS on automatic and the second mode is with the
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() 1 ICS in hand, which is similar to the hand mode for feedwater

2 control.

3 There is not a third mode which would be totally

4 independent of the ICS to control turbine bypass valves.

5 0 Are there a minimum number of bypass valves that

6 are required to be operable according to the technical
*

7 specifications?4

8 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) To my knowledge, there are
a

9 not.

10 0 There are not.
l

1 11 Are there any transients that you have analysed

12 where it would be -- you may have answered this question.

i
13 Are there any transients where it would be necessary to

() 14 terminate ICS control of main feedwater?

15 A (WITNESS 3ECUGHTON) There are some ICS failures

16 which are analyzed in the ECW report which could cause an

17 excassive f eedwater flow, and if th a t were the case then

|
18 there are several ways to terminate the feedwater flow, some

i

19 of them by using the different mode of ICS control, some of

20 them by shutting an isolation valve in serias with the valve
9

21 which might be providing too much flow.

22 Those are the methods that come to mind to
.

23 terminate flow. And flow termination would be required if

24 excessive flow were maintained.
!

25 0 So all of those methods of termination require

A
V
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() 1 operstor action?

2 A (WITNESS DROUGHTO'i) Yes, those would require

3 operator action. :ot all failures which produce excessive

4 feedwater flow would require operator action to terminate.

5 Some of those -- I can give you an example. There might be

6a failure within the ICS at power, for example, which caused
e

7 excessive feedwater flow.

8 If that resulted in a trip of the reactor, there
.

9 is now a different logic used to determine what proper

i to feedvater flow is, and if that new logic being used did not

11 hava the defective component in it, then the ICS might

12 correct the overfeeding by itself, singly because it had

13 been shifted into a new mode of operation.
T

) 14 0 I presume that termination is included in the
,

15 reactor trip procedures?

16 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) I am not certain which

17 procedures it is in. But my understanding of the knowledge

18 of the operators with respect to feedvater and also turbine

19 bypass valve problems are that they are knowledgeable of the

20 potential f or these problems and these are things that they
.

21 would look for following a trip of the plant.

22 I em not that f amiliar with the procedure to say what
, .

'

23 specifically is th ere.

24 0 Are you comf ort ~ ble with the reliance on operator
|

25 action in a procedure that is required during the transient

R

!
l
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1 to disengage the ICS system?

A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) In the case where de had to,

3 as you say, disengage the ICS, which I believe you would be

4 referring to, using the new method of controlling

5 independent of ICS?

6 Q That is correct.
,

7 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) That could result from a loss

8 of feedwater or some other upset. First of all, our
a

9 experience has been very good with the ICS continuing to

10 control the plant properly after a trip. So we think that

11 the ch ance of having to use this new system independent of

12 the ICS is remote.

13 Secondly, there are quite a few failures which

[J 14 might occur, which can be. corrected by shifting to the

15 alternate mode of operation of the ICS. That is, going from'

16 automatic to hand.

17 Thirdly, the failures which. are likely to occur

18 are ones which would affect only one of the two generators.

19 So we would still have adequate control in the operable

20 gene ra tor.

.

21 And in additi.on, the operators do -- are very

22 attendant to feedwater, the need for feedwater af ter trips,
,

23 and would be monitoring both steam generators. And I think

24 it is very reasonable to assume that if there was a

25 malf unction , that operator action'could be taken to control

O
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V

2 Q Would it be preferable to have the switch

3 automatic and safety-grade?

4 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) I think our commitment in the

5 lono-term to provide this type of system indicates that we

6 think it is a desirable system to have in the plant. We do
.

7 not think it is a manda tory system, but we feel the

8 improvement in reliability and the need to rely less on the
-

9 operator to intervene would be desirable.

10 Q Understand th a t I am not suggesting at all that

11 the ICS be converted to a safety-grade system, but merely

12 th at for all cases where you switch from control by the ICS

13 to a safety grade system or a preferable, a more reliable.

O)(, 14 control system, that that termination be accomplished by a

15 safety-grade devica or process.

16 A (WITNESS BROUGHTON) Well, when we have a

17 saf ety-grade control system installed for emergency

18 feedwater, that will be the only system which will control

19 emergency feedwater. We will not use the ICS for normal

20 mode, and then if there is an ICS failure shift in the
.

21 emergency system. So when we do upgrade the system fully,

22 it will always be separated from the ICS.
.

23 MR. THEODORE ADLER: I have no more questions.

24 CHAIRFAN SMITH: Yr. Cutchin?

25 MR. CUTCHIN: The staff has no questions of these

O
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1 witnesses, Sr. Chairman.

2 MR. SHOLLY: Just one more question. It gets back

3 to the tans of minutes question.

4 BY MR. SHOLLYa (Resuming)

5 0 As I have the question written down here, I asked

6 how long it would take to switch the emergency safeguards

7 buses if the first power source failed. And you indicated'

8 that that would take tens of minutes.
'

s A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) I think there is a

10 misunderstanding as to how the answer was given. v7

11 interpretation of four question was a total loss of red

12 channel.

13 0 In other words, bo th the static transfer and the

() 14 never mode? ?

15 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Both the 120-volt vital bus

16 from the inverter and the 120-volt regulated bus TRA. 1:m t

17 is what I thought you were asking. If that's not what you

18 meant , could you ask it again please?

19 0 I think I was after what Mr. Adler asked. How

20 long does it take the operator to operate that remote switch

' 21 to accomplish the changeover?

22 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Based on that question, my

*

23 answer is the sames A matter of minutes.

l

l 24 MR. BAXTEP: The same as you just gave to Mr.

25 Adle r?

O
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(3 1 WITNESS SADAUSKAS: Ihe same as I gave to Mr.

(J
2 Adler, not ten minutes like I gave you earlier.

3 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

4 0 Is it a two position switch, you just have to
i

s throw a switch? Or is there some kind of mechanism

6 involved, once the operator throws the switch, that has to

' 7 complete the function, and that is what takes the time?

8 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) A two-position switch.

-

9 3Y MR. THEODORE ADLER: (Resuming)

10 Q Now I think I am confused. The switch that you

11 are referring to in response to Mr. Shelly's question, is

12 that to a power source that is not described in this

13 diagram?
*

!

() 14 A (WITNESS SADAUSKAS) Yes.

15 MR. THE3DDRE ADLER: Okay.

16 CHAIRYAN SMITH: Do you have another question, Mr.

17 Sholly?

18 MR. SHOLLY: No, sir.

ig CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Baxter?

20 MR. BAXTERs I hcve no redirect.

'

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Any further questions of this

22 panel?

23 (No response.)

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are excused, gentlemen.

(Witnesses excused.)25

O
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1 MR. CUTCHIN: Could I have three minutes before we

2 put the staf f 's witness on ?

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

4 MR. CUTCHIN: Thenk you.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHS 3r. Eholly, did you offer your

6 Exhibits 1 and 2 into evidence?

*
7 MR. SHOLLYs I have not yet. Not being to tally

8 familiar with the rules of evidence, I was not sura whether
'

9 I could off er them into evidence without first having the

10 staf f 's witness substantiate them.

11 In one case, Mr. Thatcher was the author.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are.being quite careful. We

13 pretty much have ignored that procedural requiremont in the
'

(O~)
14 proceeding. You mean as to authenticity of the document?

15 MR. SHOLLY: Yes, sir.

16 CHAIBMAN SMITH: We have not required that. That

17 would -- you are literally correct. That would come up in

18 th e form of an objection to the receipt.

19 MB. SHOLLY I will wait until Mr. Cutchin

20 re turns.
*

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

22 (Recess.)

.

23

24
|

25

0O
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1 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I would lik e th e

2 record to reflect the staff passed cut to th e Board and the

3 parties present copies of the documents that Mr.

4 Tourtellotte referred to this morning as having been filed

5 by mail yesterday. These are supplied merely as a

6 courtesy. 'ie also supplied an updated copy of Mr.

' 7 Thatcher's professional qualifications.

8 '4h ereupon ,

.

9 CALE F. THATCHER,

10 called as a witness by counsel f or the Nuclear Regulatory
.

11 Commission, having first been duly sworn by the Ch airman ,

12 was examined and testified as follows:

13 DIRECT EXAMINATION

f)) 14 ?Y MR. CUTCHINa
'

u

15 Q Mr. Thetcher, do you have before you a copy of the

16 document with the raption of this proceeding and entitled

17 "NRC Staff restimony of Dale F. Thatcher Relative to the

18 Integrated Control System Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
~

39 (Sholly Contention 5-A)", consisting of seven pages.

20 4 Yes, I have that document in front of me.

*

21 Q '4as that document prepared by you or under your

22 supervision?
'

23 A Yes, it was.

24 Q Do you have any corrections or. modifications that

25 you would like to make to this document?

O
ALDERSoN REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTCN. D.C. 20024 (*J2) 554-2345
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1 A I have two corrections to be made on page 7.

2 MR. CUTCHIN: These have already been put in the

3 report as ropied, Mr. Chairman.

4 THE '4ITNESS: The corrections are in the last

5 paragraph. I will read it the way I would like to have it

6 ch anged. "In addition, requirements in the emergency

7 feedwater design and procedures that will be in place at TMI'

8 1 will provide a fully independent sethod to initiate and -

*
9 control emergency feedwater should the ICS fail."

10 BY MR. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)

11 0 Mr. Thatcher, do you also have 'bef ore you a copy

12 of the updated prof essional qualifications that you prepared

13 and which I just supplied the Board and the parties prese.it

(~)}
14 a copy of?

% -

15 A Yes, I do.

16 0 Does this now accurately reflect your professional

17 qualifica tions including the one change to reflect your

18 curren t assignment?

f 19 A Yes, it does.

20 0 As corrected, do the documents -- I mean are these

21 documents true and correct to the best of your knowledge and'

,

|

22 belief?
'

23 A Yes, they are.
,

24 Q Do you sdopt these documents as your testimony in

25 this proceeding?

O
'

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 A Yes, I do.

' 2 MB. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I request that the

3 documents referred to be received into evidence and that

4 they be bound into the transcript at this point as if read,

5 along with the outline which will accompany them but as

6 ususl will not be in evidence.
.,

7 CH AIR!IAN SMITH: *41thout objection, they will be'

8 so received.
-

9

104

11

12

13

O "
:
.

15

16

17

18

19

20

*

21

22

.

23

24

25

;

O
4
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O'JTLINE

inis tes: irony of Cais F. Tna:crer contains the 3RC Staff's res;;r,se to

Sncily Ccn ention 6'a).
t

.

Tne purpose of :nis testicony is to denonstrate that a failure node and '

effects analysis of tne instrumentation and control system, as was assertec,

by tne contention to be necessary, has been perforced.

Conclusions to be drawn from :nis testirony:

A failure code and effects analysis (FMEA) of :ne integrated control;

system (ICS) for THI-l nas been completed.
1

l

('s) Ine ICS for T?!!-l as presently designed has a low failure rate anc coes
\ _, not initiate a sigreificant nuncer of plant upsets.; s

Upsets initiated by anticipated ICS failures are adequately citigated byclant safety systems.

flodificatics.s na nave ceen cace in energency feedwater system design
and procedures for TMI-l provide a fully inde:enden: ce: nod to initiate
and control emergency feedwater should tne ICS fail.

.

*

*

!

t

!
I

Ic) .s,

(_-t
i

|

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-

fiUCLEAR REGULATORY C0ftMISSI0ti

SEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY A:iD LICENS!NG 30ARD

In :ne !!atter of )
).

* ;tETRf>0LITM EDIS0ti C0t:FA;;Y, ) Docket .4o. 50-239
ET AL. ) (Res ta rt)

)
(Tnrea tiile Island Nuclear )' Generating Station) )

iiRC STAFF TESTI:10NY OF DALE F. THATCHER
RELATIVE TO T.iE INTEGRATED CC'iTROL SYSTEM FAILURE

i:COE A:iD EFFECT ANALYSIS

(Snolly Contentien 6a)

0 1. lease state veur nace are your :osition with the NRC.
' A. :Ay name is Cale F. Tnatcher. : am an emelcyee of the 'J. S. Nuclear

Degulatory Ccemission assigne: :: the Instrumentation and :Ortrol

Systems 3ranen.

0 2. Have you ::repared a statemen Of r fessional quali'ications?

A. Yes. A cocy 0 my statement of ;:refess40nal :califica:40ns is attacned to#

:nis tes-frory.

.

G 3. Flease state the nature of the res:ensibilities tha you nave had wi n

res:ect to the 35W !ateg*ated Control Systen are Three "ile :st arc '.'ni: "

..
.

A. After tre ?!-? event, a nur:er Of ac fons were initiatec :n -Pe 33a

cesignec 01 ants. ! was resconsible for ne review and evalua-ion :f tre

ac-ions involving the *ntegratec Con.rol System. 5: ecd Fcal ty, one :#

the 10ng ter-1 actions involved a study of the :ntegrated Con:rcl Systen.

(mus) : was resconsible for the review (in conjunction with consultants f' Ti

Oak Ricge National Laboratory) of the study wnich was :recarec ey 3&W.

$ '
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;4 'What is the cur:ese of ycur testimony?

1 The cur:cse Of my testimony is to res:cac to Sh0lly 5a wn'ca states:

:: is centeacec -aa tae short ter-i actions iden 4 #d ec ' 9 tre
C -missica 's Creer arc N tice Of Hearing :a ec 3 a gus: *373u .

are insuf#icien Oc crevide One recuisite reasona:le assurance
Of ::e*3*i0n with0ut endarge*irg :uclic heal n anc sa#ety
because these sr0e: tera actions Oc act incluce 'ae #0: 10w ag* d

' ecs:

a. :meletion of a failure mcce and ef#ects analysis-

* of the :ntegra ec Con r:1 System.

05. Wha 's ne :CS and *nat are its functices?
1 he ::I 's ne : aa: ::ntr:i system *n'en has as ' s :asic #une:'on

tre a :hing of genera:ec megawatts with megawa:: decanc. The sys er

;hilcs::hy is tha ::ntr:I cf the ur.it is achieved thr0ugn feec-f m ar:

(~ :09:rol fran :ne uni: loac cemanc mich in t' rn :rocuces decancs fcr's,
:arallel certrol of the turbiae, reac Or, and steam gerera: Ors. By

c0crci9ating ne #1cw of steam :: t he urb' ae arc *.re rate :# steam

:r0cuction, ne !CS can maten .ne generatec megawatts :: the megawatt

cemanc.

__

The #iew of steam to ite turbine is con. rolled by the tur ine thr ::le

val ves. The tur ine heacee ;ressure is used as an incex 00 determine
'

wne:ner tre steam fl:w rate and the steam reduction are ecual.

The rate of s eam generation is controlled by varying the total amount cf.

#em er anc *eac::P cwer arc maintaining a :r :er ra-io Detween the wc

i 50 the r :er steam conditions exist. The feecwater fl;w i s centroll-
r

ec :: ne feecwater valves and ;um:s, and One reactor ;cwer is conte lled

y mov'99 -he Control r0cs in :he reactor.

_

D/P'P]D WD" 9f' r
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,
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t

I
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~he :CS ma'ntains c:rstant average reac Or :: clan- tem:erature between 15 arc

'.00 :ercer ratec ::we anc ::estant steam :ressure at 2''. 1:ac ::nt';iors.

C:-' um uni :er#:rnance is maintained by limiting stean :ress.re variations;
e

:y 'i-iting :ne incalance :e: ween the steam generator, :urcine. and the

eact: ; and :y limiting the total uni: lead cenard en 1:ss of ca:a:ility of
a

:he s eam generator .feec system, the reacter, or :ne tur:ine generator. The

cente:1 systen :rev' des limi-ing actions to ensare :r:cer rela-'crshics ae-

ween :re generatec cwer, urcice reace :ressure, 'eecwa er el ow , a n.c

rea: Or :cwer.

~

he "C5 was designec :o be a:le :: crevent a reac:Or tri: for nany antici:atec

O clant u: sets ranging fr:n minor u;se s, sucn as small leac cnanges or small

feecwater heating u; sets, to major u: sets, sucn as less of one reactor 0 clan:

:um:, less of main 'eecwater :um:, or turbine ria fran '00 :ercent :cwer.

Followiag a reac :r ri;, :ne *C5 centrols steam ;eaera:Or level at a minimum

level setacint with the startup feecwater valves to :revide ecay heat removal.

U:on icss of both main feedwater cum:s. Obis minimun leve! c:ntrol is accor-

:lisnec wi n the auxiliary feedwa:er vaives. Should less of all four react:r
.

coolan: ;um:s occur, the level is controlles a a higher level in :ne s ean

geaees:Or (i.e., 50 ce cent On the :cerating range incication' :: hel: :r:cc:a;
.

natural circulation. Fo'l: wing a reactor tri:, :ne :C5 also :rovides : n*rol

cf the steam cressure wi n ne turbine :y: ass sa'ses Or ne a mos nere dum:

valves (:ecencing :n the avai'acili y of ne : ncensar anc circula-ing water'.

O)$x-: .

l .

. . . . ~ . . - - , . - . - . .r . - -
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a. W b. 2 *. 4.s .= *.1'.,

.. -

. . .. . . . . ., ?at,iare 5cce anc e- ec*s ana ysis is a systema tc r: cec' re *:P: a.

e gs. c. 4. *i p .. of .a g.y g . .... .s p.s. m. y .2 '. ' .' '. '. . *3 *"e'*a
.

s ..
e.,

. ..4. . o r. 4 s q nq . w .ws.i-y . . . . . w....

- .e . s c ns'cereC .as sta*ec 19 .-... ... .... ......, . -.-. : :c . :' 0, . . - -* c nsecuences. .
.y., ,,.

uide for Ger.eral :-iac':les :f Re'iacility "41ysis Of 'b. clear ::we*-

Gereeni 5:3:icn r:tectise Syste's") to :n tre # irs * general ste: Of*

a reliacility analysis. :: can ;ctentially ;:rovide some early use#f

4ad:-a-ice arc Or:vice a tasis for 'ater stucies arc /Or analyses.

.k. a. l - .v s . =.". .$ . ' . .$ '. '. v. ., . 4 , ,1 ; y. 2 :v ,. . 3 e., .4.t.4..,e4 s a *...'. .a.
- ** 2 . ..

.. .. .. .. .. .

eva'ua e ;:lan: Oretec-icn sys e?.s (such as the reacter :-::ec-icn arc
i

' eagineered safe y 'ea ures actuation syste") :: ce e"-i r e i' a s t ag l e
,

f ailure can :revea.: the systee safety function. ! i s a regulat:rf

n General *esign "r terica 21) na: for :lar-recui reren: 'as s:ated i d

:re:ection sys e-s 10 single failure,shall :revent the :rotec-ior fur.ction.

:lant centrol systems sucn as *he integratec control sys en 'ICS) nave

! y:ically ne :eer -ecuire. :o ree this single failure :riterion. Hew-
t

ever. 'o r an.y s.yste", including a c:ntrol s.ys en, a :"Ea can :e usec
7
,

1 * icentify 'a' lure 50ces w ich 00ulc leac : uncesi"a:1e c rsecuecces.

.

I

!
>
>
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C. 7 Has a FuEA Of the 'M!-1 !CS teen com:leted?

. S&W nas re # rred an ruEA On the in egratec cec rci system (*C5' as : art

# i s elia:ility analysis Of the ICS. The : ner : art :# the rei ' a:'I':y

analysis is a review Of the :CS 's "C:erating Ex:erience". 7he FMEA anc
*

C:erating Ex:erience are ccumente: in 33W 7e: Ort 3AW 1564, ":ntegra:ec

Control Sys em Reliacility Analysis". This reecr- has :een acertec :y
.

the licensee as acclicaele to ne 74:-l f acility. (Me Ed letter :: NRC

datec October 26, 1979).

C 5. What were -he results of this stucy as re:criec Oy 31W?

a. -ne reecr c ncluced ina the reactor ccre emains Orctec ec #cr events

resul-ing from any of ne :C5 f ailures s:uciec f~uEA) and na the :05
h

J nar: ware #ailures (ceterminec from ::ers-ing ex:erience) nave not 'ec ::

a signi#f can number of reactor tri:s.

The S&W re:Or: recognized the cesirability cf im: roving the :C5 anc ela ec

systems in arcer to imcrove overall lant :erformarce. Based on :ne analysis,

B&W mace recommendations which were to be evaluated by licensees on a plant

s:ecific basis. The recommencations highlighted areas in wnich 31W telieved

im:rovements coula ;otentially centribute to im: roved overall ::eration of :ne
' ,

olant. The majority of the recomeendations related to systems /can:onents

which interface wi*n the :CS, and were not s:eci#ic in nature because Of *he
.

cesign di'#erences wr.ica exis* at the di#feren 3&W :lants.

sgSD~fh9 'KA
g o m'gy
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.. en. hat are : e M.
..

3
.s*a* .s cenC.usicrs in -his area arc :"e Cases for *nesea..

c n:'usiors?

.. :: ...e...3 e. . . . ' . . . . . . ..,r. ... m. .a g 34. .. 9.3 4 4. 31 i.3..,..,.., r a : =. n.. s..y4w. .:.. . . . . . .:. . . . . . ..
:. g ,. . . . . ...

33'a e:cr. #:r the N:C are recor:ec : eir res.1 s in a Re:cr. Rev ew,

" * . . .c, r. 3 . er. ......i :f.s. . 2 1. 4..3.y.. a p. 1 j. e. 4. s . a . . . n 3 . 4. . . . ,. .. .. .e.. :. .~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... .. . . . ...

. . .t a ~.' .= .v 7. '. , ' 0. :. n. . ^ 2 N '. e. * er.1 ". a a. . a .i . , =.'. .".u ,9, . .a. a.. . . ~

*

. . . - a. '. .= . ee.*
..

r. n. rr.) a f s .er s .- u '. - .a. ' . . . . . v a. '. , . e *r..c i.se'.' Ma- e. *..a....-..='.=..='.cw...
. .. - . . . . . . > . .

f ailure rate and it Oces no: 2:cear ta ;recicitate a significant nuccer Of

cl a r.: L:se s. 'he examina-ion :f :ne f ailure sta-is*ics revealec na Oriy

a small nunce- Of :C5 narcware caifunc-icrs esul ec in eactor r';

la::r:xima ely 6 Of * 62). . cor. :his cata, CRNL conclucec na the ICS is:
.

failure :leeza: c a si;ni#4 cant degree.

s_
CRNL agreed with the 3&W conclusions egarcing control system i r:ve-

. . . . , .> .-. c '. . . .= . . '. c M. a. r. , ^ * N'. *. 4. c. a.l i c. a. .e *. * e . e a.d. 'c r 4. . ... - a.v a. . e . . 2e- . . . .

-.~.3

with recarc :: the :cwer sa:: lies :asec :n the :ast events ina- have

resultec 'ren NN: anc/cr ICS ocwer su:oly f ailure. :n acci tion, CRNL

suggested areas for ;cssible further study.

The staf' concurs with *he CRNL assessren: Of 3 W-1564 In acc' t'On,
' tre staff i a letter dated Novem:er 7,19~9, has recuestec -ha all

l':ensees wi h 3&W :lants evalua e -he 3&W recorrencations ar.d recort

- e r fclicw u: actions.-

As -e:cr:ec in the staff 's 2W*-1 Restar: SE: (M L'R EG-C 63C: : age C'. *., ne

licensee 9as res:ceced o a nuc er of the S&W recorreaca ices.

We :!an Oc review :nis informatten :: estaclisn the acecuacy Of .9e

Ns,) licensee 's action. This activi y is :ar: cf the NRC a tion :lanc

(NUR EG-C660, Task !!. K. 2).

D* *D'T
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DALE F. THATCHER
PROFESSIONAL QUAllFICATIONS

INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROITf$~TTITS BRANCH
DIVISION GrNS SAFETY

,

.

I am a Senior Reactor Engineer in the Instrumentation and Control Systems
Branch, Division of Systems Integration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

.

From May to December 1979, I was assigned to the Bulletins and Orders Task
Force as a technical reviewer in the area of instrumentation and control. Just
prior to this assignment I was a member of the NRR team which aided in the Three
Mile Island Recovery Operation.

In the ICSB, my primary responsibility is to perform technical reviews of the
design, fabrication, and operation of instrumentation and control systems for
nuclear power plants. This review enccmpasses evaluation of applicant's safety

. analysis reports, generic reports and other related information on the instrumenta-
: tion and control designs.--

v
I graduated from Lehigh University with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical
Engineering in June 1971.

From my graduation in June 1971 until my employment at the Ccomission, I was an
Instrumentation Engineer with Gilbert Associates, Inc., an Architect-Engineering
company located in Reading, Pennsylvania. My responsibiities included the design
and evaluation of various instrumentation and control systems including primarily
the areas of reactor protection systems and other safety systems for various
domestic nuclear pcuer plants.

I joined the Regulatory staff of the Atomic Energy Commission in March 1974 as
a Reactor Engineer. Since the', I have participated in the review of instrumenta-
tion control and electrical systems of numerous nuclear power stations and standard'

plant designs. In addition, I have participated in the formulation of related
standards and regulatory guides.

I am a member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and~

have participated in the development of IEEE Standard 379-1977, "IEEE Standard
Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Generating Station
Class IE Systems" and other proposed standards.

|

O
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. 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I noted a typo in the second

J
2 version of the professional qualifications, the second to

3 the last paragraph, second sentence. "Since then". It

4 should be "since then" and not "since the". It is obvious.

5 THE WITNESSs Could you tell me.where that was

6 again so I can correct it?

7 CHAIEMAN SMITHS Second to the last paragraph,'

8 second version of your professional qualifications. The
*

9 second sentence. "Since then" instead of "since the".

10 THE WITNESS: Ihank you.

11 MR. CUTCHIN Mr. Chairman. Mr. Thatcher is

12 available for cross-examination.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Sholly?
.

("})
14 MR. SHCLLY: Can I move those two documents into

%

15 evidence?

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Go ahead. Mr. Sholly is

17 offering his exhibits for identification, 1 and 2, into

18 evidence. While you were absent from the room he observed

19 that they had not been authenticated by the proper witness

20 and we said, well,.we have not been bothering --

* MB. CUTCHIN: I have no problem with their being21

22 received , Mr. Chairman.

~

23 MR. BAXTER: I will not raise an objection because

24 in this case my witnesses have been able to address, I

25 think, the major aspects of the report. My concern under

O
ALCERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) $54-2345
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1 normal circumstances, so I do not get held in setting s

2 precedent in tha future would not be authenticity but

3 whether you could cross-examine anyone about whst the

4 document says. In this case I guess we have all had trouble

5 interpreting what they mean, but I think we have had enough

6 discussion by at least the licensee's witnesses that they

7 can be received and I do not have any objection.*

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. So Sholly Exhibits 1

*

9 and 2 are received in evidence.

10 (The documents referred to,

11 previously marked for identi-

12 fication as Sholly Exhibit

13 Nos. 1 and 2, were received
'

14 in evidence.)

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you understand the evidentiary

16 point that was made there, Mr. Sholly? The authenticity of

17 the document -- of documents in this case have not risen to

18 an issue. Mr. 3axter, except f o r th e f ac t that the
.

! documents were well explored and the meanings evolved, would19
|

20 have objected having received them into evidence without an

' 21 opportunity to examine the author as to their content, but

22 no t as to authenticity.

~

23 MR. SHOLLYa I believe I understand th a t .

24 CROSS EXAMINATION

25 BY MR. SHOLLYs

O
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1 0 "r. Ihatcher, as received in evidence, sholly

2 Exhibit 1, the meeting summary, you did prepare that meeting

3 summary, is that not correct?

4 A That is correct.

5 0 And you would be f amiliar with the meeting summary

6 and you were in attendance at that meeting?

7 A Yes, I was.*

8 0 3efore I go into a number of questions on both the

*
9 meeting summary and the Oak Ridge report, I want to try and

10 establish exactly what you know about how the Oak Ridge

11 report was prepared, because there have been some questions

12 as to essentially the first five sections of the Oak Ridge

13 report as being, perhaps, contradictory to the conclusions
.

() 14 in the sixth section of the report.

15 Do you know who prepared what sections of the Oak

16 Ridge report? In other words, which sections were prepared

17 by Oak Ridge and which were prepared by SAI?

18 A No, I do not differentiate or I did not

jg differentiate between who prepared what sections.

20 0 You do not know?

* A I do not know. No .21

22 0 I have to come back to that later.
|
' ~

23 Referring to Question 2 and its response on pages

24 2 and 3 of the meeting summary, how did the ICS boundary as

25 it was defined in the BC'4 report affect the FMEA as it was

O
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1 done? In other words, what limitations would have been-

2 placed in the F"EA by the way the ICS boundary was defined

3 in the BC'4 report?

4 A The limitations -- we have discussed a number of

5 limitations. I think I agree with all those citings of

6 thosa limitations. However, as far as an FMEA of the ICS,
.

. 7 there was a bound that had to be placed to perform an FMEA

8 and I agree with the choice that BEW made, that that was the

* 9 logical choice.

10 Q !s it your view that the Oak Ridge report authors

11 viewed that bounding as appropriate?
,

12 A .T o . I think they took iscue with some of ghe

13 problems created in defining that particular boundary.

14 Q How did the staff depend on the Oak. Ridge revi6w(}
15 in terms of preparing its positions on the acceptability of

| 16 the BCW report? Specifically, I am concerned about how you
I

17 got to the staff position from the Oak Ridge position, which

18 appears to be in conflict.

19 A Well, I do not think they are really in conflict,

I
20 if you agree that the bottom line is section six of the Oak

,

| 21 Fidge report. I think, in fact, you will note tha t I did*

|

22 cite some of the findings in my testimony.
l

23 0 You agree with the Licensee, then, that the|
~

24 section six of the Oak Ridge report is the bottom line in

25 terms of deciding whether the ?&W report is acceptable or

O
|
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1 not?

2 A Yes, although we did consider some other comments

3 made in the other sections.

4 Q For instance, could you give me some examples of

S how you considerad some of those other comments?

6 A Well, I am trying to find an example.

*
7 Q Tske your time.

8 A Well, I believe -- I think the question we were on

,

9 there with number 2 regarding multiple failures, the staff

10 has to made some decision as to whether we think that

11 multiple failures are credible or not. In that particular

12 case , the discussion of mid-scale failures and multiple

13 failures, those two aspects manifest themselves in power

() 14 supply failures which were addressed in the B&W report, not

15 in the FMEA, but in the operating experience section, and-

16 so , given that information, we could define sake a--

17 decision along those lines.

18 Q let's move to the SEE. Do you have a copy of the

19 SER with you?

20 A NUREG-0680?

'

21 0 That is correct. The section dealing with the ICS

22 failure mode and effects antlysis begins with page D-1 and
'

23 concludes on the next page. I would like to ask you a few

24 questions about the SER.

25 First of all, did you prepare this section of the

O
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1 SER?

O
2 A No, I did not.

3 Q Do you know who did?

4 A No, I do not.

5 0 Okay.

6 DR. JORDANS This is a rather strange turn of

7 events which I am completely puzzled out. Your witness on4 .

8 ICS failure mode and effect analysis was not involved in the

9 SER and he does not know who was.*

10 MR. CUTCHIN: Thst is not surprising to me, Dr.

11 Jordan.

12 DR. JORDAN All right.

13 (General laughter. )

14 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Thatcher was intimately involved

O '

15 in the f ailure modes and effects analysis work in that he

16 was the technical coordinator for the 7ak Ridge study and I

17 am not sure that the SFR here at this point has a great deal

18 of substance and I think Mr. Thatcher's testimony is more

19 substantive.
t

|
'

20 DR. JORDANa I see. So if there are disagreements
|

21 between what is in the SER and Mr. Thatcher's testimony you'

22 would say thau you would rely on Mr. Tha tcher's testimony.

23 MR. CUTCHIN: At this point in time I believe that-

24 is correct, because as I am reading here from the SER, we
i

25 were indicating that there was further review under way and
I

,

O
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rS 1 that we would address is further in a supplement which, I

U
2 presume, is yet to come.

3 DR. JORDAN Okay. Go ahead, P.r. Sholly.

4 St MR. SHCLLY: (Fesuming)

5 Q On page D-1, the third paragraph, the third

6 sentence reads "However, we have also concluded that as a

7 result of failures in related systems, actions of the ICS*

8 can lead to major upsets." What related systems were being

*
9 referred to there?

10 A As I said, I did not prepare this section, but I

11 think I can -- I hate to conjecture. I can give you my

12 knowledge of what could have been meant by that statement.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's phrase the question so it

(~
(

. 14 will produce.something more than conjecture. Are you aware

15 of the failure -- failures in related systems as the term is

16 usei in that sentence?

17 TuE WITNESS: Failures in related systems, as long

18 as related systems refer to things such as the non-nuclest

| 19 instrumentation, the power distribution system -- to name

20 two. As long as the related systems means that, then,

21 indeed, actions of the ICS based on those failures can lead

22 to major upsets.

~

23 CHAIBMAN SMITH: So this sentence, as far as you

24 know, is not referring to actual historical failures of

25 related systems. It is postulated failures?

J
|
|
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1 THE WITNESS It may well be referring to

2 historical failures.

3 CHAIR.!AN SMITH: Are you, yucrself, familiar with

4 such failures?

5 THE WIINESS: Such historical failures?

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

7 THE WITNESS Yes, I am..

8 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

g Q Could you give an example?*

10 A An example of -- well, I guess crystal I heard--

11 the word Crystal River event. That could be an example.

12 Q Do you feel that the BCW report, the manner in

13 which that report was done, could have predicted the Crystal

14 River event?
. .

s

15 A I think so, as long as you consider the operating

16 experience, because we did -- it was pointed out in the

17 operating experience section -- August I think is the date

18 on the report -- August cf '79. I think I have the right

j 19 year. That power supplies were indeed failure -- one of the

i

20 significant failura contributors.'

21 Q What I am trying to get at is the failure mode and'

22 ef fects analysis portion -- the manner in which that was

done. Is it capable of predicting a failure such as the-

23

'

24 Crystal River event? Granted, once it happens obviously you

25 know about Lt and can take a 1cok at it. But what I am

I
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1 trying to get at is are there pcssibly other failures which

2 have not ocrurred yet?

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I do not think you understood his

4 answer, or at least the dates will have to be adjusted if

5 his answer means sitat you thought it does. And the Crystal

6 River event to which he is referring is February, 1980, and

7 he has referred somewhere to August 1979 report.*

8 MR. CUTCHIN: That is the BAW 1564, is that

*
g correct?

10 THE WITNESS: That is correct. And the date is

11 August, 1979.

12 MR. SuGLLYs I understood that. I was going to

13 g e t to that. Why --

14 THE WITNESS: Is there a question to me right(,
15 now? I thought there was.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: No. No, there isn't. I fear I

17 interrupted without cause, but I thought that you were

18 suggesting that once the Crystal River transient occurred
I
! 19 then it is incorporated in the history, and I thought you
i

20 were suggesting a circular approach to it.

* MR. SHOLLYs That is exactly what I was trying to21

| 22 g e t to. In other words, it seems to me that, based on a

|
~

| 23 reading of the Oak Ridge report, that there were certain

24 limitations placed on what the BEW FMEA could predict. I,

first of all, would like to know whesNer the BEW failure25

|

$

J
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1 mode and effects analysis could have predicted the Crystal(g
s)

2 River event and, if not, then possibly are there other

3 events whien it could not have predicted?

4 CHAIRMAN 55ITH: There is no question --

5 5R. SHCLLY: I will try phrase that in terms of a

6 question.

* 7 BY MR. SHOLLY: (3esuming)

8 0 Do you feel that failure mode and effects analysis

* g as done by BCW could have predicted the Crystal Fiver event?

to A Not as d o n e b y B C'i in 1564 That is not to say.

it that a failure mode and effects analysis could not predict

12 Crystal River.

13 C Fut the ?SW F5EA as it was done could not have

14 predicted Otyc+al Fiver?
'

%.
15 (Pausi.)

16 A If I could ask what portion of the Crystal River

17 event you consider significant. The problem I have 's !

18 know about the -- certain things that ha ppened wi th the

39 control systems and -- but I guess there is some concern

20 that they pumped water on the floor. Is that your concern?

21 Q What I would be referring to is the manner in"

22 which the integrated control system was involved in that

23 pa rticular event. Could the --*

24 A The -- o k a y .

25 0 Let's go through a series of questions. "aybe

O
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(J-]
1 this would be a more efficient way of doing it.

2 Do you know to what extent the integrated control
t

3 system was involved in the Crystal River event?

4 A Pretty much so. I ao sure if you get into very

5 detailed questions I might not know the exact answers, but !

6 a r. pretty familiar with the integrated control system's

7 performance at Crystal River.*

8 Q Okay. Now what -- what f ailures occurred in the

*
9 integrated control system? Just generally.

10 A None that I know of other than -- no. None that I

11 know of in the integrated control system itself. None that

12 I know of.

13 0 Did the integrated control system's actions
.

~T 14 exacetha te that particular event?(J
15 The actions of the integrated control system

16 caused what some people might consider exacerbation of the

17 event. And that is to say that it indeed did start

18 momentarily pulling control rods, for example.
4

19 Q Did the integrated control system also cause the

20 PORV to open?

*
21 A NO-

22 Q It did not. '4 h a t caused the PORY to open?

'

A I think it was the power supply failure itself23

24 that caused the PORY to open.

25 Q The ICS played no role in that?

(v')
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1 A No. I do not believe the ICS played a role in

2 that, in the opening of the PORY.

3 0 It did not.

4 A No. The opening cf the PORY was due to the

a mechanism in the power supply failure -- the particular

6 mechanism in which that power supply failed.

7 0 You have testified that perhaps in some respects*

8 the integrated control system did exacerbate the Crystal

9 Rivar event. Is that sort of effect from the operation of*

10 the integrated control system capable of being predicted by

11 the BEW failure modes and effects analysis?

12 A Yes, I think it is. If you take the f ront-end

13 failure that the power supply loss at Crystal Fiver created

14 and then follow it through the FMEA o'f the integrated
U(~N

15 control system, you could predict that the control rods

16 would move out, et cetera.

37 (Feuse.)

18 0 To your kno wledge, within the operating history of

19 B&W plants, are there instances, events involving the

20 integrated control system, that have occurred which would

21 not have been predicted by BCW's failure mode and effects*

22 analysis?
i

j 23 A I think the f ailure mode and effects analysis that'

BCW did is an accurate reflection of what consequences occur24

25 given the f ailure modes postulated. That does not mean,

,

?~\
' (_)
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1 . hough, thtt that pa rticular tool could predict all

2 potential consequences. I don 't knov --

3 Q In terms of insuring public health and safety, do

4 you think the failure mode and effects analysis by itself is

5 enough to insure the public health and safety is protected

6 from all events involving the integrated control system?
I

7 (Pause.)*

8 A There is a lot Pore to protecting the health and

*
9 safety of the public than looking at the integrated control

to system.

11 Q What --

12 A I thought I was following your question until you

13 said with regard to the integrated control system. Maybe if

(} 14 you repeat it. I Jas anticipating and I should not have

15 been, but the reactor protection system has to perform the

16 -- has to protect the public health and safety. Engineered

17 safety f eatures have to operate to protect the public health

18 and safety.

19 Q What I am concerned about is the usefulness of the

20 failure mode and effects analysis as it was done to assure

21 safety and that this is one of the criticisms of the Oak*

| 22 Ridge report. They stated that the significance of the ICS

'

23 to saf ety is not addressed. Granted, the licensee's witness

took issue with that. Do you take issue with that? Do you24

25 feel that th e E CW report addresses the safety significance

|
|
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1 of d the int 2 grated control system?

2 A I think it does address the safety significance of

3 the integrated control system, but there are a number of

4 things that you have to put in context when you look at that

5 on the surface.

6 There is concern that there are concerns that--

7 the ICS could create a loss of feedwater event and also*

8 prevent the admission of aux 1111ary feedvater to the steam

*
g generators, but that concern, in and of itself, is being

10 addressed separately from any F5EA and FMEA results.

33 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Of the ICS.

12 THE WITNESS: F3EA? ICS? Yes..

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I wondered if you had cor.pleted

. ;4 your statement. I was suggesting a completion to your

15 statement.

16 THE. WITNESS: I am sorry. I can make the

17 statement again. I mean --

18 DR. JORDANS I think it would be worthwhile to

39 state it again. What you think the --

20 THE WITNESS: I was trying to make the point that
,

; 21 the concerns regarding ICS control of main feedwater and*

22 also emergency feedvater were being addressed separately

from the FNEA on the ICS. That that is a separate issue*

j 23
!

| because, one, by virtue of the fact of the short-term orders24

25 which requite some manual actions and we heard about that

I'T
| \J,

i
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1 from the witnecses from GTU, and in the longer term because

Os 2 of the recommendation that comes out of NUPEG-0578, which

3 requires a "safaty grade auxilliary feedwater system". And

4 I believe the ~1:ensee both of those issues are addressed--

5 in the restart evaluation.

6 Now, I was going to give at least another example

7 of how the ICS reliability s tud y does address safety -- I am.

8 sorry, I don't remember your term, safety or health and

g safety of the public, and I was going to say that based on*

10 operating experience it was shown that the challenges

11 created by that system itself are not really that great. So

12 tha t says to me that the ICS does do its job, and it does

13 not create -- does not create a large amount of challenges

14 to the protection system in any analysis of an overall plant
,

15 -- I want to say safety analysis with regard to health and

16 safety of the p ub lic . That the concept of defense in depth

17 is utilired by the staff. And the first line of defense as

18 far as electrical instrumentation and control components

19 goes is the plant control system. If that is a misbehavior
'

I don't know if that is a word -- the plant20 -- misbehaver --

* 21 safety systems will be challenged frequently and any system'

22 that is challenged too frequently may, you know, fail. That

23 is the second portion of defense in depth -- the protection-

24 system.

25 So that is another area where I think the
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1 reliability study did show -- whst was the word the--

2 safety significance of the ICS, or safety consequences. I

3 am not sure what the wording was.

4 3Y MR. SFOLLY (Resuming)

5 0 Take a look at a couple of sections of the Oak

6 Ridge report. Take a look on page 7, the second paragraph.

7 In particular, the last sentence states, "It would not be.

8 impossible for perculiar equipment interactions or operating

9 conditions to place the ICS at such a disadvantage that it*

10 would respond , although, as designed in an undesirable

11 vay." ?his is the sort of thing that I think all day has

12 been raising questions -- I know in my mind -- as to how

13 usef ul this f ailure mode and eff ects analysis is in terms of

(~} 14 insuring safety.

V
15 In examining the Cak Ridge report, you stated

16 before that you took some of the concerns that the Oak Ridge

17 review made into consideration in preparing your testimony

18 and arriving at your positions on the FMEA. Did you

gg consider this particular point?

20 A 'J e ll , this particular point I do not consider to

* 21 be an indictment of the ICS itself. I think this is a

22 restatement of the discussion we had with regard to the

23 Crystal River event. That, given wrong inputs, that the ICS-

24 m ay respond in undesirable ways -- for example, pulling

25 control rods.

.
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1 0 Okay. Given thst, and that is the case, do you

2 feel that the EEW failure mode and effects analysis
4

3 adequately responds to tha t type of concern?

4 A I do not think the FMEA, in and of itself,

5 adequately would adequa tely address that. But in--

6 conjunction with the operating experience and th e

7 conclusions drawn in section six of the Oak Ridge report,-

8 that those, you know, those type of concerns are addressed

*

9 0 Do you think you would have held the same opinion

10 before the Crystal River event?

11 A Well, the Crystal River event was highlighted --

12 to me it highlighted a separate set of concerns other than

i 13 ICS. Previous to Crystal River -- and this was mentioned

(} 14.also -- the Oconee event, which occurred in Nove'mber of

15 1979, occurred -- in fact Fovember, 1979, when this report

16 was being prepered. John Anderson and myself went down to

17 Oconee after that event occurred. Subsequent to that event

18 the staff issuet ICE Bulletin 79-27.
19 Now, given, you know -- to me that addressed a

20 separate set of concerns other than the ICS itself.

'
21 Q What I am concerned about that I think is

23 happening, and if, after listening to my explanation you
. .

23 think I am mispercalving things, please clarify it.

t 24 What seems to me has happened is failure mode and
i

25 eff 9 Cts analysis has been done on what the Oak Ridge report

!

()'
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t feels is a fairly narrow basis. There is some operating

2 history which expands on that somewhat and the position is

3 taken, well,' this is adequa te now. This addresses the

4 failure mode and effects analysis requirement. The

5 operating history gives us c pretty good picture of the

6 reliability and we are pretty comfortable with that until

* 7 event A comes along. That is incorporated in the operatingi

1

8 history and now we are satisfied again until event B c:nes
'

g along and that is incorporated into history.

10 It seems to me that this is parallel with a class

11 nine accident where a class nine ac:ident is incredible.
12 TMI 2 happens. Oksy, all other ones are still incredible

13 and we are back to go again. .An I misperceiving something
,

() 14 there?

15 A 'J ell , I guess I can only speak to the area of

' 16 instrunentation and control, you know, systems. And if your

17 perception is that Oconee and Crystal .:iver -- those events

18 -- b ro u c h t in some new concerns, they were not with the

39 ICS. You know, operating experience is a good teacher. Do

20 you know I to not know -- you know, I do not know how to

' 21 indict the FMEA on the ICS as, you know, problems with --

22 you know -- should have prevented the Oconee event or the
.

23 Crystal River event.

24 Admittedly, you know you know, if power supply--

25 aclifications could have been made, potentially they could

O
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)
1 have been prevented. But you '<now that is only, you know, a

2 quecs.

3 Q 13t's move on to another line of questioning. In

4 your testimony, at page 7, you state that the present ICS

5 has proven to have a low failure rate and does not initiate

6 a significant number of plant upsets. Has the staff

7 reviewed the operational history of the ICS 721 and ICS 820*

8 systems as presented in the Oak Ridge and tha EEW reports?
,

9 A The only review of those systems was the review of

10 the report SAW-1564

11 0 You are familiar with the failure rates of those

12 two systems?

13 A From the report.

14 O TOS+

15 A I8S+

16 Q Does the staff take any position as to whether the

17 721 system is more or less acceptable than the 820 system

18 based on the hictorical failure rate? Or are both of them

19 acce ptable?

20 A Both of them are acceptable.

*
21 0 Both are acceptable?

22 A Maybe I should phrase that more -- the staff does

'

23 no t differentiate between one being more or less acceptable

24 than the other one.

25 Q In other words, you do not feel there is any

4
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1 signifiesace to the differences in failure rate?

2 A The failure rate tabulation is not a good

3 statistical sa3ple to base any conclusion like th a t on.

4 0 Okay.

5 DR. LITTLE: Would you approve a 721 systen for a

6 new pisnt design?

'
7 THE WITNESSs Probably. Yes.

8 DR. LITILE: All richt.
.

g BY 3R. SHOLLYs (Resuming)

10 0 In tha SEB it is indicated that the Licensee has

33 responded to a numbe.: Of BCW recommendations on the ICS.

12 Can you state whether er not Licensee has rempleted his

13 response to those,5CW recommenda tions?

() 14 A Nor I C3.nnot. I no longer have the responsibility

15 for the review of those recommendations and the f ollo w -u p .

16 0 You would not be familiar with any schedule, then,

37 that might have been established for completing those

18 responses ?
i

l -

19 A I as familiar with -- I have discussions with some

20 of the individuals that are responsible for follow-up in

# 21 those areas. And the last indication I had, I believe, was

22 from something that was to be presented at the ACRS
'

23 meeting. I believe it was last Saturday. And according to

24 the information I have, the responses of all BCW licensees,

25 including Metropolitan Edison, to the recommendations of the

O
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1 3CW -- SAW 156u -- will be pursued in the first half of 1991.

2 Y:u know that is not official. I as not

3 responsible for sched ules. But that is, you know, my best

4 answer to that question.

5 MR. SHOLLYa Giva me just a moment. Mr. Chairman,

6 perhaps the Board will appreciate this more than the other

7 parties. I as having trouble sorting out from everything''

8 that has happened this morning what might have been covered

.
9 by this Licensee's witness. It has become increasingly

to dif ficult to be productive.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you like to treak for this

12 evening ? That way you can ao over your notes overnight and

13 perhaps be more efficient in the morning.

(} 34 MR. SHOLLY I think so.

15 CH AI3%AN SM ITH: Okay. Tomorrow morning we are

16 7oing to have the report on the SER supplement. You are

17 involved in that too, aren't you?

18 MR. SEOLLY: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anytning further this evening?ig

20 (No rasponse.)

* CHAIR.*AN SMITH: Let's adjourn until 9:00 a.n.
21

22 tomorrow morning.
4

23 (Whereupon, at 5:52 p.a., the hearing was

24 adjourned, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. Wednesday, December 3,

25 1980.)
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